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Reactions to the concept of ‘climate change’ today are many and 
various, similar to the ways one can react to the diagnosis of a 
threatening disease—denial, anger, anxiety and numbness are 
common—but it doesn’t need to be this way. In this humble and 
thoughtfully presented book the author skillfully draws upon such 
classical Buddhist teachings as ‘The Discourse on Mindfulness’, 
‘The Elephant’s Footprint’ and ‘The Seven Suns’, as well as mod-
ern scientific studies, to show how this instability in the world 
can be a source of liberating insight rather than of fear or rage. In 
addition, through citing numerous pragmatic teachings and medi-
tation techniques, the book shows us how we can change our hab-
its and live in ways that conduce to the well-being of the planet, 
of our human community and of us as individuals. Climate change 
is indeed a challenging diagnosis but it can cause us to wake up, 
let go and unselfishly help the world—to live more fully and skill-
fully—which is a blessing indeed for all concerned. 

Ajahn Amaro 
 
This short book by Bhikkhu Anālayo, one of the world’s lead-
ing authorities on early Buddhism, is unique among works on 
Buddhism and environment for its extensive attention to early 
Buddhist texts. His skillful exegesis of these passages provides 
lessons for our perilous age. He shows how Buddhists have con-
nected morality to both environmental degradation and recov-
ery; how we can use Buddhist perspectives and practices to deal 
with denial, anger, resignation, and other emotions provoked by 
contemplating climate change; and not only how Buddhism could 
help with the mitigation of or adaptation to climate change, but 
how a practitioner could use the challenges we face to grow spir-



itually. A new story for the world requires that we change our 
minds, and Anālayo shows how Buddhist methods for cultivat-
ing mindfulness and practicing compassion can help us mitigate 
climate change and adapt to its progression. 

Daniel Cozort 
 
Rather than immediately focusing on climate change directly, 
Bhikkhu Anālayo first explores early Buddhism’s perspective 
on the Earth and environment within the context of the four 
Noble Truths, based on selected early Pāli texts and their Chi-
nese parallels. His thoughtful set of reflections then culminate in 
the chapter on the Eightfold Path, ‘Walking the Path’, in which 
he focusses on various ways in which the Dharma is helpful in 
both facing climate change without losing one’s equanimity 
through such things as anger or resignation, and being mindful 
of ways in which one can reduce one’s carbon footprint through 
one’s everyday actions, and skillfully work to influence others 
to do likewise. 

Peter Harvey 
 
Bhikkhu Anālayo’s book is an extraordinary achievement. Thor-
oughly familiar with early Buddhism both as a scholar and as a 
practitioner, he is at the same time fully aware of the imminent 
disastrous consequences of human-made climate change. Start-
ing from the four noble truths as a scaffolding for his presenta-
tion and from mindfulness as a central Buddhist practice, he an-
alyzes the present situation and points out how a Buddhist should 
react and contribute to prevent further deterioration. To an ad-
mirable degree, Bhikkhu Anālayo succeeds in suggesting crea-
tive answers while faithfully preserving the spirit and the thought 
of early Buddhism. 

Lambert Schmithausen  
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Foreword 

As a Dharma teacher who is very concerned about climate, I 
have been aware for some time that practitioners are often re-
sistant to hearing Dharma talks on this subject. I have been 
told at times that the topic is “too political” and “off point”—
they have come to hear the teachings to be comforted in order 
to address their own personal suffering and hardly want to be 
asked to take on even more. They understandably seek to es-
cape from the intensity and bombardment of sensational news 
filled with acrimony, divisiveness, and fear that one must work 
hard to avoid. But I wonder about the contradiction of engag-
ing in practice while avoiding the truth. 

While wanting to offer words that can calm the mind and 
heart, I also take to heart the Buddha’s example that in order 
to truly be free we need to directly acknowledge dukkha so we 
can skillfully transform it into compassion and wisdom. I wres-
tle with finding the balance between words that can soothe and 
support in facing the climate crisis and those that challenge us 
to wake up to the fact that we are like children playing with 
our toys without realizing that the house is on fire. So with 
deep appreciation I commend Bhikkhu Anālayo for addressing 
in Mindfully Facing Climate Change this crisis we are all fac-
ing on this planet.  

Sitting with Bhikkhu Anālayo one can’t help but be im-
pressed and inspired by his knowledge of not only the Pāli dis-
courses but their Chinese and Tibetan parallels as well. Even 
more, the inspiration that comes from witnessing his deep prac-
tice is invigorating. So it was with enthusiasm and profound 
respect that I sat with him at Spirit Rock on a weeklong retreat 
exploring the intricacies of the Ānāpānasati-sutta.  
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However, I was completely unprepared for the teachings he 
gave on the last morning of that retreat. Sitting rock steady in 
the Dharma hall as usual, he began by saying, “This morning I 
am going to talk about climate change. Some people think that 
this is not an appropriate topic for the Dharma Hall. I want 
you to know that I think it is an important thing we should be 
talking about in our practice.” A deep hush came over the 
room.  

He then proceeded to give a powerful explanation about 
why this topic is so crucial and what our meditation practice 
and Buddhist teachings have to offer as we navigate this crisis 
facing all of humanity. I had no idea that this had been a topic 
of deep concern for this Buddhist scholar and meditation teacher. 
It gave me hope that someone so steeped in the teachings and 
such a respected voice of the Theravāda tradition was applying 
the Dharma in this way. 

At this time, with so many of us wondering how we can 
wisely approach the crisis of climate change, it is a real gift to 
see how Bhikkhu Anālayo applies the teachings as a way to 
hold this dire situation. He shows us how Dharma understand-
ing and perspective can help not only with our personal prac-
tice but also can contribute profound wisdom for humanity as 
we all grapple with the situation. 

In these pages he explores in his own unique way how vari-
ous canonical teachings such as the four noble truths, the four 
elements, the brahmavihāras (with a special emphasis on com-
passion), mindfulness, the eightfold path, and death con-
templation can guide us in addressing the climate issue. What 
is particularly refreshing is Bhikkhu Anālayo’s way of crea-
tively applying the teachings and canonical discourse refer-
ences to the current situation. Furthermore, along with theo-
retical applications, he offers accompanying meditative prac-
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tices that deepen an embodied understanding of these concepts 
and help us develop the equanimity and inner resilience need-
ed to skillfully meet this enormous challenge facing all of us. 

It could be easy to believe that a monk who has such clarity 
and depth of practice does not struggle or deal with strong 
emotions when considering this issue. But this is not the case. 
When he asked if I would write some words as a foreword to 
this book, I said I would gladly consider it, but I had one re-
quest: that I could let readers know that he too struggles with 
holding the pain of the climate situation.  

In a conversation with him I recorded for a Spirit Rock day-
long on the climate crisis, he related that he had chosen to 
make his concerns about climate the focus and theme of a re-
cent five-week self-retreat. Each morning he would contem-
plate the truth of the facts about the impact of global warming 
and consider how his practice could hold it all. What a chal-
lenge to confront and absorb the pain of the world and possible 
demise of human life on the planet in that way!  

Bhikkhu Anālayo is not one to talk about his personal ex-
perience. But when pressed, he confessed that he too was deal-
ing with the type of reactions that can get activated with regard 
to the situation. I believe it is important for Dharma practition-
ers to see that even someone so practiced in equanimity and 
balance has to work hard in order to be able to process the al-
most incomprehensible threat to life on this planet. 

This crisis is something that will demand from us, as a spe-
cies, greater wisdom, compassion, courage and emotional sta-
bility than humanity as a whole has ever needed. As Bhikkhu 
Anālayo makes abundantly clear in this book, the Buddha’s 
teachings and their application to our changing climate are per-
haps some of the most significant tools we can offer society to 
help us rise to this challenge. May reading this book support 
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you in your own life and inspire you to be an agent of positive 
change for us all in this endeavor. 
 

James Baraz 
Berkeley, California  

October 17, 2019 
 



 

Introduction 

This booklet serves as a companion to a freely available online 
course,1 intended to offer a practical approach to the challenges 
of climate change that is grounded in the teachings of early 
Buddhism.2  

Human-caused climate change and environmental destruc-
tion are modern problems. These were unknown at the time of 
the Buddha; hence it can hardly be expected that the early dis-
courses offer precise advice on how to handle these. Never-
theless, several early discourses provide helpful perspectives 
and can be relied on in facing the current challenge.  

As a scaffolding for my presentation of relevant textual 
passages, I rely on the four noble truths. The first chapter takes 
up the first truth, based on a discourse that expounds this topic 
in relation to the four elements, the first of which is earth. The 
second chapter uses the lens of the second truth to examine the 
causes that have led to the current predicament, in particular 
the three unwholesome root defilements (greed, hatred, and 
delusion) and their relation to climate change denial and other 
unwholesome reactions. 

The third chapter relates to the third truth with a focus on 
the divine abodes (brahmavihāra) as wholesome mental states 
―――――― 
1 See https://www.buddhistinquiry.org/analayo.  
2 By way of reflecting the importance accorded to early discourse 

material, I depart from a standard way of textual formatting by in-
stead setting off all canonical passages as block quotations (in a 
slightly larger font size), no matter how short they may be. Con-
versely, I do not adopt block quotations for material from second-
ary sources, even when these are of considerable length, but quote 
them inline. 
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of temporary liberation that have considerable ethical poten-
tial. Out of these four divine abodes, compassion is particular-
ly relevant to the environmental situation. In the fourth chap-
ter, I apply the eightfold path to the problem of climate change, 
based on attempting to show that facing this problem can offer 
a substantial contribution to the overarching goal of this eight-
fold path: progress to awakening.  

In line with the basic thrust of the eightfold path, a central 
concern in my presentation in these four chapters is to try to 
develop a practice-related approach to the climate crisis. A key 
element here is a form of meditation that attempts to put the 
main themes of the four chapters of this booklet into practice.  

In an appendix, I survey this meditation practice, which 
combines mindfulness directed to the internal and external 
earth element with an examination of the condition of the 
mind, a cultivation of compassion, and contemplation of im-
permanence. The form of meditation that results from combin-
ing these four practices is meant to help build up resilience and 
wisdom for facing the dire consequences of climate change. 

Assessing the teachings of early Buddhism requires com-
paring parallel versions of a particular discourse, as at times 
during oral transmission portions of text may have been lost or 
else added. Whereas in the online course I rely on the Pāli ver-
sion of the relevant passages, in this booklet I provide transla-
tions of the respective Chinese parallels, which often are as yet 
untranslated.3 As a rule of thumb, material found similarly in 
parallel versions provides a good foundation for reconstructing 
early Buddhist thought. 

―――――― 
3 In order to enable readers to make their own comparison of the par-

allels without needing to consult the Pāli original, in the footnotes I 
refer to the standard translations of the relevant Pāli texts. 
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The overall approach I present here has no pretense of be-
ing the only right one. When in the course of my discussion I 
explain why certain ideas do not align with my understanding 
of the early Buddhist perspective, this is not meant to encour-
age their wholesale rejection. My point is only that these are 
not part of the approach chosen here, which after all is just one 
out of many ways of trying to respond to the current predica-
ment. The challenge of climate change is of such magnitude 
that it calls for a range of different perspectives, which can and 
should complement each other under the common aim of mini-
mizing harm and ensuring, to the best of our ability, the sus-
tainability of life on this planet. 



 

 
 

 



 

Relating to the Earth 

The crux of the problem of climate change is how we, as hu-
man beings, relate to the environment. As a way of approach-
ing this relationship from an early Buddhist perspective, in this 
chapter I try to cover three main topics. These three involve 
offering an introduction to some key doctrines of Buddhism, 
surveying meditative approaches to the earth, and attempting 
to establish an ecological ethics in line with the teachings re-
flected in the early discourses.  

I begin by briefly sketching some key doctrinal teachings of 
early Buddhism that are of relevance, in one way or another, 
for the remainder of this and the following chapters. These are 
the four noble truths, the significance of dukkha, the purpose 
of analyzing subjective experience into five aggregates, the re-
lationship of the human body to the earth, and the teaching on 
dependent arising. 

Out of these doctrinal teachings, the dependency of the hu-
man body on the earth is of particular relevance to my overall 
exploration. I study this dependency based on the Discourse on 
the Elephant’s Footprint, which relates the internal earth ele-
ment, found inside one’s own body, to the external earth ele-
ment outside.  

The Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint also serves as a 
lead-in to the second topic, featuring as the first of three dis-
courses, studied in this chapter, that offer meditation-related 
perspectives on the earth element. The other two discourses 
connected to this topic depict how to contemplate the earth el-
ement as a mindfulness exercise and how to take the earth as 
an example for cultivating an attitude of equanimity. 
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The last of the three topics to be taken up in this chapter ex-
plores how to ground ecological concerns in early Buddhist 
thought. This is far from straightforward and has been an on-
going topic of scholarly discussion.1 The challenge here is that 
the overall concern of early Buddhism is progress to liberation. 
In contrast, nature as such is not invested with a value in and 
of itself (Schmithausen 1997a).  

It follows that environmental concerns, as long as these are 
developed from within the context of early Buddhist thought, 
need to be established in a way that avoids relying on the idea 
that ecosystems have a value on their own and for this reason 
should be protected. In the course of trying to build a proper 
foundation for an environmental ethics concordant with early 
Buddhism, I need to survey critically selected positions taken 
by some Green Buddhists. 

As part of my overall attempt to do justice to the teachings 
of early Buddhism, I have adopted what is perhaps its most 
central doctrinal teaching as a scaffolding for this book as a 
whole: the four noble truths. Each of the ensuing chapters be-
gins with a quote, outlining one of these four truths. The quotes 
are from one of the Chinese parallels to the Discourse on 
Turning the Wheel of Dharma (Dhammacakkappavattana-sutta), 
traditionally regarded as the first teaching delivered by the 
Buddha after his awakening. In keeping with this approach, I 
now turn to the first truth. 

The Four Noble Truths 

The first of the four truths takes the following form:2 
―――――― 
1 For surveys of different positions see Harris 1994 and Swearer 2006. 
2 EĀ 24.5 at T II 619a10, parallel to SN 56.11 at SN V 421,19 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2000: 1844); for comparative studies of SN 56.11 
see Anālayo 2012b and 2013a. 
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What is reckoned to be the truth of dukkha?3 That is, birth 
is dukkha, old age is dukkha, disease is dukkha, death is 
dukkha, grief and vexation are dukkha, worry, sadness, 
and afflictions that cannot be measured [are dukkha]; 
association with what is disliked is dukkha, dissociation 
from what is liked is dukkha, not getting what is wished 
for is also dukkha; stated in brief, the five aggregates of 
clinging are dukkha. This is reckoned to be the truth of 
dukkha. 

The early Buddhist teaching of four truths appears to be mod-
eled on an ancient Indian scheme of medical diagnosis (An-
ālayo 2011c). This scheme covers a diagnosis of the disease, 
an identification of what is responsible for the disease, a deter-
mination of the potential for recovering health, and a prescrip-
tion of the required cure. Based on this precedent, the teaching 
on these four noble truths can be understood to involve recog-
nition of the following:  

1) diagnosis: the stressful repercussions of whatever diffi-
culty one is facing,  

2) etiology: how one is contributing to that distress through 
craving and attachment,  

3) prognosis: the potential for reducing distress by cultivat-
ing a different attitude, 

4) treatment plan: the path of practice to be undertaken to 
achieve a change of attitude and a reduction of distress. 

The diagnosis of the first truth, in the passage translated above, 
lists various instances of “dukkha”. Before exploring this di-

―――――― 
3 A noteworthy difference, compared to SN 56.11, is that EĀ 24.5 

does not apply the qualification “noble” to each of the four truths; 
see in more detail Anālayo 2006. 
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agnosis further, a few words are required about the import of 
this term. 

Dukkha 

The term dukkha has been regularly translated as “suffering”. 
This translation, however, fails to capture adequately the dif-
ferent dimensions of this term in its early Buddhist usage. 

One of these dimensions is the experience of what is pain-
ful, where dukkha stands for one of the three feeling tones (ve-
danā), the other two feeling tones being pleasant and neutral. 
In the case of experiencing pain, this does not invariably have 
to result in suffering. Through training in mindfulness, it be-
comes possible to face the challenge of pain with a balanced 
mind (Anālayo 2016d). Hence dukkha as one of the three feel-
ing tones can refer to “pain” or at least what is “unpleasant”, 
but this does not invariably have to result in “suffering”. 

Another dimension of the same term concerns all condi-
tioned phenomena, which can without exception be qualified 
as dukkha. This usage thereby covers all three feeling tones: 
pleasant, painful, and neutral. 

Pleasant experiences could hardly be reckoned “suffering”. 
Of course, pleasant experiences eventually change and their 
disappearance can be quite frustrating. But painful experiences 
also change, and in that case the change will probably be expe-
rienced as welcome. Therefore, the fact of change can also not 
unequivocally be considered as productive of suffering. 

This goes to show that “suffering” is not a quality shared by 
all conditioned phenomena. Instead, it is a reaction of an un-
trained mind. For this reason, applying the term “suffering” as 
a qualification to all conditioned phenomena fails to make sense. 
As a qualification of conditioned phenomena in general, a trans-
lation as “unsatisfactory” would be more to the point. 
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In order to avoid misleading connotations, in the remainder 
of my presentation I will continue to employ the Pāli term 
dukkha, in the hope that with the above brief exploration I 
have given sufficient background for appreciating its signifi-
cance. 

The Five Aggregates 

The translation given above from a Chinese version of the 
Discourse on Turning the Wheel of Dharma agrees with its 
Pāli parallel in reckoning the five aggregates of clinging as 
dukkha. The scheme of five aggregates involves an analysis of 
subjective experience into the following aspects: 

1) bodily form,  
2) feeling tone,  
3) perception,  
4) volitional formations,  
5) consciousness.  

These five can be understood to point to the material, affec-
tive, cognitive, conative, and sentient dimensions of subjective 
experience. The purpose of this analytical scheme is to high-
light five modalities of clinging to a sense of self. The body 
comes to be clung to as “where” I am, feeling tones as “how” I 
am, perceptions as “what” I cognize, formations as “why” I act 
in a certain way, and consciousness as “whereby” I experience. 

According to the summary statement of the first truth, all of 
these five dimensions of subjective experience are dukkha. 
Such assessment reflects the early Buddhist soteriological ori-
entation mentioned at the outset of this chapter. In fact, the 
formulation of the first truth starts off with birth as a manifes-
tation of dukkha. Human birth offers a valuable opportunity 
insofar as it provides suitable conditions for progress on the 
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path to liberation, but it is not seen as valuable in and of itself. 
The final aim of the path to liberation is precisely to transcend 
any type of birth. 

With the final goal of the early Buddhist path attained, ara-
hants are considered to be completely free from clinging to any 
of the five aggregates and therewith from future birth. Even 
encountering old age, disease, and death no longer leads to 
“grief and vexation” or to “worry, sadness, and afflictions” in 
them. 

At the same time, from the arahant’s viewpoint all condi-
tioned phenomena are still dukkha in the sense of being inca-
pable of providing true and lasting satisfaction. From an early 
Buddhist perspective, dukkha is an inherent quality of nature,4 
however broadly this latter term is defined.  

The Elephant’s Footprint 

For a further assessment of the first truth, I turn to a discourse 
that has as its speaker a chief disciple of the Buddha by the 

―――――― 
4 Pace Holder 2007: 121, who in the context of a criticism of Schmit-

hausen 1997a reasons that “to say that the things of the world are 
suffering in and of themselves (i.e., independently or intrinsically) 
merely on account of their being impermanent is an unwarrantedly 
pessimistic interpretation of the early texts” as “natural phenomena 
are characterized as dukkha only in the context of an experiential 
relationship that relates certain natural phenomena to an unenlight-
ened being having sentience.” According to the canonical passage 
John Holder quotes in support of this position, SN 36.11 at SN IV 
216,23 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 1271), all that is felt is included 
in dukkha. The discourse continues by explaining that this state-
ment refers to the impermanence of all formations. This is thus the 
canonical position, rather than being an “unwarrantedly pessimistic 
interpretation”. Whatever is felt remains impermanent and there-
fore unsatisfactory even for one who has reached full awakening. 
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name of Sāriputta. This is the Discourse on the Elephant’s 
Footprint, which begins by highlighting the comprehensive 
role of the four truths. The presentation in this discourse is of 
particular relevance to my overall concerns, as it establishes a 
relationship between the first of the five aggregates, the human 
body, and the earth.  

The highlight on the four truths in a Chinese version of this 
discourse takes the following form:5  

Friends, it is just like animal footprints, of which the fore-
most is an elephant’s footprint. Why is that? It is because 
the elephant’s footprint is the largest.  

Friends, it is like this with countless wholesome states; 
all these states are completely contained in the four noble 
truths, they fit into the four noble truths, and the four no-
ble truths are reckoned foremost among all states. 

What are the four? They are reckoned to be the noble 
truth of dukkha, of the arising of dukkha, of the cessation 
of dukkha, and the noble truth of the path to the cessation 
of dukkha. 

Friends, what is the noble truth of dukkha? That is, birth 
is dukkha, old age is dukkha, disease is dukkha, death is 
dukkha, association with what is disliked is dukkha, sepa-
ration from what is loved is dukkha,6 not getting what is 
wanted is dukkha; in short, the five aggregates of cling-
ing are dukkha. 

―――――― 
5 MĀ 30 at T I 464b23, parallel to MN 28 at MN I 184,26 (translated 

by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 278); for a comparative study of MN 28 
see Anālayo 2011b: 193–198. 

6 MN 28 does not explicitly mention disease and the dukkha of asso-
ciation and separation, although these are mentioned in other Pāli 
discourse formulations of the first truth, such as, e.g., SN 56.11 at 
SN V 421,20 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 1844). 
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The image of the elephant’s footprint occurs also in other dis-
courses. In several such instances it serves to highlight the im-
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portance of diligence (appamāda).7 Alternatively, the same 
imagery can illustrate the importance of either the perception 
of impermanence or else of the faculty of wisdom.8 This last 
usage would fit the present context well, as it must be the wis-
dom potential of the four noble truths that earned it a position 
of eminence comparable to the footprint of an elephant.  

According to Ñāṇaponika (1966/1981: 2), the present pas-
sage conveys that “the Four Noble Truths comprise … all that 
is beneficial, i.e. all that is truly worth knowing and following 
after.” Cousins (1996: 146) adds that when “all skilful dham-
mas are included in the four noble truths, we should … inter-
pret skilful dhammas here as referring to meditational states. 
Indeed, this is made clear later in the sutta by the references to 
equipoise connected with the skillful.” 

A meditative perspective, related to the cultivation of in-
sight, does indeed emerge in the course of the ensuing exposi-
tion in the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint. Before com-
ing to that, however, the discourse first proceeds from the four 
noble truths to the earth element. 

The Four Elements 

The exposition in the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint 
lists the five aggregates individually in order to explain the 
statement that “the five aggregates of clinging are dukkha” and 
then takes up just the first aggregate of bodily form. After ex-

―――――― 
7 SN 3.17 at SN I 86,31 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 179) and its paral-

lel MĀ 141 at T I 647c6; SN 45.140 at SN V 43,13 (translated by 
Bodhi 2000: 1551); AN 6.53 at AN III 364,22 (translated by Bodhi 
2012: 926); AN 10.15 at AN V 21,18 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 
1354); SĀ 882 at T II 222a5; and SĀ2 66 at T II 396b27. 

8 SĀ 270 at T II 70c15; SN 48.54 at SN V 231,2 (translated by Bodhi 
2000: 1697). 
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plaining that bodily form is made up of the four elements of 
earth, water, fire, and wind, the analysis proceeds by taking up 
just the first element of earth, representative of the quality of 
solidity. In this way, the exposition gradually leads from the 
teaching of the four noble truths to a close inspection of the 
nature of the earth element. This takes the following form:9 

What is the earth element? Friends, the earth element is 
reckoned to be of two types: there is the internal earth 
element and there is the external earth element.  

Friends, what is the internal earth element? It is reck-
oned to be what is internal, being found inside the body, 
what is contained internally and is solid, established in 
the nature of solidity, being internally clung to. And what 
is that?  

It is reckoned to be head hair, body hair, nails, teeth, 
rough and smooth epidermis, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, 
heart, kidneys, liver, lungs, spleen, intestines, stomach, 
feces, and whatever else similarly exists in this way in-
side the body, is contained internally [and is solid], es-
tablished in the nature of solidity, being internally clung to. 
Friends, this is reckoned to be the internal earth element. 

The identification of the solid parts of the body as earth ele-
ment can be interpreted by recourse to another passage, 
found in a Pāli discourse and its Chinese parallel. The pas-
sage in question describes a skilled meditator who is able to 
see the wood of a tree as a manifestation of the earth element, 
or of the water element, or of the fire element, or else of the 

―――――― 
9 MĀ 30 at T I 464c5, parallel to MN 28 at MN I 185,14; this part of 

the discourse has also been preserved as a quotation in Tibetan, Up 
3044 at D 4094 ju 140b6 and P 5595 tu 161b5. 
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wind element, as each of these four elements is found in the 
wood.10  

Applying the same perspective to the passage translated 
above, the other three elements must also be found in the bodily 
parts listed. On reflection, this is indeed the case. Each of these 
bodily parts has some degree of cohesion or liquidity, corre-
sponding to the water element, each has some warmth, reflect-
ing the fire element, and within each part of the body some mo-
tion takes place, indicative of the presence of the wind element.  

It follows that these bodily parts are listed as manifestations 
of the earth element in order to highlight that this element is 
predominant; the above passage would not imply that they are 
only earth and nothing else. These bodily parts are predomi-
nantly solid and thereby suitably illustrate the nature of the in-
ternal earth element.  

In the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint, this is the first 
step to be implemented, before turning to the external earth el-
ement in the form of what is outside of the body and similarly 
solid. Amaro (2013: 22) explains that “the first place to ex-
plore our relationship to the earth element is on the individual 
level. This body—with its bones and blood, its hair, teeth, and 
organs—is the bit of the Earth that we can know most directly, 
most acutely, and most intimately.”  

The Earth 

The Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint turns to the external 
earth element by describing how it can be affected by flooding:11 

Friends, there are times of deluge, and at such times the 

―――――― 
10 AN 6.41 at AN III 340,28 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 904) and SĀ 

494 at T II 128c23. 
11 MĀ 30 at T I 464c11, parallel to MN 28 at MN I 185,27. 
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external earth element disappears [under water]. Friends, 
this external earth element, which is very great, very clean, 
and very non-repulsive, is [still] of an impermanent na-
ture, of a nature to cease, of a nature to decline, and of a 
nature to change; how much more so is this transient body, 
which is clung to with craving. 

Yet, one reckoned an unlearned foolish worldling has 
this thought: “This is me; this is mine; I belong to it.” A 
learned noble disciple, [however], does not have this 
thought: “This is me; this is mine; I belong to it.” How 
could one have such a thought? 

The overall thrust of the passage is to drive home the imper-
manent nature of one’s own body and hence the meaningless-
ness of clinging to it as an embodiment of “me” or “mine”. In 
order to make this point, the passage establishes the similarity 
in nature between the body and the external earth. Given that 
even the external earth is impermanent, the body must also be 
impermanent.  

The depiction of the disappearance of the earth reflects an 
ancient Indian cosmological belief that the world goes through 
cyclical periods of destruction, as a result of which human be-
ings will disappear from the earth. Such destruction could be 
due to water, as in the present case, or else because of fire or 
wind.12 I will take up a description of such destruction based 
on fire in the last chapter of my study (see below p. 120).  

After having related the internal to the external earth ele-
ment, the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint continues by 
showing how insight cultivated in this way fortifies one when 

―――――― 
12 See the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya, Pradhan 1967: 189,1 (translated 

by Pruden 1988: 490) or the Visuddhimagga, Vism 414,13 (trans-
lated by Ñāṇamoli 1991: 410). 
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experiencing abuse. The same insight can inspire the cultiva-
tion of equanimity to such an extent that one will even be able 
to face a physical attack with inner balance. The discourse ap-
plies the same procedure to the other three elements of water, 
fire, and wind. 

The overall exposition in the Discourse on the Elephant’s 
Footprint combines two themes of relevance to meditative cul-
ture of the mind, namely insight into the absence of a self and 
the growth of equanimity. I will return to the part of the dis-
course related to equanimity in a later chapter (see below p. 91). 

The above description of the disappearance of the external 
earth is at the same time about the disappearance of human life 
from the earth. Once the whole earth is inundated, the founda-
tion for the survival of human beings would indeed have dis-
appeared. The Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint thereby 
implicitly drives home the fact that the existence of the body 
depends on the existence of the earth.  

The relationship established in this way offers a starting 
point for developing an ecological concern that aligns with 
early Buddhist thought. The presentation in the Discourse on 
the Elephant’s Footprint implies that the external and internal 
earth element share the same impermanent nature. It also im-
plies that the impermanent nature of the earth affects the body, 
which must perish if the earth comes to destruction. Clearly, the 
continuity of the body depends on the continuity of the earth. 

Such dependency is quite evident in the need to nourish the 
body. Besides food as a manifestation of the earth element, the 
body also requires regular intake of the water element in the 
form of beverages, maintenance of a certain temperature range, 
corresponding to the fire element, and a continuous supply of 
oxygen through the process of breathing, a manifestation of 
the wind element.  
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The body’s need for nourishment forms part of a canonical 
description in the following form:13 

The material body, which [consists] of the four elements 
and the six sense-faculties, which has been given birth to 
and been raised by father and mother, grows up from 
milk and meals.  

The Pāli counterpart does not refer to the six sense-faculties or 
to the parents.14 Instead of milk and meals, it just speaks of 
feeding on solid food. Alongside such minor differences, both 
descriptions agree that the body consists of the four elements 
and needs to be fed. 

The conditionality that emerges in this way would be suffi-
cient reason for a concern with protecting living conditions on 
earth. DellaSalla (2020: 100) sums up the situation as follows: 
“humans need Nature to thrive … but the reverse is certainly 
not true. Nature does not need humans to persist or thrive … 
Whatever we do to Nature, we ultimately do to ourselves, so 
protecting the natural world and abiding by what it needs to 
thrive will be in the long-term interest of humanity.” 

Protecting the natural world indeed safeguards the basis 
for sustaining the human body, which in turn is needed for a 
human being to be able to cultivate mindfulness, and such 

―――――― 
13 DĀ 28 at T I 110c14, parallel to DN 9 at DN I 186,1 (translated by 

Walshe 1987: 163). A Sanskrit fragment parallel, Melzer 2006: 
260 (418v1), only mentions that the body is solid and made up of 
the four elements. 

14 Other instances of descriptions in Pāli discourses of the nature of 
the human body do explicitly recognize the role played by the par-
ents, although they tend to mention the mother first. An example is 
MN 74 at MN I 500,1 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 605); 
for a comparative study of MN 74 see Anālayo 2011b: 399–406. 
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cultivation is required for progress on the path to awaken-
ing.15  

A Pāli discourse without parallels lists scarcity of food as 
one of several potential dangers that could occur in future times, 
highlighting that such scarcity will lead to migration of people 
and result in a situation where it becomes rather difficult to 
practice the Buddha’s teaching.16 The main purpose of this de-
scription is to instill a sense of urgency (saṃvega) so that one 
practices with wholehearted dedication as long as food is still 
readily available. At the same time, the passage also points to a 
practitioner’s dependency on suitable living conditions. 

The body’s dependency on nutriment also comes up in an 
exposition concerning the four establishments of mindfulness 
(satipaṭṭhāna). The discourse in question depicts the arising 
and ceasing of the object taken by the first establishment of 
mindfulness, the body, in this way:17 

The arising of nutriment is the arising of the body; the 
cessation of nutriment is the vanishing of the body. 

This indication in a way invites mindful inspection of the fact 
that the body to be contemplated in formal meditation on the 
four establishments of mindfulness depends on nutriment. 

―――――― 
15 This reasoning should hopefully meet the criterion presented by 

Harris 1994: 46 in the following form: “The minimum qualifica-
tion for an authentic Buddhist ethics is that it is able to construe 
causation in such a way that goal-oriented activity makes sense.” 

16 AN 5.78 at AN III 104,9 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 711). AN 5.54 
at AN III 66,6 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 681) confirms that a time 
of food scarcity is not suitable for making an effort at the practice.  

17 SĀ 609 at T II 171a29, parallel to SN 47.42 at SN V 184,17 (trans-
lated by Bodhi 2000: 1660), a Tibetan parallel, Up 6031 at D 4094 
nyu 15a5 or P 5595 thu 48b5 (translated by Dhammadinnā 2018a: 
23), and an Uighur fragment, Zhang 2002: 109. 
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Without nutriment, the body ceases, and therewith the object 
of the first establishment of mindfulness disappears.  

Contemplation of the Elements 

One of the exercises for cultivating the first of the four estab-
lishments of mindfulness is directly relevant to a meditative 
approach to the earth element. This approach can serve to re-
veal the meaninglessness of clinging to the body as an embod-
iment of “me” or “mine”, also thematized in the Discourse on 
the Elephant’s Footprint. The relevant passage takes the fol-
lowing form in a Chinese parallel to the Discourse on the Es-
tablishments of Mindfulness (Satipaṭṭhāna-sutta):18 

A monastic contemplates this body by distinguishing the 
elements in this body as being the four elements. This is 
just like a capable cow butcher or the apprentice of a 
cow butcher who divides a cow [into pieces by cutting 
through] its tendons. While dividing it he contemplates 
and sees for himself that “these are the feet,” “this is the 
heart,” “these are the tendons,” and “this is the head”.  

The purpose of the element contemplation is to lead to a dis-
section of one’s sense of selfhood by driving home the fact 
that what is experienced as “my” body is, after all, just a com-
bination of the four elements.  

The shift of perspective to be achieved in this way is simi-
lar to a butcher who, after having slaughtered a cow and cut it 

―――――― 
18 EĀ 12.1 at T II 568a25, parallel to MN 10 at MN I 57,35 (translated 

by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 148), see also DN 22 at DN II 294,14 
(translated by Walshe 1987: 338), and parallel to MĀ 98 at T I 
583b18, which expands from four to six elements; for a compara-
tive study of MN 10 see Anālayo 2011b: 73–97 and 2013b, the 
latter of which comes with full translations of EĀ 12.1 and MĀ 98. 
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up, no longer thinks that “this is a cow,” as his perception of 
the cow as a compact unit has ended. Instead, he thinks in terms 
of pieces of meat, which he is putting out for sale.19 

This helps to draw out the implications of this particular 
mindfulness exercise of contemplating the earth element, which 
serves as a way of putting into practice the realization of the 
empty nature of the human body, in line with the chief teach-
ing of the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint.  

A Mind Like the Earth 

In addition to the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint and 
the Discourse on the Establishments of Mindfulness, a third 
discourse relevant to developing a meditative approach to the 
earth, to be examined in this chapter, takes up each of the four 
elements as an inspiration for cultivating equanimity. This is a 
topic also thematized in the Discourse on the Elephant’s Foot-
print. The relevant instruction for the case of the earth element 
proceeds as follows:20 

You should maintain your mind like the earth. Just as 
this earth receives what is pure and also receives what is 
impure, it receives excrement and urine, and all that is 
dirty and disgusting, yet the earth does not give rise to a 
discriminatory mental attitude; it does not say: “This is 

―――――― 
19 Although this purpose is not expressed explicitly in MN 10 in a 

manner comparable to EĀ 12.1, the same idea is reflected in the 
corresponding commentary, Ps I 272,1. 

20 EĀ 43.5 at T II 760a5. A comparable instruction can be found in 
MN 62 at MN I 423,18 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 529). 
Although the parallel to this discourse, EĀ 17.1 at T II 582a13, 
does not have the corresponding instruction, it seems quite proba-
ble that this is due to a shifting of the relevant textual portion from 
EĀ 17.1 to EĀ 43.5; see in more detail Anālayo 2014/2015: 76f. 
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attractive, this is repulsive.” Now your practice should 
also be like this. 

This passage encourages taking inspiration from the imper-
turbability of the earth in order to develop a mind that similar-
ly remains unperturbed.  

The meditative perspectives that emerge from the three dis-
courses taken up in this chapter point in complementary ways 
to the themes of emptiness and equanimity. Here the Discourse 
on the Elephant’s Footprint provides the foundational perspec-
tive on the similarity in nature of the internal and the external 
earth element, thereby undermining the tendency to consider 
the human body as separate and special. The empty nature of 
the human body emerges in particular in its utter dependency 
on what is external to it.  

A practical way to explore this empty nature of the human 
body can be found in mindful contemplation of the elements. 
The present passage offers additional support for what has al-
ready emerged from these discourses by presenting the earth 
as a model for cultivating mental balance, in order to remain 
unperturbed in the face of the vicissitudes of life. 

The Earth and Sentience 

In addition to providing this practice-related perspective, the 
passage on keeping the mind like the earth also offers an indi-
cation relevant to environmental ethics. Readers less interested 
in a detailed discussion of this topic might prefer to skip the 
remainder of this chapter and just read the summary on page 
48 below.  

The reference to what is dirty and loathsome being dumped 
on the earth links the passage translated above to ecology, even 
though this was of course not the intention of the original dis-
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course. Of further significance is the encouragement to remain 
free from reactivity when facing agreeable and disagreeable 
experiences, as it relies on the notion that the earth does not 
react. The passage thereby gives the impression that the earth 
and the other elements were not seen as endowed with sentience.  

Of relevance to this topic is also a rule of monastic conduct, 
which forbids digging the earth. Seeing monastics engaged in 
digging the earth had provoked censure by people who did 
perceive the earth as sentient,21 a view apparently common in 
the ancient Indian setting. The ruling presumably reflects the 
need to avoid offending public opinion.22 In fact, a monastic 
text extant in Chinese, the Mahāsāṅghika Vinaya, reports the 
Buddha stating explicitly that the earth is not endowed with 
the faculty of sentience, before promulgating the rule against 
digging it oneself or getting it dug by others.23 

The famous scene when, on the eve of his awakening, the 

―――――― 
21 The Suttavibhaṅga, Vin IV 32,25, reports the censure as follows: 

“How can recluses, [followers] of the son of the Sakyan, dig the 
earth or have it dug? The recluses, [followers] of the son of the 
Sakyan, are harming sentience with a single faculty” (i.e., the 
sense faculty of touch). 

22 Schmithausen 1991: 57 concludes his survey of relevant material 
regarding “the belief that earth is by itself a kind of living, sentient 
being (or aggregate of such beings)” by leaving it open whether 
“this belief was, as the Suttavibhaṅga puts it, only the belief of 
‘people’ which Buddhist monks and nuns were enjoined to take 
into account in their behaviour, or whether it was, in the earliest 
period, still shared by the Buddhist monks and nuns themselves, or 
had at least not yet been abandoned by them on a conscious or 
theoretical level.” 

23 T 1425 at T XXII 384c16: “it is devoid of the faculty of sentience,” 
in evident reference to the earlier mentioned “earth”; a regulation 
already noted by Schmithausen 2009: 42 note 72.  
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Buddha called the earth to witness, is an element of later hagi-
ography and not attested in the early discourses.24 Even this 
later stage, however, does not involve the idea of anthropo-
morphizing the earth as a mother, an image sometimes in-
voked to inspire environmental protection.25 

Considering the earth as a mother, in the sense of viewing 
the production of food and living conditions as something 
done intentionally to benefit sentient beings, does not seem to 
be successful in providing a coherent grounding for environ-
mental concerns. If the earth is endowed with intentionality, 
then volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and tsunamis, with all 
their catastrophic repercussions, would also have to be at-
tributed to intentional acts of the earth.  

Once such intentionality is granted, in order to stimulate a 
debt of gratitude to mother earth for her abundant gifts, it can 
hardly be avoided that such destructions are equally viewed as 
the earth’s intentional deeds. Intentional destruction on a mas-
sive scale like this, however, does not fit the image of a mother 
particularly well. 

In order to motivate environmental concerns, a different 
approach would seem to be required, at least as long as such 
concerns are to be grounded in early Buddhist thought. 

Humans and Animals 

The Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint does provide a start-
ing point for such a different approach in order to situate eco-
logical ethics within the context of early Buddhist thought. 
However, such relating an environmental concern to the de-
pendency of humans on an intact ecosystem, in order to be 

―――――― 
24 Jā I 74,26 (translated by Jayawickrama 1990: 98). 
25 On this idea see also Dhammadinnā 2018b: 300. 
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able to practice the path to awakening, remains within an an-
thropocentric perspective.  

Although this would suffice as a rationale for environmen-
tal action when living conditions on earth are endangered, it 
will probably not satisfy those who consider the privileging of 
humans over other species to be the chief culprit for the cur-
rent predicament. In order to address this issue, I now survey 
some relevant observations. 

Regarding the topic of the hierarchical positioning of hu-
mans in relation to animals, Light (2002: 428) explains that 
“many early environmental ethicists were adamant that, if en-
vironmental ethics was going to be a distinctive field of ethics, 
it necessarily had to involve a rejection of anthropocentrism in 
ethics.” In this context, “the notion of what anthropocentrism 
meant, and in consequence what overcoming anthropocentrism 
entailed, often relied on very narrow, straw-man definitions of 
anthropocentrism. Anthropocentrism was equated with forms 
of valuation that easily, or even necessarily, led to nature’s de-
struction” (2002: 429). 

“As a consequence, those agents of change who will effect 
efforts at environmental protection—namely, humans—have 
oddly been left out of discussions about the moral value of na-
ture. As a result, environmental ethics has been less able to 
contribute to … the resolution of environmental problems” 
(2002: 427).  

The problem here is simply that such an “environmental 
ethics appears more concerned with overcoming human inter-
ests than redirecting them toward environmental concerns. As 
a result, a nonanthropocentric form of ethics has limited ap-
peal” to the general audience, “and not to appeal to such an 
audience arguably means that we are not having an effect ei-
ther on the formation of better environmental policies or on 
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the project of engendering public support for them” (2002: 
436).26 

Light (2002: 444) concludes that “a more fully responsible 
environmental ethics must abandon the wholesale rejection of 
anthropocentric reasons for protecting the environment.”  

The need to avoid a wholesale rejection of anthropocen-
trism holds not only for environmental ethics in general but al-
so for the more specific case of Buddhist approaches to ecolo-
gy. Sponberg (1997: 361) explains that “we have identified in 
our own cultural history an unquestionable tendency toward 
attitudes of exploitation and domination of nature, and we have 
rightly associated those attitudes with cultural institutions of 
hierarchy and privilege.  

“The unwitting and often quite unconscious mistake we 
make, however, comes when we assume that all forms of hier-
archy are the same. We assume that any and every manifesta-
tion of hierarchy leads inevitably to the dead end of dominion 
and exploitation … and, as Western Buddhists, we reassure 
ourselves that any apparently hierarchical element in our cher-
ished Buddhism must be a mistake, perhaps the later corrup-
tion of some monastic elitists.” 

Although “Buddhism advocated, in its early form at least, a 
… decentralized institutional structure, this should not be mis-
construed in the light of our current Western concerns to mean 
that the spiritual ideal in Buddhism was seen as nonhierar-
chical and egalitarian” (1997: 352). 

“Some Green Buddhists, uncomfortable with any notion of 
hierarchy … are moving, intentionally or not, toward a kind of 

―――――― 
26 In fact, even mobilizing political action to counter climate change 

based on invoking human rights is not necessarily straightforward 
and poses challenges; see Jodoin et al. 2019. 
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unidimensional Buddhism” (1997: 371). “Obsessed with the 
need to dump out the dirty bath-water of Western hierarchies 
of oppression, some Green Buddhists fail to notice that they 
are also discarding the ‘baby’” (1997: 372).  

That some form of hierarchy need not invariably be exploi-
tative emerges also in a comment by Harvey (2000/2005: 
150f), who explains that “humans are ‘superior’ primarily in 
terms of their capacity for moral action and spiritual develop-
ment. [However], the natural expression of such ‘superiority’ 
is not an exploitative attitude, but one of kindness to lesser be-
ings.” 

The moral responsibility that results from a hierarchically 
superior position has been highlighted by the Dalai Lama 
(2009: 24), who reasons that “morally, as beings of higher in-
telligence, we must care for this world. Its other inhabitants—
members of the animal and plant kingdoms—do not have the 
means to save or protect it. It is our responsibility to undo the 
serious environmental degradation caused by thoughtless and 
inappropriate human behavior.”  

In short, accepting the idea of some hierarchical superiority 
of human beings does not mean that compassion and care based 
on a moral sense of responsibility are being diminished.  

The Food Chain 

Turning from secondary sources to the early discourses, the 
reasoning underpinning a consideration of animals as inferior 
to humans finds expression in the following manner:27  

―――――― 
27 MĀ 199 at T I 761b23, parallel to MN 129 at MN III 169,22 (trans-

lated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 1021) and T 86 at T I 909a13, both 
of which take up the lower destinies of rebirth together and give less 
detailed descriptions. A later text, the Saddharmasmṛtyupasthāna-
sūtra, even incorporates such assessment of the nature of the an-
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Among animals there is no practice of altruism and jus-
tice, no practice of the principles of moral conduct, no 
practice of what is sublime and wholesome. Those ani-
mals eat up one another. The strong eat the weak; the big 
eat the small. 

According to this passage, it is precisely the lack of moral 
agency that, from an early Buddhist perspective, makes ani-
mals appear inferior to humans. This lack is particularly evi-
dent in the food chain. In this way, often enough “to be an an-
imal in a Buddhist cosmos is to live a miserable and pathetic 
existence” (Ohnuma 2017: 5). 

As already noted by Schmithausen (2000: 72), an “affirma-
tion of the natural world as it is implies affirmation of its basic 
structures, among which the food chain is the most scandalous 
one because it involves an awful amount of killing and pain.”28 
From this viewpoint, there would be little room left for consid-
ering animals as in themselves sacred.29 Taking into account 
the repercussions of the food chain could hardly instill venera-
tion or be considered in some way sanctified, unless one were 
to redefine the notion of sacredness completely, as a result of 

―――――― 
imal world in its version of the fourth establishment of mindful-
ness, contemplation of dharmas; see Stuart 2019: 5. 

28 The same would also be of relevance to what Harris 1995a: 201 
considers an instance of “terminological revisionism”, which “re-
positions the central Buddhist term saṅgha by moving it away 
from its traditionally monastic domain so that it may act as a de-
signation for the totality of all beings.” 

29 Harris 1997b: 380 argues that “environmentalism—particularly of 
the ecospiritual type, a form that has a sizable impact on contem-
porary ecoBuddhism—represents a reappropriation of prescientific 
modes of thinking with its … insistence on … an almost pantheist 
power of nature.” 
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which it would no longer be able to function as a motivation 
for environmental activism. In other words, to endorse fully 
the killing done by animals would substantially weaken the 
ethical basis for censuring the destruction caused by humans. 

In the case of plants, the early discourses do reflect the an-
cient Indian belief that these can be inhabited by spirits (Schmit-
hausen 2009: 77–83). Hence cutting down a tree, for example, 
might incur the wrath of the spirit that dwells in it. However, 
in modern times it seems less probable that such beliefs still 
have sufficient influence to promote forest preservation.30 Be-
sides, even in the ancient Indian setting such beliefs do not in-
volve attributing sacredness to the trees in themselves.  

Of interest here is a discourse which describes how some-
one might fell a great tree, cut it into pieces, dry these, burn 
them up in a fire, and then throw the ashes into a river.31 This 
description serves to convey positive connotations. The point 
made in this way is that, just as this tree has no scope to arise 
again, in the same way dukkha has no scope to arise again in 
the case of one who has reached full awakening. 

A similar attitude is also evident in the simile employed to 
convey the gist of mindful contemplation of the earth, taken up 

―――――― 
30 In the case of Thailand, for example, the loss of such beliefs in 

modern times seems to be a major reason for increasing deforesta-
tion; see Seeger 2014: 52–54. 

31 SN 12.55 at SN II 88,5 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 591), parallel to 
Sanskrit fragments, Tripāṭhī 1962: 88f (§2.7&8), and SĀ 284 at T 
II 79c14; see also SHT X 3865 Vw, Wille 2008: 200, which has 
preserved a reference to a swift current into which the ashes are 
thrown (not preserved in the fragments edited by Tripāṭhī 1962). 
The relevance of SN 12.55 as a contrastive example to a tendency 
among some Buddhist environmentalists to attribute inherent value 
to trees, because the Buddha attained awakening seated under one 
of them, has already been noted by Schmithausen 1997a: 70 note 178. 
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earlier, which describes a butcher cutting up a cow for sale (see 
above p. 32).  

Both cases of course do not actively encourage the slaugh-
ter of an animal or the destruction of a plant. Nevertheless, the 
image of their destruction is employed to convey a positive 
nuance. Had plants and animals been considered sacred, such a 
depiction would hardly have been chosen to illustrate a com-
mendable form of meditative practice or attainment. 

Dependent Arising 

The above survey of problems related to construing an ecolog-
ical ethics is certainly not meant to dismiss forms of environ-
mental activism that are based on a biocentric approach. The 
point is only that, in order to stay within the framework of ear-
ly Buddhist thought, the pragmatic approach I attempt to pre-
sent here needs to rely on an anthropocentric concern with the 
environment rather than attributing an intrinsic value to ani-
mals or nature.32 This is simply because, as already noted by 
Swearer (2001: 231f), “Indic Buddhism was certainly not bio-
centric.” At the same time, as already mentioned in the intro-
duction, what I present here is just one of many possible ap-
proaches to achieve the common goal of reducing the dire ef-
fects of climate change. 

The anthropocentric concern adopted here is based on the 

―――――― 
32 Eckel 1997: 343 comments on the proposal of an “intrinsic value 

of animals, plants, rivers, mountains, and ecosystems” that “the 
word ‘intrinsic’ presents a barrier. It seems to suggest precisely the 
substantial, permanent identity that the ideas of no-self and inter-
dependent co-origination are meant to undermine” (see also 
Rockefeller 1997: 320). Yet, the problem is not the proposal that 
some quality is intrinsic. In fact, the teaching on not self proposes 
an intrinsic quality shared by all phenomena.  
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understanding that for human beings to walk the path to libera-
tion requires basic living conditions, which in turn are depend-
ent on the natural environment.  

The dependency of the human body on the earth as the mo-
tivator for environmental activism could then be considered an 
instance of specific conditionality, the principle underlying the 
early Buddhist teaching on dependent arising (paṭicca samup-
pāda).  

The Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint, taken up earlier 
in this chapter, in fact explicitly connects its presentation to 
dependent arising. Its exposition culminates in the following 
statement:33 

Friends, the Blessed One has also spoken in this way: “If 
one sees dependent arising, one in turn sees the Dharma; if 
one sees the Dharma, one in turn sees dependent arising.” 

Why is that? Friends, the Blessed One taught that the 
five aggregates of clinging arise from conditions: the form 
aggregate of clinging, the feeling tone, the perception, the 
formations, and the consciousness aggregate of clinging. 

In this way, the discourse moves from the individual elements 
back to the level of the five aggregates of clinging as a sum-
mary statement of the first truth. The whole intervening expo-
sition was a detailed breakdown of the first of these aggregates, 
and the present passage clarifies that this served to exemplify 
its dependently arisen nature. 

The early Buddhist doctrine of dependent arising concerns 
specific conditions and their cessation; it does not establish a 
general interconnectedness of all things, comparable to sys-

―――――― 
33 MĀ 30 at T I 467a9, with its parallel in MN 28 at MN I 190,37 

(translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 283). 
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tems theory (Schmithausen 1997a: 13). The notion of a general 
interconnectedness of all things, as a basis for inspiring action 
to preserve a harmonious balance in nature, differs from the 
purpose of the early Buddhist teaching on dependent arising, 
whose aim is rather to step out of conditionality. Be it the de-
pendently arisen five aggregates of clinging or the dependency 
of the body on the external earth element, the ultimate aim of 
such teachings is complete transcendence rather than a positive 
evaluation of these conditions. 

Sucitto (2019: 249) comments, on the promotion of the in-
terconnection of all things to motivate ecological concerns, 
that in this “shift from the perspective of the early suttas, this 
state of interconnection is to be encouraged, rather than consti-
tuting a description of what one needs to be released from. 
This was a distinct change of meaning from that of the [early] 
Buddhist tradition.” 

Besides, it is also not clear how, on being invested with a 
positive evaluation, the notion that everything is interrelated 
could provide a coherent basis for an ecological concern. Har-
ris (1995b: 177) points out that “the intention here is to show 
that since all things are inter-related we should act in a spirit of 
reverence towards them all. However, the category of ‘all 
things’ includes insecticides, totalitarian regimes and nuclear 
weapons and the argument therefore possesses some rather 
obvious problems. In short, it suffers from a certain vacuity 
from the moral perspective.”  

In the same vein, Ives (2013: 563) comments on the promo-
tion of non-duality as the complement to interconnectedness: 
“haunting Buddhist celebrations of wholes is the naturalistic 
fallacy, as seen when celebrations of the whole undermine the 
ability to make the sort of distinctions that are necessary and 
unavoidable in environmental ethics, such as the distinction 
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between a negative ‘is’ (such as a toxic river) and a positive 
‘ought’ (the clean river that can result from clean-up efforts).” 

As noted similarly by Markus et al. (2018: 20), “a prefer-
ence for ‘good’ things is not yet given through the premise of 
non-dualism alone, rather further principles are needed to es-
tablish the ethical foundation.” 

In sum, from an early Buddhist perspective it seems diffi-
cult to ground ecological concerns coherently by anthropomor-
phizing the earth as a mother whose benevolent care needs to 
be recompensed, by viewing animals and plants as sacred, or 
by relying on the notion that everything is interrelated.  

The Beauty of Nature 

The above considerations regarding the early Buddhist per-
spective on the earth do not imply that there cannot be an ap-
preciation of the beauty of nature. Such appreciation occurs 
indeed regularly in the discourses, which de Silva (1990: 15) 
explains as expressing a “contemplative attitude by which we 
discern in nature our own vision of peace and tranquility … 
emerging from this contemplative attitude, there is an aesthetic 
dimension that reinforces our move toward conservation. 
There are many references in the Buddhist texts to instances 
where persons of great spiritual heights appreciate scenic 
beauty … [and are] able to look at the mirror of nature without 
attachment and with equanimity.” 

One example is a discourse which takes the beauty of a 
flowering forest as its starting point. The discourse begins with 
some fellow monastics approaching Sāriputta for a Dharma 
discussion. He starts off the discussion by drawing attention to 
the delightful place in which they had met, which forms a re-
current theme throughout their exchange.  
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According to the Chinese version of the discourse in question, 
Sāriputta formulates this theme in the following manner:34 

―――――― 
34 MĀ 184 at T I 727a18, parallel to MN 32 at MN I 212,31 (trans-

lated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 307), EĀ 37.3 at T II 710c15, T 
154.16 at T III 81a15, and a reference to ramaṇīyam in a Sanskrit 
fragment parallel, Or.15009/422, Hirabayashi 2015: 291; for a 
comparative study of MN 32 see Anālayo 2011b: 209–216. 
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This sal forest at Gosiṅga is highly delightful,35 the night 
is brightly moonlit, and the sal trees are spreading a deli-
cate fragrance, as if from divine flowers. 

The beauty of the moonlit forest, with the flowers in full bloom, 
leads on to a discussion on what particular spiritual quality could 
match this beauty. Each of the monastics present on this occa-
sion describes one particularly praiseworthy quality, such as 
dwelling in seclusion, mastery of the mind, exemplary moral 
conduct, etc. In this way, the aesthetic dimension of the beauty 
of nature acquires its true significance from a soteriological per-
spective.  

Another example would be a verse in a collection of early 
Buddhist poetry, which proceeds as follows:36 

Delightful are forest wilds, 
Here ordinary folk will not delight; 
The passionless find delight here,  
Those who are not in quest of sensual pleasures. 

The charm of forest wilds relates to freedom from sensual de-
sire. This holds to such an extent that those who have reached 

―――――― 
35 The sal tree, shorea robusta, is “a majestic tree growing up to 45 

metres in height and having a girth of 3.6 metres, with ovate ob-
long leaves and pale yellow flowers” (Dhammika 2015/2018: 179). 

36 The Udānavarga 29.17, Bernhard 1965: 375, with parallels in Dhp 
99 (translated by Norman 1997/2004: 15; see also Th 992, translated 
by Norman 1969: 92), the Patna Dharmapada 155, Cone 1989: 143, 
T 210 at T IV 564b14 (translated by Dhammajoti 1995: 146), T 211 
at T IV 588c23 (translated by Willemen 1999: 93), T 212 at T IV 
749c29, and T 213 a T IV 793b6 (translated by Willemen 1978: 
132). On araṇya occurring in a range of texts to convey the sense 
of wilderness, in contrast to areas cultivated by humans, see Visi-
galli 2019. 
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this lofty goal are fully able to delight in them, unlike those 
caught up in the quest for the pleasures of sensuality.  

As noted by Sandell (1987: 47), the verse shows “how ad-
vancement of mind leads to a greater appreciation of nature.” 
Sucitto (2019: 182) explains that “the core meaning is that when 
the awakened mind reviews the manifest world, it exhibits a 
deep appreciation of ‘uncivilized’ nature.”  

The condition of the mind emerges as the crucial element in 
relation to the appreciation of natural beauty and the attitude 
toward the environment in general. In the next chapter, I will 
examine this topic in detail. 

Summary 

From an early Buddhist viewpoint, animals and nature are not 
invested with value in and of themselves. The earth is not con-
ceived as a mother, and the teaching on dependent arising is 
not an affirmation of the interrelationship of all things. 

An approach to environmental concerns that wishes to stay 
in line with the teachings of early Buddhism can therefore best 
be developed based on an anthropocentric perspective, in the 
sense that the human body requires appropriate living condi-
tions on earth in order to be able to serve as a vehicle for pro-
gress to awakening. Such an anthropocentric paradigm comes 
with a recognition of the moral responsibility of humans to-
ward other sentient beings. 

From a meditative perspective, central themes that emerge 
in relation to the earth element are emptiness and equanimity. 
These can be cultivated through a mindful contemplation that 
proceeds from the internal earth element, found inside the 
body, to its external counterpart. 
 

 



 

An Ethics of the Mind 

What is the truth of the arising of dukkha?1 That is, it is 
grasping conjoined with craving that leads to acting care-
lessly with a mind that keeps being lustfully attached. This 
is reckoned to be the truth of the arising of dukkha.  

In this chapter I explore the causes underlying the dukkha of 
environmental destruction and climate change.  

Of central importance to the present chapter is the Discourse 
on the World Ruler, which provides an ethical perspective on 
environmental decline. In early Buddhist thought, such ethical 
perspective has the mind as a central reference point. Hence, 
following up the implications of the Discourse on the World 
Ruler leads me to the topic of mindful contemplation of the 
mind and to exploring common responses to the challenge of 
climate change from the perspective of their relation to mental 
defilements.  

The Arising of dukkha 

The statement on the second truth, translated above, high-
lights the chief role that craving plays in the early Buddhist 
analysis of the conditions responsible for dukkha.2 This con-
cords with a central thrust in Buddhist thought, which is a 
keen interest in what is taking place in the mind. Throughout, 
the emphasis is less on what is out there, but much rather on 
what takes place within, which is in turn evaluated from an 
ethical perspective.  

―――――― 
1 EĀ 24.5 at T II 619a14. 
2 On this relationship see in more detail Anālayo 2019a. 
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The ethical perspective afforded by the second truth can 
conveniently be related to environmental concerns: “the re-
alization is that maximization of affluence and output derived 
from economic activity … with high levels of social and 
natural environmental impact … will fail to close the desire–
want ↔ satisfaction gap. Furthermore … discontent will be 
exacerbated by a value system where goals and expectations 
are incorrectly predicated on the idea that well-being is a 
function of increasing consumption” (Daniels 2010a: 958).  

In the end, as pointed out by Harvey (2013: 336), “a con-
sumer economy actually depends on people not being satisfied 
with the goods they buy, or at least not satisfied for long.” 

Mindful Self-reliance 

For exploring the causes leading to environmental decline, the 
Discourse on the World Ruler provides a helpful perspective 
with its depiction of a gradual deterioration of living condi-
tions in ways that are similar to current predictions of the dire 
repercussions of climate change. Throughout the discourse, 
such deterioration is directly linked to a decline in morality.  

The description itself is part of what appears to be a para-
ble,3 whose purpose is to illustrate the importance of building 
self-reliance through the cultivation of mindfulness. A Chinese 
version of the Discourse on the World Ruler sets out this main 
theme, which the ensuing description serves to flesh out, in the 
following manner:4 

―――――― 
3 On the nature of this description as a parable or myth see, e.g., Rhys 

Davids and Rhys Davids 1921: 53, Gombrich 1988: 83, and Collins 
1998: 481. 

4 DĀ 6 at T I 39a24, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 58,7 (translated by 
Walshe 1987: 395) and MĀ 70 at T I 520b19; a full translation of 
DĀ 6 can be found in Anālayo 2014a. 
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You should be a light unto yourselves, with the Dharma 
as your light, without any other light; you should be a 
refuge unto yourselves, with the Dharma as your refuge, 
without any other refuge.  

How will monastics be a light unto themselves, with 
the Dharma as their light, without any other light; be a 
refuge unto themselves, with the Dharma as their refuge, 
without any other refuge?5 

Here monastics contemplate the body as a body inter-
nally, being diligent without laxity, with undistracted 
mindfulness, removing greed and sadness in the world. 
They contemplate the body as a body externally … they 
contemplate the body as a body internally and externally, 
being diligent without laxity, with undistracted mindful-
ness,6 removing greed and sadness in the world. They 
contemplate feeling tones … mental states … dharmas 
also in this way.7 

This is how monastics are a light unto themselves, 
with the Dharma as their light, without any other light; 

―――――― 
5 The Chinese text does not explicitly indicate plural forms, so that it 

would have been more natural to translate it in the singular as “a 
monastic”. My adoption of plural forms is due to the wish to avoid 
gendered terminology. 

6 The translation “undistracted mindfulness” is based on adopting a 
textual variant reading, in the sense of an alternative formulation 
preserved in some editions of the text, which in the presence case 
concords with the formulation found earlier in the discourse; the 
original instead additionally refers to “consciousness”. 

7 DN 26 at DN III 58,11 describes satipaṭṭhāna meditation without 
bringing in a distinction between internal and external modes of 
practice. MĀ 70 at T I 520b23 proceeds directly from the injunction 
to be a lamp unto oneself, without referring to satipaṭṭhāna, which 
in this version comes only at the end of the discourse. 
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they are a refuge unto themselves, with the Dharma as 
their refuge, without any other refuge.  

The reference to being “a light” to oneself in the above pas-
sage reflects one of two possible understandings of the under-
lying Indic term, which has its Pāli counterpart in attadīpa. Al-
ternatively, this term could also be understood to convey the 
sense of being “an island” to oneself.8 

The imagery of being a light or island to oneself recurs in 
other contexts, the majority of which relate the practice of mind-
fulness to being confronted with something distressing.9  

One such instance concerns the passing away of Sāriputta, 
the speaker of the discourse taken up in the last chapter. Learning 
of his death had triggered considerable sorrow in Ānanda, the 
monastic who served for many years as the personal attendant 
of the Buddha. According to a Chinese version of the relevant 
discourse, Ānanda described his own condition as follows:10 

Now my whole body is [as if it were] falling apart, the 
four directions [are as if they had] changed their order, 
the teachings I learned are [as if they were] blocked off. 

The Pāli version similarly reports him stating that his body felt 

―――――― 
8  Norman 1990/1993: 87 explains that the term “could mean either 

‘a lamp for oneself’ or ‘an island, i.e., refuge, for oneself’ … either 
ātma-dīpa or ātma-dvīpa”; see also the discussion in, e.g., Bapat 
1957, Brough 1962/2001: 210, Nakamura 2000: 95, and Wright 
2000. 

9  An instance where this is not the case nevertheless comes with an 
encouragement to examine the causes for sorrow and pain; see SN 
22.43 at SN III 42,8 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 882) and its paral-
lel SĀ 36 at T I 8a22 (translated by Anālayo 2014c: 9). 

10 SĀ 638 at T II 176c8, parallel to SN 47.13 at SN V 162,15 (trans-
lated by Bodhi 2000: 1643). 
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as if he had been drugged, he had become disoriented, and the 
teachings were no longer clear to him. To help him overcome 
this condition, the Buddha gave Ānanda a teaching culminat-
ing in the recommendation to be a light or island to oneself 
by cultivating the four establishments of mindfulness. Clearly, 
here mindfulness practice is the tool to emerge from grief 
and sorrow. 

Another instance takes its occasion from the fact that, after 
Sāriputta’s death, his close friend Mahāmoggallāna, another 
disciple of considerable importance in the monastic communi-
ty, had also passed away. In a teaching delivered on this occa-
sion, the Buddha acknowledged that the assembly of his disci-
ples now appeared empty, due to the demise of these two chief 
disciples. Nevertheless, his recommendation was to avoid giv-
ing rise to sorrow on this account:11  

How could it be that what is of a nature to be born, of a 
nature to arise, of a nature to be constructed, of a nature 
to be conditioned, of a nature to change, will not be oblit-
erated? The wish to make it not become destroyed is for 
something that is impossible. 

This clarification then leads over to the recommendation to be-
come a light or island to oneself through mindfulness practice. 

A further occurrence relates to the Buddha’s own potential 
passing away. He had been so seriously ill that Ānanda was 
worried that his teacher was about to pass away. A Chinese 
version of this episode reports his sentiments as follows:12 

―――――― 
11 SĀ 639 at T II 177a28, parallel to SN 47.14 at SN V 164,18 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2000: 1645). 
12 DĀ 2 at 15a23, parallel to DN 16 at DN II 99,22 (translated by Walshe 

1987: 244) or SN 47.9 at SN V 153,10 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 
1636); for a comparative study of this part of the Mahāparinirvāṇa-
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When the Blessed One was ill, my mind was in fear and 
tied up with worry. I felt lost in bewilderment, no longer 
recognizing the directions. 

Here, once again, the Buddha’s reply leads up to the recom-
mendation to become self-reliant, a light or island to oneself, 
by cultivating mindfulness. This advice culminates in the dec-
laration that, by dint of such cultivation, one becomes a true 
disciple of the Buddha:13 

After my final Nirvana, those who are able to cultivate 
this teaching are truly my disciples and foremost in the 
training. 

The Pāli parallels express a similar meaning by stating that 
those who become self-reliant through mindfulness will be 
foremost among those who are keen on training. 

Based on the passages surveyed above, it can be anticipated 
that the key theme of the Discourse on the World Ruler will 
similarly be about the potential to face grief and sorrow with 
mindfulness, thereby learning to become self-reliant.  

Although this is indeed the case, the Discourse on the World 
Ruler does not take its occasion from the death of a close one. 
Instead, it depicts a gradual moral and environmental decline 
that culminates in truly catastrophic conditions on the earth. 
Nevertheless, the same advice holds in this case: become self-
reliant through mindfulness. It follows that the same advice al-
so holds in relation to the main topic of this book, in that mind-
fulness is indeed the central tool for facing climate change. 

―――――― 
sūtra that takes into account the other extant parallels see Wald-
schmidt 1944: 88–94. 

13 DĀ 2 at 15b14, parallel to DN 16 at DN II 101,1 or SN 47.9 at SN 
V 154,15. 
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Bad Governance 

The Discourse on the World Ruler relates the onset of a grad-
ual deterioration of the environment to bad governance. After 
the peaceful reign of several kings who maintained ancient 
customs, a king assumes power who instead follows his own 
whims:14 

This one king governed the country on his own; he did 
not continue the ancient law. His government was unsta-
ble, everyone was complaining, the country was declin-
ing, and the people were withering away. 

Then one brahmin minister approached the king and 
said: “Great king, you should know that the country is 
now declining and the people are withering away. Things 
are not turning out as usual. Now the king has many 
good friends in the country who are wise and erudite, 
knowledgeable in things ancient and modern. They are 
equipped with knowledge of how earlier kings governed 
rightly by the Dharma.15 Why not command them to 
gather and ask what they know, so that they will give 
their personal replies?” 

Then the king summoned his many ministers and asked 
them about the way earlier kings had governed. Then the 
wise ministers provided answers on these matters. The 
king heard what they said and implemented the old way of 
governing and protecting the world by means of the Dhar-
ma. However,16 he was unable to aid solitary elderly peo-
ple as well as to provide for the lowly and destitute.  

―――――― 
14 DĀ 6 at T I 40b15, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 64,27 and MĀ 70 at 

T I 521b25. 
15 The translation “rightly” is based on adopting a variant reading. 
16 The translation “however” is based on adopting a variant reading.  
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Another Chinese version of the present discourse offers fur-
ther information on what had made this particular king govern 
according to his personal whims:17 

Yet, he was stained by sensual pleasures, attached to sen-
sual pleasures, insatiably greedy for sensual pleasures, in 
bondage to sensual pleasures, affected by sensual pleas-
ures, and dominated by sensual pleasures. He did not see 
their disadvantage and did not know a way out of them. 
So he ruled the country according to his own ideas. Be-
cause he ruled the country according to his own ideas, 
the country consequently declined and no longer pros-
pered. 

Although this detailed explanation is peculiar to the above dis-
course, all versions report that the king failed to look after the 
poor. Hence, the suggestion in the above passage that sensuali-
ty was responsible for his neglect and bad governance fits the 
context well. As the king of the country, he would have had 
ample opportunities for sensual gratification. The resultant in-
dulgence could indeed have fostered a neglect of the destitute.  

A similar pattern is evident in the current environmental 
crisis, due to a pervasive concern with national interests among 
leaders in affluent countries.18 This often results in a failure to 
―――――― 
17 MĀ 70 at T I 521b25. 
18 Of relevance to the impact of national concerns is also the observa-

tion by Deese 2019: 15 that “strategic competition among sover-
eign nation states has greatly impeded efforts to understand and 
address environmental challenges. In particular, the rise of milita-
ristic nationalism has caused extensive environmental destruction 
and has frequently corrupted the practice of science by tying it to 
the secretive culture of the national security state.” As a result, 
“the enduring competition between rival nation states is one of the 
reasons that the collective behavior of our species is less intelligent 
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take properly into account the situation in less affluent coun-
tries, where living conditions keep worsening due to the ef-
fects of climate change resulting directly from excessive in-
dulgence by the wealthier.  

The indication provided in the other Chinese version would 
also be in line with a general principle proposed by Sivaraksa 
(2009: 63), according to which in those times “when good gov-
ernance erodes, one or more of the three poisons of greed, hatred, 
and ignorance is always present.”  

Ethical Decline 

Not providing for the needy had its consequences, which the 
Discourse on the World Ruler describes as follows:19 

Then the people of the country in turn became quite im-
poverished. Consequently, they took from one another 
by force, and theft increased greatly. It being investigat-
ed, they seized one of them, took him to the king, and 
said: “This man is a thief. May the king deal with him.” 

The king asked him: “Is it true that you are a thief?” 
He replied: “It is true. I am poor and hungry, unable to 

―――――― 
than it could be” in addressing climate change (2019: 17). In the 
same vein, Lueddeke (2019: 84) observes that “water, energy, food 
security and climate increasingly require a search for pragmatic 
decisions to ensure the global survival of all species. Unfortunately, 
finding consensus around these survival issues is continually side-
tracked and threatened by ongoing dangerous, human-centric, ide-
ological, territorial and often self-centred battles at the highest lev-
els—despite the fact that history has repeatedly demonstrated that 
there can be no winners in the long run and that genuine collabora-
tion is the only way forward.” 

19 DĀ 6 at T I 40b23, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 65,17 and MĀ 70 at 
T I 522a28. 
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maintain myself. Therefore, I have become a thief.” Then 
the king supplied him with goods from his treasury and 
said: “With these goods support your parents and care 
for your relatives. From now on, do not become a thief 
again!” 

Other people in turn heard that the king was giving 
wealth to those who engage in theft. Thereupon they fur-
ther engaged in stealing the property of others.  

The problem of theft originated from the king’s failure to pro-
vide for the poor, and hence from his lack of compassion.20 
When faced with the results, the king tried to act in a compas-
sionate manner. However, this was misguided compassion; it 
lacked wisdom, as the king failed to realize that it involved 
rewarding immoral behavior.  

When thievery continued to occur again and again, the king 
realized the consequences of his misguided compassion and 
decided to punish the thieves:21 

They again seized one of them, took him to the king, and 
said: “This man is a thief. May the king deal with him.”  

The king asked again: “Is it true that you are a thief?” 
He replied: “It is true. I am poor and hungry, unable to 
maintain myself. Therefore, I have become a thief.” 

Then the king thought: “At first, seeing that they were 
poor, I gave the thieves wealth so that they would stop. 
But other people have heard of it and in turn imitated 
each other even more, and robbery increases daily. This 
will not do. Let me now rather have that man pilloried. I 

―――――― 
20 Harris 1997a: 9 highlights that in this discourse “lack of compas-

sion for the poor leads to the disintegration of society.”  
21 DĀ 6 at T I 40c7, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 66,34 and MĀ 70 at 

T I 522b14. 
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will command that he [be paraded through] the streets 
and alleys and then taken out of the city to be executed in 
the wilds, as a warning to other people.” 

Then the king ordered his attendants: “Have him bound, 
beat a drum to announce the command,22 and [parade] 
him through the streets and alleys. This done, take him 
out of the city and execute him in the wilds.” 

The people in the country all came to know that some-
one who had become a thief had been taken and bound 
by the king, who commanded that he [be paraded] through 
the streets and alleys and executed in the wilds. Then the 
people said to one another in turn: “If we are labelled as 
thieves, we will be like that, not different from him.”  

Then the people in the country, to protect themselves, 
consequently made themselves weapons to fight with, 
swords and bows with arrows. They repeatedly killed 
and injured each other when attacking to plunder. 

From the time this king came [to the throne], poverty 
started. There being poverty, robbery started. There be-
ing robbery, fighting with weapons started. There being 
fighting with weapons, there was killing and harming. 
There being killing and harming, [people’s] complexions 
became haggard and their lifespan shorter. 

In agreement with its parallels, the above passage depicts an 
increasing decline in moral standards, where poverty leads via 
theft to mutual killing. Gombrich (1988: 84) reasons that “this 
text states that stealing and violence originate in poverty and 
that poverty is the king’s responsibility; punishment becomes 
necessary only because of the king’s earlier failure to prevent 
poverty. This humane theory, which ascribes the origin of crime 

―――――― 
22 The translation “beat” is based on adopting a variant reading. 
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to economic conditions … is not typical of Indian thinking on 
such matters … this idea is so bold and original that it is pro-
bably the Buddha’s.” 

The other Chinese version again provides a detail that helps to 
appreciate the narrative flow. According to its report, the pre-
viously described thief had been caught by the owner.23 This indi-
cation fits the flow of the narration well, as when the king de-
cided to punish thievery, people took up weapons to kill those 
they robbed. This would be a logical consequence of thieves ear-
lier being arrested by the owners, because by killing the owner(s) 
one could avoid being arrested and then punished by the king.24 

The idea of a reduction of lifespan is a recurrent motif 
throughout the entire story, expressed in ways that reflect the 
nature of the tale as a parable. According to the overall pro-
gression, the initial life span is either eighty thousand or forty 
thousand years, and this gradually diminishes until reaching an 
all-time low of ten years.25 

Of relevance for evaluating such details is the largely sym-
bolic function of numbers in the early Buddhist discourses.26 
Vansina (1985: 171) explains that, in an oral setting in general, 
numbers “are both abstract and repetitive so that they fare badly 
in all [oral] traditions and are stereotyped to numbers meaning 
‘perfect’, ‘many’, ‘few’.” In addition, in ancient times num-
bers possessed a significance of their own quite apart from their 
function as devices for mathematical calculation. In relation to 
another discourse, Syrkin (1983: 156) speaks of “an archaic and 

―――――― 
23 MĀ 70 at T I 522b1. 
24 In fact, MĀ 70 at T I 522b27 reports that people, on taking up arms, 

think that “if … we catch the owners of those goods, we will cut 
off their head.” 

25 See the survey of these time periods in Anālayo 2014a: 17. 
26 For some examples see Anālayo 2011b: 471 note 158. 
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universal tendency to describe the world with the help of defi-
nite number complexes … manifoldly reflected in the Pali can-
on.” 

In view of such symbolic function, perhaps the actual fig-
ures could be accorded less importance in order to discern the 
main principle behind the narrative. A decline in average life 
expectancy would be natural once burglary and killing set in. 
Without intending to pretend that this must have been the orig-
inal intent of the description, such an interpretation would help 
to convey the basic message of the parable in a way more easi-
ly appreciated in modern times. 

Ecological Decline 

The moral decline also has ecological repercussions, which the 
Discourse on the World Ruler depicts in this way:27  

At that time one no longer hears in the world the names 
of ghee, rock honey, dark rock honey, or of any sweet 
delicacies. Rice seeds and rice seedlings turn into grass 
and weeds. Silk, silken cloth, brocade, cotton, white wool, 
what now in the world is called a garment, are at that 
time not seen at all. Fabrics woven from coarse hair will 
be the best kind of clothing. 

At that time many thorny bushes grow on this earth, 
and there are many mosquitoes, gadflies, flies, fleas, 
snakes, vipers, wasps, centipedes, and poisonous worms. 
Gold, silver, lapis lazuli, pearls, and what are called gems 
completely disappear into the earth. On the surface of the 
earth there appear only clay stones, sand, and gravel.28 

―――――― 
27 DĀ 6 at T I 41a13, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 71,17 and MĀ 70 at 

T I 523a13. 
28 The translation “only” is based on adopting a variant reading. 
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At that time human beings never ever hear any more the 
names of the ten wholesome [actions]. The world will be 
just full of the ten unwholesome [actions].29 When [even] 
the names of the good qualities are no longer present, how 
could those people get to cultivate wholesome conduct? 

At that time human beings are capable of being ex-
tremely bad and there is no filiality toward parents, no 
respect for teachers and elders, no loyalty, and no right-
eousness. Those who are rebellious and without princi-
ples are esteemed.30 It is just as nowadays those are es-
teemed who are [instead] capable of cultivating whole-
some conduct, of filiality toward parents, of respecting 
teachers and elders, of being loyal, trustworthy, and right-
eous, of following principles and cultivating compassion.31 

At that time [human] beings recurrently engage in the 
ten bad [courses of action] and often fall into bad ways. 
On seeing one another, [human] beings constantly wish 
to kill one another.32 They are just like hunters on seeing 
a herd of deer.  

―――――― 
29 On the ten unwholesome courses of action (kammapatha) see be-

low p. 65. 
30 The translation is based on adopting two variant readings. 
31 The translation “compassion” is based on adopting a variant read-

ing. The corresponding passage in DN 26 at DN III 72,2 describes 
esteeming those who respect parents, recluses, brahmins, and the 
elders of the clan; MĀ 70 at T I 523a19 refers to esteeming those 
who practice the ten wholesome courses of action. 

32 According to DN 26 at DN III 72,14 and MĀ 70 at T I 523a25, mu-
tual hatred will even arise between close relatives (like mother and 
son, etc.). DN 26 at DN III 72,8 stands alone in showing the break-
down of family relationships as also affecting sexual conduct, in 
that people will copulate with each other without respect for one’s 
mother, aunt, or teacher’s wife.  
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Then on this earth there are many ravines, deep gorg-
es with rushing rivers. The earth is a wasteland and peo-
ple are scarce. People go about in fear.33 At that time 
fighting and plundering will manifest, grass and sticks 
taken in the hand will all become [like] halberds and 
spears. For seven days they will turn to mutual harming.34  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

―――――― 
33 The translation “people” is based on adopting a variant reading. 
34 DN 26 at DN III 73,4 explains that people will get a perception of 

each other as deer, migasaññaṃ paṭilabhissanti. This takes up the 
motif of the deer simile found in all versions to illustrate the hatred 
human beings have toward each other. 
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The above version stands alone in giving such a detailed de-
scription of the environmental decline. Although its parallels 
agree in depicting an absolute low point in living conditions 
and morality, they do not describe it in such depth. Thus the 
parallelism to the anticipated repercussions of current climate 
change (see Wallace-Wells 2019) emerges with such detail on-
ly in this particular version. 

Other discourses help in understanding how in the ancient 
setting the repercussions of ethical decline were believed to af-
fect the environment. One relevant passage occurs in a Pāli 
discourse with a parallel extant in Chinese. Similar to the Dis-
course on the World Ruler, this discourse also sets out from a 
condition of bad governance, whereupon wrong conduct grad-
ually penetrates from the highest to the lowest ranks of socie-
ty. Once everyone behaves in unrighteous ways, this affects 
the heavenly constellations and leads to storms:35 

Then storms manifest. Storms having manifested, the ce-
lestials become upset. The celestials having become up-
set, at that time wind and rain become untimely. At that 
time grains and seeds in the earth no longer grow. 

The two parallels agree that, as a final result, people become 
short-lived. The reference to celestials (devas) in both versions 
reflects the ancient Indian belief that such beings are responsi-
ble for rain.  

According to a Pāli discourse without parallels, one of the 
reasons for a lack of rainfall is when such celestials are not 
heedful;36 another reason is when humans are unrighteous.  

Another discourse extant in both Pāli and Chinese con-
―――――― 
35 EĀ 17.11 at T II 586c28, parallel to AN 4.70 at AN II 75,7 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2012: 458). 
36 AN 5.197 at AN III 243,16 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 815). 
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firms that unrighteous behavior by the people leads to a lack 
of rain.37  

As noted by Harvey (2007: 10), in Buddhist texts “the en-
vironment is held to respond to the state of human morality; it 
is not seen as a neutral stage on which humans merely strut, 
nor a sterile container unaffected by human actions. This clearly 
has ecological ramifications: humans cannot ignore the effect 
of their actions on their environment.” 

The Ten Courses of Action 

The description of moral decline in the Discourse on the World 
Ruler takes the ten courses of action as its point of reference. 
Three of these pertain to bodily deeds, four to verbal activities, 
and three are situated in the mental realm. 

The three unwholesome bodily deeds comprise killing, steal-
ing, and sexual misconduct. Refraining from these corresponds 
to the path factor of right action in the noble eightfold path, a 
topic to which I will return in the fourth chapter (see below p. 
142). The need to abstain from killing, stealing, and sexual 
misconduct also finds expression in the first three of five 
precepts incumbent on a Buddhist disciple.  

The four verbal deeds among the ten courses of action are 
false speech, malicious speech, harsh speech, and gossiping. 
The whole group of four verbal activities corresponds to de-
tailed expositions of wrong speech as opposed to right speech, 
another factor of the eightfold path. The first of these four is 
also one of the five precepts.  

The remaining three of the ten courses of action belong to 
the mental realm, comprising greedy desires (or covetousness), 

―――――― 
37 AN 3.56 at AN I 160,14 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 254) and its 

parallel EĀ² 14 at T II 878a15. 
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ill will, and wrong view. The first of these three stands for the 
desire to own what belongs to others, the second for wishing 
that others be harmed or even killed.  

Both greedy desires and ill will have a prominent role to 
play in the Discourse on the World Ruler, where the moral de-
cline sets in when theft occurs. Although stimulated by pov-
erty, stealing is an obvious instance of desiring to own what 
belongs to others. Ill will in turn becomes gradually more con-
spicuous until eventually a low point in morality is reached, 
where human beings are so full of hatred that they just start 
killing each other.  

The last item in the list of ten courses of action is wrong 
view, which requires further examination. The early discourses 
describe right view in two different manners (Anālayo 2018a: 
30). One of these two speaks of the four noble truths. The other 
definition of right view concerns eschewing various expres-
sions of mistaken view, such as dismissing the fruitfulness of 
giving in charity or rejecting a sense of obligation toward 
one’s parents, as well as the denial of a world beyond and of 
the potential of spiritual practice.  

Of particular relevance for environmental concerns is an-
other item mentioned in such definitions, which describes an 
aspect of wrong view in the following form:38 

There are no good and bad deeds, there is no result of 
good and bad deeds.  

In its original setting, this statement refers in particular to the 
Buddhist doctrine of karma. At the same time, the basic prin-
ciple described in this formulation can be applied to climate 
―――――― 
38 MĀ 15 at T I 437c28, with parallels in AN 10.206 at AN V 293,30 

(translated Bodhi 2012: 1536) and Up 4081 at D 4094 ju 237b6 or 
P 5595 tu 271b3 (translated by Martini 2012: 64). 
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change, in the sense of pointing to the need to take responsibil-
ity for one’s actions. 

This is not meant to encourage a sense of guilt. As noted by 
Klinsky (2019: 475), in particular “conversations about climate 
injustice can challenge central aspects of people’s identities as 
‘good people’,” leading to the need of finding “pathways of 
opening these discussions that do not feed into denial, retalia-
tion or hardening of protective binary positions.” 

Here it is also of relevance that the early Buddhist doctrine 
of karma revolves around intention. It is the intention behind a 
particular deed that counts. Hence, unintentional harm caused 
to the environment needs to be clearly distinguished from the 
same done intentionally.  

At the same time, however, once one is aware of the impact 
of one’s actions, the understanding that “there is a result of 
good and bad deeds” would provide a clear directive for ad-
justing one’s behavior so as to minimize one’s carbon foot-
print. It would follow that, from an early Buddhist perspective, 
just ignoring the effects of one’s actions on the environment 
conflicts with one of the principles enshrined in canonical def-
initions of right view. 

Ethical Recovery 

The need to take responsibility emerges also in the Discourse 
on the World Ruler, which reports a change of conduct by some 
human beings that do not participate in the mutual killings:39  

Then those who are wise escape far away into [the moun-
tains and] forests and rely on hiding in caves. During 
those seven days they harbor fear in their hearts. They 

―――――― 
39 DĀ 6 at T I 41a29, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 73,7 and MĀ 70 at 

T I 523b4. 
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speak [to one another], uttering wholesome words of 
mettā: “Do not harm me; I will not harm you.”40 

By eating grass and the seeds of trees they stay alive. 
When the seven days are over, they come out of the moun-
tains and forests. Then, on getting to see one another, those 
who have survived are delighted and congratulate [one 
another] saying: “You are not dead? You are not dead?” 

It is just like parents who have a single son, from 
whom they have been separated for a long time. On see-
ing one another, they are delighted without limit.41 Those 
people are each delighted like this in their hearts and re-
peatedly congratulate one another. After that they en-
quire about their family [and learn] that many of their 
family members and relatives are dead, so they cry and 
weep with one another for another seven days. When 
those seven days are over, they congratulate one another 
for another seven days, full of joy and delight. 

Reflecting on their own [situation], they say: “We ac-
cumulated much badness, therefore we encountered this 
disaster. Our relatives are dead and our family members 
have disappeared. We should now together cultivate a 
little what is wholesome. What kind of wholesomeness 
would it be proper to cultivate? We will not kill sentient 
beings.” At that time [human] beings harbor mettā in their 
hearts,42 they do not harm one another. Thereupon the ap-
pearance and lifespan of these sentient beings increases. 

―――――― 
40 DN 26 does not refer to mettā. 
41 Whereas DN 26 does not have such a comparison, MĀ 70 at T I 

523b7 presents a similar illustration, which here involves just a 
mother whose only son returns home after a long absence. 

42 The translation is based on adopting a variant reading without a 
reference to “cessation”. 
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The above passage mentions mettā, often translated as “loving 
kindness”, although perhaps better captured with translations 
like “benevolence” or “goodwill”. Such mettā finds expression 
in the words: “do not harm me; I will not harm you.” This con-
veys the sense of a relationship of friendship and protection,43 
cultivated by those who remained established in non-harming. 

The nuance of friendship and protection is a regular mean-
ing mettā carries in the early discourses. A verse in the Dis-
course on Mettā illustrates this with the example of a mother and 
her only child, which she would be willing to protect even with 
her own life.44 Note that this description is not about a mother’s 
love; in fact, the appropriate Pāli term for such love would be 
pema or piya rather than mettā. Instead, the verse expresses the 
sense of the protection a mother would be willing to give to 
her own offspring (Anālayo 2015b: 29).45 

Ecological Recovery 

The Discourse on the World Ruler continues by depicting how 
a gradual increase in morality leads to an increase in lifespan. 
The same also has a beneficial effect on the environment, which 
gradually recovers. The discourse describes the eventual re-

―――――― 
43 See in more detail, e.g., Collins 1987: 52 and Schmithausen 1997b.  
44 Sn 149. 
45 This sense of protection is directed toward all beings without ex-

ception, which implies that it is not merely the expression of an in-
strumental concern. Though some sentient beings may be of use 
and others potentially dangerous, this is clearly not the case for “all 
sentient beings”. This would help correct the position taken by 
Harris 1991: 107 that “there is little evidence in the canon … to 
suggest that mettā may be extended to other beings simply as an 
expression of fellow-feeling.” For a survey of passages relevant to 
mettā as a simple attitude of kindness and related usages see Maithri-
murthi 1999: 48–53. 
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covery of prosperous living conditions on the earth in the fol-
lowing manner:46  

Then this great earth will be open and level, without ra-
vines, wastelands, or thorny bushes, and there will also 
be no mosquitoes, gadflies, snakes, vipers, or poisonous 
worms. Clay stones, sand, and gravel will become [like] 
lapis lazuli. People will flourish, the five grains will be 
common and cheap, and there will be abundant happi-
ness without end. Eighty thousand great cities will mani-
fest, with neighboring villages a cock’s crow away from 
one another. 

After a period of utter moral and ecological degradation, dur-
ing which those who wished to survive had to flee and hide in 
the wilderness, the peak of recovery expresses itself in a densely 
populated earth. Clearly, in this text human civilization as such 
is not seen as the problem. The key question is not human do-
minion over nature but much rather the ethical quality that in-
forms such dominion. 

Harvey (2007: 14) comments on the Pāli version of this de-
scription that “the message as regards nature, here, seems to be 
that, while an immoral society weakens itself and has to look 
to nature for renewal, a genuinely moral human civilization 
can take over more of the earth without destroying it, perhaps 
in an environment of closely clustered human communities—
the text actually says villages, towns, and cities—that may still 
have nature interspersed within it in semi-wild parks etc.”47 

―――――― 
46 DĀ 6 at T I 41c25, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 75,7 and MĀ 70 at 

T I 524b25. 
47 According to Harris 1991: 108, however, “in this perfect world 

only urban and suburban environments are left. The jungle has 
been fully conquered. Civilization and artifice then are consistent 
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According to the Discourse on the World Ruler, the earlier 
deterioration was the outcome of immoral conduct. Converse-
ly, the prosperous living conditions on earth achieved in this 
way are the result of moral conduct.48  

Applied to climate change, this suggests that human beings 
are capable of changing their ways in the face of social and 
environmental degradation and bring about an improvement of 
the ecological situation. 

The emphasis on moral conduct in this context puts the spot-
light squarely on the motivations for unwholesome action. An-
other discourse explicitly points out where unwholesome con-
duct originates. The Chinese version of this discourse presents 
the matter as follows:49 

―――――― 
with the total destruction of the wilderness.” Yet, the description 
need not imply that each village is surrounded on all sides by other 
villages or towns at very close distance, such that no wilderness at 
all remains. In view of the existence of areas unfit for village con-
struction, such as rivers, lakes, etc., this would in fact hardly be 
possible. Instead, the idea could just be that at least one other vil-
lage will be at a close distance, so that a cock’s crow can be heard, 
leaving open the possibility that in other directions there is no hu-
man settlement close by. The point conveyed to the audience could 
then be that, in order to travel from one city to another (the number 
eighty thousand is again symbolic and would just convey the idea 
of “many”), one would be sure of having village after village along 
the road so that one could easily get provisions, assistance, etc. 
(see also below p. 103 note 30). On visualizing the resultant spread 
of human civilization in this way, with cities connected by roads 
that lead through villages situated in close proximity to each other, 
there would still be ample space for wilderness in lateral areas.  

48 The future Buddha Maitreya appears only in DĀ 6 and DN 26; he 
is not mentioned at all in MĀ 70. Moreover, even in DĀ 6 and DN 26 
he does not function as a savior; see in more detail Anālayo 2014a. 

49 MĀ 179 at T I 721a3, parallel to MN 78 at MN II 26,12 (translated 
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Whence do unwholesome [types of] conduct arise? I de-
clare the place from which they arise. One should know 
that they arise from the mind. What kind of mind? If the 
mind is with sensual desire, with ill will, or with delu-
sion, one should know that unwholesome [types of] con-
duct arise from this kind of mind.  

The Pāli version takes the same position. In this way, the three 
root defilements of greed (or sensual desire or sensual crav-
ing), hatred (or ill will or anger), and delusion are the motiva-
tors for unwholesome conduct. Hence, they are also the chief 
culprits for the ecological decline described in the Discourse 
on the World Ruler.  

As noted by de Silva (2000: 95), according to the early Bud-
dhist view “the world, including nature and mankind, stands or 
falls with the type of moral force at work. If immorality grips 
society, people and nature deteriorate; if morality reigns, the 
quality of human life and nature improves. Thus greed, hatred, 
and delusion produce pollution within and without.” 

Contemplation of the Mind 

Recognition of the presence or absence of mental conditions 
influenced by the three root defilements in one’s own mind is a 
central thrust of the third establishment of mindfulness. The 
first part of the relevant instructions in a Chinese parallel to the 
Discourse on the Establishments of Mindfulness (Satipaṭṭhāna-
sutta) proceeds in this way:50 

―――――― 
by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 650); for a comparative study of MN 78 
see Anālayo 2011b: 424–431. 

50 EĀ 12.1 at T II 568c21, parallel to MN 10 at MN I 59,30 (translated 
by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 150), see also DN 22 at DN II 299,9 (trans-
lated by Walshe 1987: 340), and parallel to MĀ 98 at T I 584a6. 
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Having a mind with craving for sensual pleasures, mo-
nastics are in turn aware of it and know of themselves 
that they have a mind with craving for sensual pleasures. 
Having a mind without craving for sensual pleasures, 
they are also aware of it and know of themselves that 
they have a mind without craving for sensual pleasures. 

Having a mind with anger, they are in turn aware of it 
and know of themselves that they have a mind with anger. 
Having a mind without anger, they are also aware of it 
and know of themselves that they have a mind without 
anger.  

Having a mind with delusion, they are in turn aware 
of it and know of themselves that they have a mind with 
delusion. Having a mind without delusion, they are also 
aware of it and know of themselves that they have a mind 
without delusion. 

The task of mindfulness here is clear recognition of the pres-
ence and the absence of these three unwholesome mental con-
ditions. The three covered in the above extract do not exhaust 
the range of mental states explored in the Discourse on the Es-
tablishments of Mindfulness and its parallels, which also cover 
a liberated or a concentrated condition of the mind, etc. For the 
present context, however, these first three are particularly relevant.  

The attitude behind such mindfulness practice, be it directed 
toward oneself or others, finds illustration in a simile of a mir-
ror. A Sanskrit version of this illustration proceeds in this way:51 

―――――― 
51 Gnoli 1978: 248,26, parallel to DN 2 at DN I 80,15 (translated by 

Walshe 1987: 106) and DĀ 27 at T I 109b8 (to be supplemented 
from DĀ 20 at T I 86a28, as DĀ 27 abbreviates; for a translation of 
this part see Anālayo 2019g: 1928). The simile is not found in an-
other two parallels, EĀ 43.7 and T 22. 
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It is like a clear-sighted person who has taken hold of a 
round mirror that is very clear and were to examine the 
image of one’s own face. 

A Chinese parallel just mentions looking into clear water to see 
oneself. The Pāli version has both options, either a mirror or a 
bowl with clear water. Whichever tool is used, the task is to rec-
ognize clearly whether a state like anger, for example, arises. 
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Internal and External Mindfulness 

The illustration of looking into clear water or a mirror applies 
not only to one’s own mind. In fact, in its original setting the 
simile illustrates recognition of the mind state of another.  

Already in the previous chapter the need to proceed from 
what is internal to what is external became evident in relation 
to the earth element. The same pattern holds for the mind, in 
that there is progression from the internal to the external. Such 
a progression finds explicit description in another passage, which 
proceeds as follows:52 

One contemplates the body internally with untiring ener-
gy and collected mindfulness that is not lost, removing 
greed and sadness in the world, and one contemplates the 
body externally with untiring energy and collected mind-
fulness that is not lost, removing greed and sadness in 
the world. Contemplation of feeling tones, the mind, and 
dharmas is also like that, with untiring energy and col-
lected mindfulness that is not lost, removing greed and 
sadness in the world. 

Having contemplated the body internally, one arouses 
knowledge of the bodies of others. Having contemplated 
feeling tones internally, one arouses knowledge of the 
feeling tones of others. Having contemplated the mind 
internally, one arouses knowledge of the minds of others. 
Having contemplated dharmas internally, one arouses 
knowledge of the dharmas of others. 

―――――― 
52 DĀ 4 at T I 35c27 parallel to DN 18 at DN II 216,10 (translated by 

Walshe 1987: 298). Another parallel, T 9 at T I 216a8, does not 
proceed beyond listing internal and external contemplation. I have 
explored internal and external mindfulness practice in more detail 
in Anālayo 2003: 94–99, 2013b: 17–19, and 2020c. 
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From this perspective, mindful observation of one’s own mind 
as “internal” contemplation forms the starting point for then 
trying to discern the mental condition of others. Contemplation 
of the mind undertaken in this way could be applied to envi-
ronmental activity as a way of monitoring one’s own mental 
condition and that of others in order to ensure that any activ-
ism will be undertaken in a way that offers the best chance of 
success. 

Nhat Hanh (2008: 18) even frames the whole situation from 
the viewpoint of mindfulness: “the situation the Earth is in to-
day has been created by unmindful production and unmindful 
consumption.” By now, “the bells of mindfulness are sound-
ing. All over the Earth, we are experiencing floods, droughts, 
and massive wildfires. Sea ice is melting in the Arctic and hur-
ricanes and heat waves are killing thousands. The forests are 
fast disappearing, the deserts are growing, species are becom-
ing extinct every day, and yet we continue to consume, ignor-
ing the ringing bells” (2008: 1). Nhat Hanh (2008: 77) then 
sums up that “truly engaged Buddhism is first of all practicing 
mindfulness in all that we do.” 

Thanissara (2015: 138f) reasons that “while there are a lot 
of things we can ‘do’, it’s also important to explore the quality 
of awareness that informs our ‘doing’. A shift from an oil-
based economy to renewable energy is going to be a long strug-
gle, so we need to pace ourselves and avoid getting caught up 
in overwhelm, defeatism, anger, and burnout. For this an inner 
practice is essential.” 

Strain (2016: 201) adds that the “practice involves self-
transformation as well as action upon the world.” From that 
perspective, according to Curtin (2017: 30) “every problem, if 
we dig down deeply enough, is an invitation to practice.”  

As pointed out by Bodhi (2009: 162): “effective action must 
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be rooted in insight, in wisdom.” Ringu (2009: 133) reasons that 
“the worse the situation in the world gets, the stronger our spir-
itual practice could become. External chaos becomes an eye-
opener. It demonstrates the futility of chasing worldly things … 
whatever problems appear, on the outside or the inside, whether 
we are sick or dying, even if everything works out in the worst 
way, we must maintain internal harmony, clarity, and compas-
sion. We relax and do what we can. We learn not to be over-
powered by events and general human behavior.”  

In this way, the overall suggestion would be to view the 
current dilemma from the perspective of internal and external 
mental states and their ethical quality. Those responsible for 
preventing the necessary actions being taken and for spreading 
misinformation about climate change are under the influence 
of defilements. Rather than getting upset with individuals, the 
whole situation can be evaluated under the overarching con-
cern of countering the detrimental influence of defilements, 
within and without. 

In line with the general pattern of proceeding from the in-
ternal to the external, the starting point would be first of all 
discerning even subtle traces of the three root defilements in 
one’s own mind. This can take place by matching greed, ha-
tred, and delusion with three possible responses to the current 
crisis, namely denial, anger, and resignation. In what follows I 
explore these three responses, in the understanding that the re-
lationships proposed here to the three root defilements are 
merely my own suggestion and not something found in this 
way in early Buddhist thought. 

Denial 

When facing information about ecological destruction and cli-
mate change with their potential repercussions, it is natural to 
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want to avoid and ignore it. One wishes to continue to enjoy 
the pleasures of this world without having to be too concerned 
about the consequences. In this way denial, which can be con-
sidered an expression of the root defilement of greed, prevents 
reacting appropriately to what is taking place.  

The forces of greed are strong enough to make denial an in-
tentional strategy by some leading politicians and high-level 
business executives who would be affected by actions taken to 
counter the crisis (Almiron and Xifra 2020).  

A common mode of such denial is to pretend that the in-
formation we have is not sufficiently well-established to be 
taken seriously. Yet, for human beings to respond it is in prin-
ciple enough to know that a threat is probable; there is no need 
to be completely certain. This is part of how human perception 
works, which involves “perceptual prediction” (Anālayo 2019d).  

On suddenly encountering a dangerous animal, one will 
react on the spot. In such a situation one cannot afford to wait 
until all the information about the animal has been gathered 
and one is completely sure that it intends to attack, since by 
then it may be too late. Similarly, faced by the potential out-
comes of the current climate crisis, it is time to act now, before 
it is too late. 

The tendency to want to ignore can exert a strong influence 
that is hardly noticed, unless mindfulness is established. From 
this viewpoint, the ecological crisis can become an opportunity 
for regular scrutiny of the mind in order to detect the potential 
influence of the root defilement of greed, however subtly it might 
manifest, in fostering denial. The task is to keep bringing the 
mind back on track; in the words of Goldstein (2009: 182), “we 
need to repeatedly remind ourselves of the situation and not 
settle for a generalized understanding that climate change is a 
problem.” 
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Anger 

Another type of reaction to the ecological crisis is anger. Given 
that some are actively working to prevent appropriate changes 
from taking place, it might seem natural to get angry with them. 
Yet, this is not a solution. For one, to some degree most hu-
man beings contribute to the problem. Let the one who has 
never driven a car, taken a flight, eaten food imported from 
abroad, worn clothing manufactured in a distant country, etc., 
throw the first stone.  

Pointing out that nearly everyone is part of the problem is 
not meant to inculcate a sense of guilt. The question is not to 
turn one’s carbon footprint into some sort of original sin and 
then feel a need to atone for that. The task is only to take re-
sponsibility and act in a conscientious manner, without shift-
ing all the blame onto others. 

From an early Buddhist perspective, even righteous anger 
is a defilement of the mind, a topic I will explore again in the 
next chapter (see below p. 91). There is definitely a place for 
stern and strong action, but this should always come with inner 
balance rather than aversion. Inner balance is crucial for any 
possible environmental activity to achieve maximum benefit. 
From the viewpoint of mindfulness practice, getting angry is 
succumbing to one of the root defilements and thereby to what 
has contributed to and sustains this very crisis. Anger is a prob-
lem and not a solution. A solution can only be found when the 
mind is not clouded by defilements and therefore able to know 
and see things accurately.  

Although anger puts things into sharp relief and thereby 
can create a superficial impression of clarity, it actually dis-
torts perceptual appraisal of the situation and prevents a bal-
anced and correct discernment. A mind in the grip of anger is 
unable to see accurately what is for one’s own benefit and for 
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the benefit of others. Anger encourages a tunnel vision that ig-
nores aspects of the situation that do not accord with its evalu-
ative thrust.  

Such a condition of the mind needs to be recognized with 
mindfulness; it calls for refraining from taking action until the 
mind has cooled down, as only then does it become possible to 
see things in their proper perspective. In this way, the current 
crisis is best handled with a mind that is not in a condition of 
anger.  

Instead of anger, compassion is the appropriate motivating 
force for taking action. Its cultivation can provide all the ener-
gy needed to become active to correct wrongs, rather than just 
letting injustices persist.  

In order to counter anger or other negative mental condi-
tions, it can at times be helpful to work against a black-and-
white perception of the situation by reminding oneself that in 
the course of evolution greenhouse gas been responsible for 
enabling life on the planet, as without its effect the earth would 
be too cold for life. Furthermore, human use of fossil fuels has 
in the past facilitated some beneficial developments.53  

Of course, now the time has come to change, as the contin-
ued overuse of fossil fuels has turned what was a protective 
function of greenhouse gas into something highly dangerous. 
Due to the influence of defilements, narrow mindedness, and 
selfishness, some have not yet realized that it is high time to 
adjust. No need to hate them for that. Instead, out of a compas-
sionate sense of responsibility for life on this planet, the need-

―――――― 
53 Wallace-Wells 2019: 53 notes that “the graphs that show so much 

recent progress in the developing world—on poverty, on hunger, 
on education and infant mortality and life expectancy and gender 
relations and more—are, practically speaking, the same graphs that 
trace the dramatic rise in global carbon emissions.” 
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ful should be done to promote the necessary change. This can 
involve stern and strong actions but at the same time remain 
rooted in a mental attitude of compassion and equanimity.  

Resignation 

The third reaction to the environmental crisis to be discussed 
here is resignation. This could be related to the root defilement 
of delusion. Needless to say, delusion of course also underlies 
the previously surveyed reactions of denial and anger. Relat-
ing the present type of reaction to delusion is therefore only 
meant in the sense that such resignation is not evidently influ-
enced by either greed or aversion, and at the same time in-
volves some degree of lack of clarity and proper perspective.  

Resignation can easily manifest in a sense of feeling over-
whelmed and helpless. As a single individual, it just seems 
hopeless to try to effect any change. What is the point of even 
trying?  

Yet, society is made up of individuals and does not exist 
apart from them. The question is not whether a single individ-
ual can bring about all required change alone. The question is 
rather whether every single individual can contribute to the re-
quired change. This is indeed the case.  

As noted by Kaza (2014: 86), “Buddhist ethics view the in-
dividual as an active agent in a vast web of relationships where 
every action generates effects. Based on this worldview, I would 
argue that attaining ecological and economic sustainability un-
der the challenges of rapid climate change requires ethical en-
gagement.” 

This understanding can be employed to counter the as-
sumption of mono-causality, be it consciously or unconscious-
ly, in the sense that just a single cause is held to be responsible 
for a particular situation or problem. Such an assumption can 
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easily lead to searching for a single culprit that can serve as 
the scapegoat for one’s negativities. It can also result in over-
estimating one’s own personal responsibility and as a result 
falling prey to sentiments of helplessness in view of the mag-
nitude of the problem. Viewing oneself and others instead as 
co-participants in a large network of conditions can serve to 
counterbalance such tendencies.  

Another relevant teaching is right view. As mentioned 
above, one aspect of right view is the recognition that good 
and bad actions produce results. In relation to environmental 
destruction, this points to taking responsibility for one’s ac-
tions. Dzigar Kongtrul (2009: 147f) reasons that, out of a sense 
of responsibility, “we have to address global warming … 
thinking negatively, blaming others, or feeling hopeless will 
not help … taking action will bring transformation.” 

Summary 

Early Buddhist thought posits a close relationship between 
moral conduct and environmental conditions, to the extent of 
attributing a serious decline in living conditions, in some re-
spects similar to the anticipated results of climate change, to a 
lack of ethical restraint.  

Ethical conduct in turn reflects the condition of the mind. 
Of central importance here are the three root defilements of 
greed, hatred, and delusion. A focus on countering the impact 
of these three root defilements can serve as an expression of 
an environmental concern and lead to corresponding action. 
On the internal level, these can manifest in the form of denial, 
anger, and resignation. Cultivating mindfulness to face and 
overcome these conditions can serve as a training ground for 
confronting their external manifestations, in particular when 
these have repercussions on the environment.  
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Informed by the early Buddhist teachings on conditionality 
and right view, reliance on mindfulness facilitates stepping out 
of unhelpful attitudes in order to make one’s individual contri-
bution, to the best of one’s abilities, toward protecting living 
conditions on this earth. 



 

 
 
 



 

Liberation of the Mind 

What is the truth of the cessation of dukkha? It is being 
able to bring about the eradication and cessation without 
remainder of that craving, so that it will not arise again. 
This is reckoned to be the truth of the cessation of dukkha.1 

The third truth envisages nothing short of complete liberation 
of the mind from all craving and defilements and therewith 
from each of the three root poison of greed, hatred, and delu-
sion. 

Such complete liberation is the overarching concern of ear-
ly Buddhist thought, the pinnacle toward which all other teach-
ings point in one way or another. In order to do justice to this 
orientation, the approach to facing climate change I present 
here needs to be related in some way to progress to full awak-
ening, the highest level of liberation recognized in early Bud-
dhism. I will take up this topic in more detail at the outset of 
the next chapter (see below p. 119). In this chapter, I focus on 
the divine abodes as types of liberation that are in themselves 
temporary in nature but which at the same time are natural con-
ditions of the mind of one who has walked the path to full lib-
eration. 

After a preliminary survey of the four levels of awakening, 
I turn to passages taken up in previous chapters that point to 
the relevance of the four divine abodes. Then I examine the 
simile of the saw and the question of whether the Buddha, af-
ter having reached awakening, was still subject to anger. Next, 
I explore communal harmony as an expression of mettā, the 

―――――― 
1 EĀ 24.5 at T II 619a15. 
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opposite of anger, followed by studying a simile on acrobats 
performing together as an illustration of how to protect oneself 
and others through mettā and mindfulness. 

Out of the four divine abodes, compassion is particularly rel-
evant to environmental concerns and for this reason is a central 
topic in the present chapter. I begin by exploring compassion di-
rected to non-human sentient beings. Based on ascertaining the 
basic thrust of compassion as the wish for the absence of harm, 
I then contrast compassion to grief and set it within the frame-
work of the eightfold path. After that, I explore the ethical di-
mension of the divine abodes in general. In the final part of this 
chapter I take up the boundless radiation of the divine abodes 
and illustrate their meditative experience. 

Types of Liberation 

Early Buddhist thought recognizes different types of liberation 
(Anālayo 2009b). Of central importance are liberations of the 
definite type, attained with the four levels of awakening. Ac-
cording to the early discourses, these four levels involve the 
eradication of certain fetters and have irreversible consequences 
for the future.  

With the first level of awakening, three out of a standard set 
of ten fetters have been eradicated. As a result, one becomes a 
stream-enterer who is sure to reach full awakening within a period 
not exceeding seven more lifetimes. The three fetters left behind 
for good are belief in the existence of a permanent self, doubt 
(of the fundamental type regarding the teachings), and clinging 
to rules and observances as in themselves leading to liberation.  

With the second level of awakening a practitioner becomes 
a once-returner, having substantially reduced the next two fet-
ters of greed and anger, and being certain to reach full awak-
ening within one more lifetime.  
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Progress to the third level of awakening leads to becoming 
a non-returner, in the sense of no longer returning to be born 
in the world of humans and lower celestial beings. Having suc-
cessfully overcome five out of the set of ten fetters, the rebirth 
of a non-returner can only take place in a superior heavenly 
realm inhabited solely by those who are completely free of any 
greed and anger. 

The remaining five fetters to be left behind with the attain-
ment of full awakening, the highest of the four levels of libera-
tion recognized in early Buddhist thought, are desire for fine-
material and for immaterial becoming, conceit, restlessness, 
and ignorance. An arahant has actualized the full liberating po-
tential of the teachings by eradicating all ten fetters and be-
coming free from the prospect of future rebirth in saṃsāra. 

Alongside these levels of awakening expressing the core 
values and orientations of early Buddhist soteriology, other 
liberations recognized in the early discourses are of a more 
temporary type. Such liberations of the mind result from the 
gaining of mental tranquility, when defilements have gone into 
abeyance for the time being. Although such experiences have 
considerable transformative potential, they are in themselves 
deemed unable to achieve the eradication of the fetters de-
scribed above (Anālayo 2017b: 184–192 and 2020a). 

Among such temporary liberations, of particular relevance 
to my present exploration are the four “divine abodes” (brah-
mavihāra). In a way, these four can be considered forms of 
abiding in a celestial condition while still being a human on 
earth. Alternatively, they are also referred to as states that are 
“boundless” or “immeasurable” (appamāṇa). The mind of one 
who dwells in any of these four has become boundless and im-
measurable. 

The four boundless states or divine abodes comprise mettā, 
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already discussed above (see p. 69), compassion, sympathetic 
joy, and equanimity. Out of the whole set of four divine abodes, 
in the early discourses mettā features with particular promi-
nence (Anālayo 2015b: 28–39). As a basic mental disposition 
of kindness, well-wishing, and mutual protection, mettā is rel-
evant to the whole gamut of bodily, verbal, and mental con-
duct, ranging from daily activities to formal meditation. 

Building on the foundation laid in this way, compassion 
takes its place as a mental disposition of aspiring for the ab-
sence of harm and affliction. Compassion is not just mettā to-
ward those in distress (Anālayo 2019c). Both mettā and com-
passion can be directed toward all sentient beings. It follows 
that the difference between them cannot be merely due to the 
object they take.  

Compassion has a complement in sympathetic joy, the in-
tentional cultivation of rejoicing in the manifestation of whole-
some qualities, being directly opposed to envy and discontent.  

The cultivation of the divine abodes culminates in equanim-
ity. Such equanimity is the very opposite of indifference. It is 
an inner stability that comes with an open heart, matured through 
previous development of the other three divine abodes. 

These four attitudes are characteristic of the mind of an ara-
hant, who by dint of having eradicated all defilements will re-
spond to whatever happens in one of these four modes. From 
this perspective, progress through the four levels of awaken-
ing, described above, could be visualized as a gradual opening 
of the heart until, with full awakening attained, it completely 
embodies the divine abodes. 

The Role of the Divine Abodes 

The relevance of the divine abodes to the topics explored in 
this book can be illustrated with some of the passages sur-
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veyed in earlier chapters. The Chinese version of the Dis-
course on the World Ruler, for example, brings up mettā at 
the key turning point of its narrative. Once ethical and en-
vironmental decline have reached an all-time low and human 
beings randomly kill each other, those who have gone into 
hiding establish a foundation for a gradual improvement of 
ethics and consequently of the environment in the following 
manner:2 

They speak [to one another], uttering wholesome words 
of mettā: “Do not harm me; I will not harm you.” 

The Pāli version does not explicitly mention mettā at this junc-
ture. All versions agree, however, that the survivors of the mas-
sacre decide to refrain from killing, which implies the same 
principle. A description of the first precept of abstaining from 
killing provides an explicit relationship to the divine abodes, 
which takes the following form:3  

I abstained from killing and have abandoned killing, dis-
carding sword and club, having a sense of shame and fear 
of blame, with a mental attitude of mettā and compassion 
for the welfare of all [sentient beings], even insects.  

It follows that mettā and compassion are the key qualities which 
in the Discourse on the World Ruler lead to the decisive shift 
toward an improvement of ethics and a gradual recovery of the 
environment. The same qualities could play a similar role in 
relation to the present ecological crisis. 

―――――― 
2 DĀ 6 at T I 41b1, with a parallel in MĀ 70 at T I 523b7. 
3 MĀ 187 at T I 733a28, with a parallel in MN 112 at MN III 33,19 

(translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 907, to be supplemented from 
p. 448). A minor difference here is that MN 112 does not explicitly 
mention mettā or the killing of insects. 
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The whole set of four divine abodes features in another dis-
course, taken up in the first chapter, which presents the earth 
as an inspiration for cultivating mental balance (see above p. 
33). The relevant instruction is to remain balanced with what-
ever happens, however disagreeable it might be, based on the 
injunction:4 

You should maintain your mind like the earth. 

The exposition proceeds by taking up the other elements and 
then the four divine abodes. The Pāli version provides addi-
tional specifications on the purpose of each of these four,5 in-
dicating that mettā counters ill will, compassion cruelty, sym-
pathetic joy discontent, and equanimity (lustful desire) and 
aversion.6  

These indications reflect the potential of the divine abodes 
to make a substantial contribution to progress to awakening. I 
will return to this aspect of the divine abodes below, in par-
ticular in relation to compassion. Suffice it for now to note 
that, just as progress to awakening can lead to the flowering of 
the divine abodes, so can a nurturing of these four sublime at-
titudes substantially empower the cultivation of insight aimed 
at awakening. 

―――――― 
4 EĀ 43.5 at T II 760a5 and MN 62 at MN I 423,18 (translated by Ñā-

ṇamoli 1995/2005: 529).  
5 MN 62 at MN I 424,27. EĀ 43.5 at T II 760a11 recommends the 

arousing of the four divine abodes but then proceeds on to another 
topic, which could be the result of a shifting of textual portions that 
appears to have occurred in EĀ 43.5; see Anālayo 2014/2015.  

6 The supplementation in brackets is motivated by the fact that, although 
MN 62 at MN I 424,33 contrasts equanimity just to aversion, paṭigha, 
DN 33 at DN III 249,14 contrasts the same divine abode to greed or 
lust, rāga. From a practical perspective, equanimity would indeed 
counter both,  
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The Simile of the Saw 

Another instance reflecting the relevance of the divine abodes 
occurs in the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint, taken up 
in the first chapter, whose exposition leads up to the powerful 
simile of the saw. To recapitulate, the Discourse on the Ele-
phant’s Footprint first relates the internal to the external earth 
element. Then it shows how insight cultivated in this way for-
tifies one when experiencing abuse.  

The same insight can inspire the cultivation of equanimity 
to such an extent that one will be able to maintain inner bal-
ance even when being physically attacked. It is at this juncture 
that a reference to the well-known simile of the saw occurs:7 

Friends, the Blessed One has also spoken in this way: 
“Suppose there are bandits who come and cut your body 
apart, limb by limb, with the help of a sharp saw. If, 
when those bandits cut your body apart, limb by limb, 
with the help of a sharp saw, there is an alteration in 
your mind, or you speak bad words, you are regressing.  

“You should have this thought: ‘If there are bandits 
who come and cut my body apart, limb by limb, with the 
help of a sharp saw, because of that there will not be an 
alteration in my mind and I will not speak bad words. I 
will arouse a mind of compassion toward those who are 
cutting my body apart limb by limb.’” 

The original delivery of this simile occurs in the Discourse on the 
Simile of the Saw, where it leads on to the practice of mettā.8  

―――――― 
7 MĀ 30 at T I 465a6, parallel to MN 28 at MN I 186,10 (translated 

by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 279). 
8 MN 21 at MN I 129,15 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 223) 

and its parallel MĀ 193 at T I 746a12; for a comparative study of 
MN 21 see Anālayo 2011b: 145–147. 
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The dramatic depiction in this passage is probably best un-
derstood as referring to a situation where one is completely at 
the mercy of bandits, without any possibility of preventing their 
cruel deed (Anālayo 2019c). In other words, it can safely be 
assumed that the description is not meant to discourage one 
from trying one’s best to avoid being cut up by bandits or un-
dergoing any other type of abuse. The simile appears to be on-
ly intended to illustrate, with the help of a rather drastic situa-
tion, that even under the most excruciating circumstances a 
carrying out of the teachings of the Buddha requires not re-
acting with anger and abuse.  

This in turn provides strong support for the suggestion 
made in the previous chapter that an implementation of the 
early Buddhist teachings in the context of ecological or any 
other social activism leaves little scope for endorsing anger, 
however righteous it may appear. 

The Buddha and Anger 

In view of the powerful teaching on the simile of the saw, it 
would be natural to expect that the Buddha himself set an ex-
ample for being free of anger. As mentioned at the outset of 
this chapter, a condition characteristic of all those who have 
reached full awakening, Buddhas and arahants, is complete 
freedom from the influence of the three root defilements.9 

An impression that at first sight might seem to conflict with 
this normative view is a famous episode involving a monastic 
and relative of the Buddha by the name of Devadatta, who ac-

―――――― 
9 DN 29 at DN III 133,21 (translated by Walshe 1987: 435) and its 

parallel DĀ 17 at T I 75b18; see also Sanskrit fragment Or.15009/ 
565r4, Nagashima 2015: 394, which appears to have preserved a 
reference to the earlier-mentioned impossibility of intentionally 
killing a sentient being.  
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cording to the textual sources was the first in the history of 
Buddhism to create a schism in the monastic community.  

Several monastic codes report that Devadatta openly asked 
the Buddha to hand over leadership of the community to him. 
In reply, the Buddha is on record for having refused, compar-
ing Devadatta to spittle.10 The employment of such terminology 
could easily convey the impression that the Buddha got angry.11 

When examining this episode, the function of narratives in 
texts on monastic discipline needs to be taken into account. 
The overarching concern of such narratives is not the accurate 
reporting of historical details. Instead, they often serve a di-
dactic purpose, where the effect of a particular story on the 
audience is decisive.12 In order to detect the influence of such 
concerns, comparative study can often be of considerable help. 

In the present case, the relevant parts in a text on monastic 
discipline of a Buddhist tradition that developed independently 
from an early date in the history of Buddhism, the Mahāsāṅ-
ghika Vinaya, has no record of this episode at all.13 A discourse 
extant in Chinese, found in the Ekottarika-āgama, also does 
not report any request by Devadatta for the leadership of the 

―――――― 
10 The Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, T 1428 at T XXII 592b13, the Mahī-

śāsaka Vinaya, T 1421 at T XXII 18b20, the Mūlasarvāstivāda Vi-
naya, T 1442 at T XXIII 701c21, the Sarvāstivāda Vinaya, T 1435 
at T XXIII 258b7, and the Theravāda Vinaya, Vin II 188,37 (trans-
lated by Horner 1952/1975: 264); for further sources see Lamotte 
1970b: 1671–1673. 

11 For example, Levman 2019: 32 speaks of a “very real and very un-
Buddhistic human reaction of the Buddha to Devadatta’s machina-
tions, that is, his apparent anger.” His assessment comes without a 
reference and could also be meant to refer to a prediction attributed to 
the Buddha that Devadatta will go to hell.  

12 See in more detail Anālayo 2012a, 2014b, and 2016e. 
13 T 1425 at T XXII 281c12 and 442c29. 
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monastic community.14 This discourse shares several other ep-
isodes in common with those texts on monastic discipline that 
report the Buddha comparing Devadatta to spittle.  

From a comparative perspective, it seems highly probable 
that this particular story is a later addition to the repertoire of 
stories about Devadatta.15 Hence, the depiction of the Buddha’s 
use of offensive language quite probably reflects the sentiments 
of the narrators of this episode; it is not an indicator that, ac-
cording to early Buddhist thought, fully awakened ones still 
get angry.  

The Pāli discourses recurrently depict the Buddha using the 
term moghapurisa when rebuking disciples who have misrep-
resented him or behaved in an obstinate manner. Occurrences 
of the first part of this term in a negative sense (amogha) con-
vey that something is useful.16 On adopting this meaning, the 
term moghapurisa could be rendered as a “useless person”. On 
this understanding, its employment need not be taken to con-
vey that the Buddha got angry.17 Instead, it can simply be con-

―――――― 
14 EĀ 49.9 at T II 802b15. 
15 Mukherjee 1966: 144–147, Bareau 1991: 102f, Ray 1994: 168f, 

Deeg 1999: 186, and Li 2019: 141–143; see also Lamotte 1970a 
and Jing 2009. 

16 Examples are DN 19 at DN II 252,12: amoghā pabbajjā, “their going 
forth was not in vain,” SN 9.14 at SN I 232,26: amoghaṃ tassa 
jīvitaṃ, “one’s life was not in vain,” AN 1.6 at AN I 10,21: amoghaṃ 
raṭṭhapiṇḍaṃ bhuñjati, “one partakes of the country’s alms food not 
in vain.” Notably, the last statement concerns a monastic who just 
for a short moment cultivates mettā, which shows the importance ac-
corded to such practice. 

17 Levman 2019: 42 comments on occurrences of the term mogha-
purisa in reproaches attributed to the Buddha that this “seems 
unnecessarily harsh and condemnatory”, reasoning that the early 
texts show the Buddha to have been “reproachful, even angry”. 
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sidered a strong form of admonishment that is often warranted 
by the narrative context. 

In sum, the early texts do show the Buddha at times being 
rather stern and openly expressing censure, but this need not 
be taken to imply that he got angry. Instead, such descriptions 
are best read as depicting verbal activity that springs from a 
mental attitude of equanimity, grounded in a mind that is firm-
ly established in what is wholesome.  

Communal Harmony 

As the exact opposite of anger and ill will, the first divine abode 
of mettā is a central quality to ensure communal harmony. This 
function has several dimensions. A passage describing such 
communal harmony begins by depicting a basic attitude to be 
aroused toward others:18 

I think: ‘It is to my good benefit, it is a great fortune for 
me, namely, that I am together with such practitioners of 
the holy life.’  

The reference to the “holy life” here is an idiom in the early 
discourses to express that the protagonists of this discourse 
were living the life of Buddhist monastics. The basic appre-
ciation of one’s companions, described in this passage, forms a 
foundation that leads on to the cultivation of mettā in the 
following manner:19 

―――――― 
18 MĀ 185 at T I 730a6, parallel to MN 31 at MN I 206,19 and a Gān-

dhārī fragment, Silverlock 2015: 369. For a comparative study of 
MN 31 that also takes into account EĀ 24.8 see Anālayo 2011b: 
203–209; see also Allon and Silverlock 2017: 16f 

19 MĀ 185 at T I 730a18, parallel to MN 31 at MN I 206,21 and Sil-
verlock 2015: 370, which do not have a reference to cultivating 
such mettā “equally and without discrimination”. 
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I constantly practice towards these practitioners in the 
holy life bodily acts of mettā, overtly and covertly, equally 
and without discrimination. I practice [towards them] 
verbal acts of mettā and I practice mental acts of mettā, 
overtly and covertly, equally and without discrimination. 

This description shows the broad range of applicability of 
mettā in daily life, where its cultivation can encompass the 
bodily, verbal, and mental domain. Moreover, it can take overt 
forms, which are evident to others, but it can also be done in 
ways that are not noticed by others.20 The pervasive cultivation 
of mettā in all these ways then leads up to the following reflec-
tion:21 

I think: ‘I would now rather let go of my own ideas and 
follow the ideas of those friends.’ Then I let go of my 
own ideas and follow the ideas of those friends. We nev-
er have a single discordant idea. 

On hearing this report, the Buddha concluded:22 

―――――― 
20 As an example for covert (literally “not seen” in MĀ 185) bodily 

deeds of mettā, the commentary, Ps II 239,23 (translated by Aron-
son 1980/1986: 33), describes seeing something accidently left in 
disorder by another. Without further comment, one just quietly sets 
it in order. 

21 MĀ 185 at T I 730a21, parallel to MN 31 at MN I 206,25 and Sil-
verlock 2015: 370, which do not have a counterpart to the ref-
erence to a single discordant idea and instead mention that, al-
though having different bodies, they were as if they had a single 
mind. 

22 MĀ 185 at T I 730a25, parallel to MN 31 at MN I 206,12, where a 
comparable remark occurs earlier, as part of the inquiry by the 
Buddha that then motivates the monastics to report how they 
were dwelling together in harmony. Another minor difference is 
that MN 31 does not emphasize that they had a single teacher and 
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In this way you are constantly together in harmony, at 
ease and without dissention, of a single mind, of a single 
teacher, blending like water and milk. 

The description offered in this way illustrates different dimen-
sions of living together in communal harmony, which take off 
from the basic mental disposition of mettā. Such communal 
harmony provides a direct contrast to the depiction of mutual 
hatred and killing in the Discourse on the World Ruler.  

Applied to the current situation, if these principles of com-
munal harmony and mettā had become more prominent as guid-
ing principles at some time in the past, the dire repercussions of 
climate change would not be happening in the first place. 

The Acrobat Simile 

Another teaching relevant to the divine abodes and human re-
lationships is a simile that involves two acrobats who are about 
to perform a feat together.  

One acrobat tells the other that they should make sure to 
take care of each other, so that they can perform well. The 
other responds that this will not do. They first of all need to 
take care of themselves. It is in this way that they will be able 
to protect both themselves and the other, and at the same time 
perform well.  

A Chinese version of this discourse draws out the implica-
tion of this simile in the following way:23 

[How does protecting oneself protect others]? Becoming 

―――――― 
instead notes that they looked on each other with affectionate 
eyes. 

23 SĀ 619 at T II 173b14 (translated by Anālayo 2012d: 2), parallel to 
SN 47.19 at SN V 169,15 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 1648) and T 
1448 at T XXIV 32b22 (translated by Anālayo 2019g: 1934). 
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familiar with one’s own mind, cultivating it, protecting it 
accordingly, and attaining realization; this is called ‘pro-
tecting oneself protects others.’  

How does protecting others protect oneself? By the 
gift of fearlessness, the gift of non-violation, the gift of 
harmlessness, by having a mind of mettā and empathy 
for others; this is called ‘protecting others protects one-
self.’  

For this reason, monastics, you should train yourself 
like this: ‘Protecting myself, I will cultivate the four es-
tablishments of mindfulness; protecting others, I will al-
so cultivate the four establishments of mindfulness.’ 

In order to be able to perform well, first the two acrobats need 
to make sure that they are each centered themselves. Based on 
having in such a way protected their own balance, they will be 
able to protect each other.  

It is noteworthy that the key element here is mindfulness. 
The arousal of mindfulness builds the foundation for being 
able to protect oneself through cultivation of the mind and pro-
tect others in the form of being compassionate toward them, 
avoiding any harm. 

Self-protection through mindfulness is what enables recog-
nition of the presence of greed, hatred, and delusion, be it within 
or without. In the absence of such recognition, the three root de-
filements will have free rein to wreak havoc in the mind, hid-
ing under the various pretenses and excuses that can serve to 
disguise their true nature. Mindfulness enables seeing through 
these disguises.  

In this way, established mindfulness can counteract an in-
nate unwillingness to admit to oneself that one is greedy, an-
gry, or confused. To the degree to which mindfulness becomes 
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a continuous self-protection, to that same degree it also pro-
tects others from the repercussions of any action influenced by 
the three root defilements.  

As explained by Ñāṇaponika (1990: 5), “moral self-protection 
will safeguard others, individuals and society, against our own 
unrestrained passions and selfish impulses … they will be safe 
from our reckless greed for possessions and power, from our 
unrestrained lust and sensuality, from our envy and jealousy; 
safe from the disruptive consequences of our hate and enmity, 
which may be destructive or even murderous; safe from the out-
bursts of our anger and from the resultant atmosphere of antag-
onism and conflict which may make life unbearable for them.” 

Based on such self-protection, mettā and compassion natu-
rally fall into place. Their very cultivation, by dint of taking 
place in one’s own mind, will have immediate beneficial ef-
fects within and at the same time contribute to protecting one-
self. A mind that dwells in mettā and compassion is far removed 
from intentions of harm, from getting irritated and annoyed, 
whereby others are protected.  

Compassion for Sentient Beings 

Nhat Hanh (2008: 72) applies the idea of mutual protection to 
environmental concerns in the following manner: “to protect 
the non-human elements is to protect humans, and to protect 
humans is to protect non-human elements.” 

The notion of affording protection resonates in particular 
with compassion. Such compassion can be illustrated with the 
help of an episode reported in the Pāli Vinaya.24 The relevant 
section reports that a monastic had released an animal that had 
been caught in a hunter’s trap.  

―――――― 
24 Vin III 62,30 (translated by Horner 1938/1982: 105). 
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Afterwards the monastic became worried, wondering if by 
acting in this way he might have violated the precept against 
theft. When he related what he had done to the Buddha, the 
latter inquired after the monastic’s motivation. When the mo-
nastic clarified that he had acted out of compassion, the Bud-
dha concluded that for this reason it did not involve a breach 
of the monastic code.  

The Vinaya continues with cases where the same action is 
not motivated by compassion but with a mind intent on theft, 
in which case the Buddha ruled that it constituted an offence. 
This is no minor matter, since theft of something valuable 
counts among the most serious breaches in monastic law, re-
sulting in irreversible loss of one’s status as a fully ordained 
monastic (Anālayo 2016c and 2019f).  

The fact that the motivation of compassion for the suffering 
animal makes the crucial difference is telling. It shows the im-
portance accorded in this particular monastic text to compas-
sion for animals.  

Compassionate concern for other sentient beings and the 
wish to avoid that harm befalls them is a recurrent feature in 
the early texts. An example is the Buddha’s instruction to a lay 
supporter that leftover food should be discarded in such a way 
that it does not result in pollution that could harm sentient be-
ings.25 The same circumspect behavior occurs as part of the 
description of the harmonious cohabitation of a group of mo-
nastics, already taken up above. The monastic who took his 
meal last would clean their communal eating area in the fol-
lowing way:26 
―――――― 
25 SN 7.9 at SN I 169,2 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 263), with paral-

lels in SĀ 1184 at T II 320c20 and SĀ2 99 at T II 409b6; see also 
the discussion in Schmithausen 1991: 30f. 

26 MĀ 185 at T I 729c11, parallel to MN 31 at MN I 207,16 (translat-
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If there were leftovers, he would pour them out on to a 
clear piece of ground or into water that contained no sen-
tient beings.  

Such passages reflect a need, relevant to both laity and monas-
tics, to avoid pollution, which as an expression of compassion 
could be applied to the current ecological situation. 

Compassion as Non-Harm 

In the early discourses in general, compassion stands for the 
absence of cruelty and harming. This finds explicit expression 
in a discourse which identifies what unwholesome mental con-
dition directly opposes compassion. The passage proceeds in 
this way:27  

Suppose a monastic says: “I practice liberation [of the 
mind] by compassion and cruelty arises in my mind.” 
Another monastic [should] tell him: “Do not make this 
statement, do not slander the Tathāgata; the Tathāgata 
does not make such a statement. That cruelty still arises 
in those who with dedication apply themselves to the cul-
tivation of liberation [of the mind] by compassion, that is 
impossible.” 

―――――― 
ed by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 302). Another parallel to this descrip-
tion, EĀ 24.8, does not mention in what way leftover food was dis-
carded; the same holds for what has been preserved in the Gāndhārī 
fragment parallel, Silverlock 2015: 369. 

27 DĀ 10 at T I 54b6 (text has been supplemented from DĀ 10 at T I 
54b3, as the original abbreviates the exposition of compassion), 
parallel to DN 34 at DN III 280,27 (DN 34 abbreviates and hence 
needs to be supplemented from DN 33 at DN III 248,12, translated 
by Walshe 1987: 500), Sanskrit fragments, Mittal 1957: 78 (§VI.7.2), 
and T 13 at T I 236a8. 
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The term Tathāgata here refers to the Buddha.28 The passage 
shows that compassion is the very opposite of cruelty and harm-
ing.  

Compassion as the aspiration for the absence of harm, which 
is of course of considerable relevance for environmental con-
cerns, can be illustrated with the help of another passage. The 
passage occurs in a description of how to avoid resentment to-
ward someone who behaves in thoroughly unwholesome ways. 
The recommendation is that one should try to find something 
good in this badly-behaving person and pay attention to that. 
However, if nothing good at all can be found, then such a per-
son provides an excellent opportunity for the cultivation of 
compassion.  

This is the appropriate response here, in that the unwhole-
some conduct of others is no excuse for getting angry. The 
passage supports the observation made earlier that, from an 
early Buddhist perspective, anger is not an appropriate response. 
This holds even when another is behaving in ways that are en-
tirely irresponsible and reprehensible. 

The cultivation of compassion then finds the following il-
lustration:29 

It is like a person who is on an extended journey along a 
long road. Becoming sick halfway, he suffers extremely 
and is exhausted. He is alone and without a companion. 
The village behind is far away and he has not yet reached 
the village ahead. Suppose a person comes and, standing 
to one side, sees that this traveler, who is on an extended 
journey along a long road, has become sick halfway, suf-

―――――― 
28 On different nuances of the term see Anālayo 2017e. 
29 MĀ 25 at T I 454b18, parallel to AN 5.162 at AN III 189,8 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2012: 776). 
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fers extremely, and is exhausted. He is alone and without 
a companion. The village behind is far away and he has 
not yet reached the village ahead.30  

[The second person thinks:] “If he were to get an at-
tendant, emerge from being in the far away wilderness 
and reach a village or town, and were to be given excel-
lent medicine and be fed with nourishing and delicious 
food, be well cared for, then in this way this person’s 
sickness would certainly subside.”  

That is, that person has extremely compassionate, 
sympathetic, and kind thoughts in the mind towards this 
sick person. 

The above version and its Pāli parallel do not proceed beyond 
depicting the mental attitude in response to seeing the sick trav-
eler. This is unsurprising, as the episode is meant to illustrate 
the appropriate attitude toward someone thoroughly bad and 
thereby counter potential resentment; it is not meant to de-
scribe a course of action to be taken. Had the story been em-
ployed in a different context, it would quite probably have 
continued by showing the compassionate person doing what-
ever possible to ensure that the sick traveler indeed receives 
the type of assistance needed (Anālayo 2019c).  

This suggestion finds confirmation in the description of the 
monastic who released an animal caught in a trap. These two 
cases are in fact fairly similar, insofar as both involve chanc-
ing across another who is suffering. The main difference is 

―――――― 
30 The description given here relates to a point made in the previous 

chapter (see above p. 71 note 47), in that the image of villages found 
in close proximity to each other along a road would make travel in 
the ancient Indian setting a safe undertaking, forestalling the kind 
of predicament described in the above passage. 
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that in the previous case the one who suffers is an animal ra-
ther than a human being. 
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In the above description, compassion finds expression in the 
witnessing person’s wish for the sick person to be in some way 
relieved from misfortune. In other words, although the vision 
of the ailing traveler’s distress forms the starting point, com-
passion takes as its main object the positive idea of the sick per-
son being helped and finding relief. The task is not to keep 
dwelling on the actual suffering, imagining in detail how it must 
feel to be sick and helpless in this way. Instead of dwelling on 
the pain of the other, the cultivation of compassion takes as its 
object the potential alleviation of the pain.  

Compassion without Grief 

As the sincere aspiration for the absence of harm, compassion 
extends to all sentient beings and thereby naturally also in-
cludes oneself. Moreover, as just mentioned, the actual culti-
vation of compassion proceeds from the empathic appercep-
tion of suffering to the aspirational vision of the other being 
free from affliction. This puts into perspective a tendency found 
in some later Buddhist traditions to conceive of compassion as 
an act of taking upon oneself the pain and suffering of others 
(Anālayo 2017c: 99–103).  

Research in cognitive psychology has shown that the culti-
vation of empathy, in the sense of taking upon oneself the pain 
of others, activates different brain areas and has divergent ef-
fects on the body compared to compassion (Dahl et al. 2015: 
519). Focusing on the stress in another individual relates to el-
evated cortisol levels, but compassion rather leads to lower 
levels of cortisol reactivity (Buchanan et al. 2012). This sup-
ports the relevance of drawing a clear distinction between com-
passion as such and the experience of pain on behalf of others.  

The need for such a clear distinction can be seen in the fol-
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lowing statement by the Dalai Lama (2011: 55), who notes that 
“although compassion arises from empathy, the two are not the 
same. Empathy is characterized by a kind of emotional reso-
nance—feeling with the other person. Compassion, in contrast, 
is … wishing to see them relieved of their suffering … compas-
sionate doctors would not be very effective if they were always 
preoccupied with sharing their patients’ pain. Compassion means 
wanting to do something to relieve the hardship of others.” 

Theravāda exegesis takes a comparable position, which finds 
its expression in the notion of “near enemies” to each of the 
four divine abodes. The idea is that certain unwholesome states 
can be mistaken for being the desired wholesome quality. In 
the case of compassion, the near enemy is worldly grief.31 

In the face of the catastrophic repercussions of climate 
change and the vast scale of suffering, avoiding this near ene-
my is easier said than done. Here, it can be particularly helpful 
to rely on mindfulness. Just as mindfulness enables being with 
physical pain without either switching off or else resisting (An-
ālayo 2016d), similarly mindfulness can ease the mental pain 
of facing the horror of what human beings are doing to them-
selves and other sentient beings on this planet.32 Relying on 
mindfulness as the main tool ensures that any grief or sadness 
that has manifested is not just being suppressed. Instead, it is 
witnessed but not acted out.  

―――――― 
31 Vism 319,13 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1991: 311). 
32 Kaza 2018: 433 comments on “the Western mindfulness move-

ment” that “to date, these trainings have been minimally applied to 
environmental contexts, but they may prove effective in future en-
vironmental disasters.” Examples would be the benefits of mind-
fulness for professional firefighters or for children who have sur-
vived a hurricane, on which see Smith et al. 2019 and Cutright et 
al. 2019 respectively. 
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In terms of a cultivation of the divine abodes, mindfulness 
signals when it is time to shift from compassion to equanimity. 
For the cultivation of equanimity, some of the passages surveyed 
earlier can be relied on.  

The Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint establishes a re-
lationship between the earth element inside of one’s body and 
the external earth, in order to drive home the truth that both 
are impermanent. Awareness of impermanence can serve as a 
powerful tool to cultivate equanimity, based on the realization 
that, whatever one experiences,33 

is of an impermanent nature, of a nature to cease, of a 
nature to decline, and of a nature to change. 

Insight into impermanence can in turn lead to a growing ap-
preciation of the empty nature of all phenomena. This finds 
expression in the same Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint 
in the indication that one who practices in this manner  

does not have this thought: “This is me; this is mine; I 
belong to it.” How could one have such a thought? 

In this way, based on being alerted to the need for equanimity 
through mindful monitoring, practice can be adjusted by rely-
ing on the above reflections in order to handle the arising of 
grief skillfully. 

In addition to monitoring such shifting of mental attitudes, 
the cultivation of mindfulness itself has freedom from sadness 
as its aim. This comes up right away in the introductory part of 
the Discourse on the World Ruler, according to which mindful 
self-reliance involves the following:34  

―――――― 
33 MĀ 30 at T I 464c13, parallel to MN 28 at MN I 185,30. 
34 DĀ 6 at T I 39a28, parallel to DN 26 at DN III 58,13 and MĀ 70 at 

T I 524c15, which seems to give only an abbreviated reference to 
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removing greed and sadness in the world. 

The same topic features also in a statement on the purpose of 
cultivating the establishments of mindfulness. The four estab-
lishments of mindfulness present a meditative path that has, 
among its aims, the following:35 

for the purification of sentient beings, for causing the 
transcendence of worry and sorrow, for extinguishing af-
fliction and pain. 

In this way, the texts clearly see mindfulness as having the po-
tential to enable transcending sorrow and grief.  

With the help of mindfulness, it can at times be possible to 
transform grief into a sense of urgency (saṃvega). Giustarini 
(2012: 522) explains that “urgency … is important in inspiring 
a conversion from indulgence in defilements to endeavour in 
the path, and this function is important not only at the begin-
ning of the path or before, but whenever defilements prevail.”36 

Compassion in the Eightfold Path 

Besides serving to counter the near enemy of compassion, mind-
fulness stands in a close relationship to the cultivation of com-
passion and mettā.  

This can be seen through a closer look at the eightfold path.  
The second factor of this path, right intention, can take the form 
of the absence of ill will and of cruelty. These have their posi-
tive counterparts in mettā and compassion. From this viewpoint, 

―――――― 
the four establishments of mindfulness and thus has no counterpart 
to the above quote.  

35 SĀ 607 at T II 171a10, parallel to SN 47.1 at SN V 141,10 (translated 
by Bodhi 2000: 1627). 

36 On saṃvega see also Coomaraswamy 1943. 
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mettā and compassion can be related in particular to the second 
factor of the eightfold path. 

The eight factors of this path relate to each other in two com-
plementary ways. The first of these two ways is sequential, in 
that each factor builds on the preceding ones:37 

Right view gives rise to right intention, right intention 
gives rise to right speech, right speech gives rise to right 
action, right action gives rise to right livelihood, right 
livelihood gives rise to right effort, right effort gives rise 
to right mindfulness, and right mindfulness gives rise to 
right concentration. 

From the viewpoint of mettā and compassion, this would im-
ply that their cultivation lays a foundation for the seventh path 
factor of right mindfulness. 

The discourse that forms the source of the above quotation 
also presents a collaborative perspective, where right view, right 
effort, and right mindfulness serve to establish other path fac-
tors. Here right view is responsible for discerning whether a 
particular path factor is of the right or wrong type. Right effort 
steps in to sustain the former and eliminate the latter, while right 
mindfulness supervises. It is through a collaboration of these three 
path factors that a path factor like right intention can become es-
tablished.38 In this way a dynamic collaboration of the path factors 
emerges, where right view continuously sets the proper course 
and right mindfulness with equal continuity monitors what is 

―――――― 
37 MĀ 189 at T I 735c8, parallel to MN 117 at MN III 76,1 (translated 

by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 938), and Up 6080 at D 4094 nyu 46b2 
and P 5595 thu 86a6; for a comparative study of MN 117 see An-
ālayo 2010 and 2011b: 657–664. 

38 MĀ 189 at T I 736a6, parallel to MN 117 at MN III 73,21 and Up 
6080 at D 4094 nyu 45a3 and P 5595 thu 84b5. 
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taking place. In short, mindfulness is relevant before, during, 
and after the cultivation of the divine abodes (Anālayo 2019c). 

The Ethical Dimension of the Divine Abodes 

In the context of the eightfold path, right intention reveals the 
relevance of mettā and compassion for ethical conduct. A com-
plementary perspective on such relevance emerges also in the 
Discourse on Intention, which sets the divine abodes in oppo-
sition to the ten unwholesome courses of action. The discourse 
introduces these ten in this way:39 

Herein, there are three [types] of intentionally performed 
bodily deeds that are unwholesome, that result in the ex-
perience of dukkha and that have dukkha as their fruit; 
there are four [types] of verbal deeds and three [types] of 
mental deeds that are unwholesome, that result in the ex-
perience of dukkha and that have dukkha as their fruit.  

By way of recapitulation, unwholesome bodily deeds comprise 
killing, stealing, and sexual misconduct; the four verbal deeds 
are false speech, malicious speech, harsh speech, and gossip-
ing; and the three courses of action belonging to the mental 
realm comprise greedy desires, ill will, and wrong view.  

―――――― 
39 MĀ 15 at T I 437b28, parallel to AN 10.207 at AN V 297,20 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2012: 1540) and Up 4081 at D 4094 ju 236b3 or P 
5595 tu 270a6 (translated by Martini 2012; see also Dhammadinnā 
2014). The later part of MĀ 15 instead parallels AN 10.208 at AN 
V 299,16 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 1542). The two Pāli parallels 
appear to have come into being due to an error during transmission, 
as a result of which AN 10.207 parallels the present exposition of 
the courses of action in MĀ 15 and Up 4081, whereas AN 10.208 
parallels the exposition of the divine abodes in MĀ 15 and Up 4081, 
to be taken up below; for a discussion and translation of MĀ 15 
see Anālayo 2009a. 
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After having expounded in detail these ten unwholesome 
courses of action, the Discourse on Intention continues like this:40 

A learned noble disciple leaves behind unwholesome 
bodily deeds and cultivates wholesome bodily deeds, 
leaves behind unwholesome verbal and mental deeds and 
cultivates wholesome verbal and mental deeds.  

Being endowed with diligence and virtue in this way, 
having accomplished purity of bodily deeds and accom-
plished purity of verbal and mental deeds, being free from 
ill will and free from contention, discarding sloth-and-
torpor, being without restlessness or conceit, removing 
doubt and overcoming arrogance, [the learned noble dis-
ciple] is with right mindfulness and right knowing, with-
out bewilderment. 

That [learned noble disciple] dwells accomplishing 
pervasion of one direction with a mind imbued with mettā, 
and in the same way the second, third, and fourth direc-
tions, the four intermediate [directions], above and below, 
completely and everywhere.  

Being without mental shackles, without resentment, 
without ill will, and without contention, with a mind im-
bued with mettā that is supremely vast and great, bound-
less and well cultivated, [the learned noble disciple] dwells 
accomplishing pervasion of the entire world.  

The above description corresponds to the standard way in 
which the early discourses describe the meditative cultivation 
the divine abodes. I will return to the significance of this de-
scription in the next section of this chapter.  

―――――― 
40 MĀ 15 at T I 438a3, parallel to AN 10.208 at AN V 299,16 and Up 

4081 at D 4094 ju 238a2 or P 5595 tu 271b8. 
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From the viewpoint of ethics, it is significant that this pas-
sage highlights the need for a firm foundation in moral con-
duct in order to be able to cultivate meditation successfully. 
This reflects a general pattern in early Buddhist thought, where 
the building of an ethical foundation occupies a central position. 

At the same time, the relationship of ethics to the divine 
abodes is a reciprocal one and not confined to the former 
building the foundation for the latter.  

This much can be seen from the ensuing exposition in the 
Discourse on Intention:41 

[The Buddha said]: “That [learned noble disciple] reflects 
like this: ‘Formerly my mind was narrow and not well 
cultivated; now my mind has become boundless and well 
cultivated.’ 

“When the mind of the learned noble disciple has in 
this way become boundless and well cultivated, if be-
cause of [associating with] bad friends one formerly 
dwelt in negligence and performed unwholesome deeds, 
those [deeds] cannot lead one along, cannot defile one, 
and will no longer follow one.  

“Suppose there is a small boy or girl who since birth 
has been able to dwell in the liberation of the mind through 
mettā. Later on, would they still perform unwholesome 
deeds by body, speech or mind?”  

The monastics answered: “Certainly not, Blessed One.”  
[The Buddha said]: “Why is that? They do not per-

form bad deeds themselves, [so] how could [results of] 
bad deeds arise? Therefore, a man or a woman, at home 

―――――― 
41 MĀ 15 at T I 438a11, parallel to AN 10.208 at AN V 299,23 and 

Up 4081 at D 4094 ju 238a5 or P 5595 tu 272a5. 
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or gone forth,42 should constantly make an effort to culti-
vate liberation of the mind through mettā.” 

This description, similarly applied to the remaining three di-
vine abodes, reveals the other side of the relationship between 
ethics and the divine abodes. The one side is the support moral 
conduct provides for the cultivation of the divine abodes; the 
other side is the impact of their cultivation on ethics in turn. 

One who truly cultivates mettā and the other divine abodes 
becomes increasingly unable to act in unwholesome ways. This 
is the case to such an extent that, had one begun such cultiva-
tion from childhood onwards, one would no longer act in un-
wholesome ways. For this reason, everyone should constantly 
make an effort to cultivate these beneficial mental states. 

The Radiation of the Divine Abodes 

The early discourses regularly describe the meditative cultiva-
tion of the divine abodes as a radiation in all directions, similar 
to the passage translated above. The unlimited nature of this 
radiation, free from any obstructions, finds reflection in their 
qualification as “boundless” or “immeasurable” states. 

Later exegetical tradition considers such radiation to be in-
variably descriptive of absorption attainment. This does not 
seem to hold for the early discourses, where a radiation of the 
divine abodes can take place even at levels well below absorp-
tion (Anālayo 2015b: 20–26).  

One instructive episode concerns a brahmin who is taught, 
apparently for the first time in his life, the meditative cultivation 
of the divine abodes while on his deathbed. Previously, this brah-
min had been engaging in immoral conduct. The way the dis-

―――――― 
42 This distinction is not mentioned explicitly in AN 10.208; it is 

found in Up 4081 at D 4094 ju 238a7 or P 5595 tu 272a7. 
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course describes him does not give the impression that he was a 
meditator, let alone someone with the meditative expertise re-
quired for the attainment of absorption. After being in grave pain 
until the time of his death, according to the discourse’s report he 
was reborn in a celestial realm, the so-called Brahmā world.43  

Such a rebirth fits the case of someone who has successful-
ly cultivated the divine abodes, which implies that the brahmin 
had indeed been able to make good use of the instructions on 
their radiation he had just received. It follows that descriptions 
of such radiation appear to be indeed about how to cultivate 
the divine abodes and not only about full absorption attainment. 

In later Buddhist traditions, however, the approach to medi-
tation on the divine abodes tends to focus on individual persons 
as objects, and the radiation requires first developing this person-
oriented approach (Anālayo 2015a). For the case of mettā, for 
example, Pāli exegesis recommends that meditative cultivation 
should start by taking first oneself as the object, then someone 
dear, then someone neutral, and finally a hostile person.44  

A person-oriented approach to the cultivation of the divine 
abodes is also found in other Buddhist traditions, although at 
times recommended in particular for those unable to practice the 
radiation due to the presence of some defilement in the mind.45  

In the early discourses, the meditative radiation of the di-
vine abodes finds the following illustration:46  

―――――― 
43 MN 97 at MN II 195,22 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 796) 

and its parallel MĀ 27 at T I 458b13; for a comparative study see 
Anālayo 2011b: 566–572. 

44 Vism 297,18 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1991: 290). 
45 See the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya, Pradhan 1967: 454,7 (translated by 

Pruden 1988: 1269), and for a detailed discussion Dhammajoti 2010. 
46 MĀ 152 at T I 669c10, parallel to MN 99 at MN II 207,22 (translated 

by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 816); see Anālayo 2011b: 572–579. 
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It is just as if, in an area where nobody has ever heard it, a 
person skilled at blowing a conch mounts a high hill at 
midnight to blow a conch with utmost effort and a wonder-
ful sound comes out of it that pervades the four directions. 
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In the ancient Indian setting, blowing a conch was regularly 
used for religious ceremonies and also served as a means of 
communication over longer distances. It was even employed in 
warfare for such purposes, as its penetrative sound stands a 
good chance of being heard over the din of a battlefield. The 
blowing of a conch requires skill and is not achieved merely 
through effort. The lips need to be puckered appropriately to 
create the vibratory effect that will then result in the conch 
producing sound. Once this has been achieved, the resultant 
sound is both penetrative and beautiful. Presumably, the com-
bination of pervasiveness in all directions and beauty made 
conch blowing an apt illustration for the radiation practice.  

The boundlessness of the resultant experience of the divine 
abodes also aligns with mindfulness, which can lead to a simi-
larly broadly open, and even boundless, state of mind. This be-
comes evident in some depictions of mindfulness of the body. 
Such descriptions appear to involve a rooting of mindfulness 
in the presence of the body while at the same time remaining 
openly receptive to whatever may happen at any of the bodily 
sense doors. Mindfulness practice undertaken in this way results 
in an “immeasurable” or “boundless” condition of the mind,47 
thereby being qualified with the same term that serves as a 
designation for the divine abodes. 

The Experience of the Divine Abodes 

In what follows, I intend to round off the exploration in this 
chapter by illustrating the distinct quality of each divine abode, 
on the understanding that this is based on my own ideas and 

―――――― 
47 MN 38 at MN I 270,11 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 360) and 

its parallel MĀ 201 at T I 769c16. 
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not something found explicitly in the early discourses. My il-
lustration is based on the example of the sun, on the assump-
tion that one is in a cool and stable climate where sunshine is 
experienced as something pleasant and agreeable, instead of 
being oppressive.  

Here, mettā would be like the sun at midday in a cloudless 
sky, equally illuminating everyone and providing warmth in 
all directions. Just as the sun shines on what is high and low, 
clean and dirty, so mettā shines on all without making distinc-
tions.  

The sun keeps shining, regardless of how its rays are re-
ceived. It does not shine more if people move out into the open 
to be warmed by its rays, nor does it shine less because people 
move back indoors. Similarly, mettā does not depend on recip-
rocation. Its rays of kindness shine on others out of an inner 
strength that pervades all bodily activities, words, and thoughts, 
without expecting anything in return. From the center of one’s 
being, mettā shines its rays on anyone encountered, just as from 
the midst of the sky the sun shines in all directions. 

Compassion could be compared to the sun just before sun-
set. Darkness is close by, almost palpably close, yet the sun 
keeps shining. In fact, it shines all the more brilliantly, beauti-
fully coloring the sky at sunset. Similarly, when face to face 
with suffering and affliction, the mental attitude of compassion 
shines even more brilliantly, undeterred by all the darkness 
found in the world.  

Continuing with the sun imagery, sympathetic joy could be 
compared to early morning sunrise. The birds are singing mer-
rily, the air is fresh, and the surroundings are illuminated by 
the rising sun and appear as if pervaded by joyful delight. At 
times the rays of the sun touch a dewdrop on a flower or tree 
and break into a myriad of colors. In the same way, the mani-
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festation of wholesome qualities can become the source of joy-
ful rejoicings within oneself.  

The fourth of the divine abodes, equanimity, could then be 
likened to the full moon on a cloudless night. Just as the sun 
and the moon are both up in the vast sky, in the same way the 
four divine abodes share with each other the boundless nature 
of a mind that has become limitless like the sky. The moon is 
not itself a source of sunlight, unlike the sun. At the same time, 
however, the moon does reflect the light of the sun, just as equa-
nimity reflects within itself the positive disposition of the other 
three divine abodes. 

Summary 

Early Buddhist thought recognizes the divine abodes as tem-
porary states of liberation alongside the irreversible liberation 
attained with the stages of awakening.  

The divine abodes, as one type of such temporary libera-
tions, have a close relationship with ethical conduct. Their cul-
tivation can in several ways support facing the challenges of 
climate change, which holds in particular for compassion as 
the wish for the absence of harm.  

Throughout, mindfulness serves as a key quality, which in 
various ways relates to the cultivation of divine abodes like 
mettā and compassion. Practiced in conjunction, mindfulness 
and the divine abodes provide the fertile ground for growth in 
the type of inner balance and resiliency that the current envi-
ronmental crisis requires. 

  



 

Walking the Path 

What is reckoned to be the truth of [the path] leading out 
of dukkha? That is, it is the noble eightfold path, namely 
right view, right thought, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right con-
centration.1  

The teaching of the fourth truth needs to be put into practice. 
This takes the form of an eightfold path that has progress to 
awakening as its overarching aim. In this chapter, a natural fo-
cus in my exploration will be to apply the eightfold path to the 
challenges of climate change.  

At the outset, however, I first attempt to relate the current 
environmental crisis to progress to awakening, based on a dis-
course that depicts a future time when the whole earth will be 
completely destroyed. In the final part of this chapter, I turn to 
mindfulness of death as a practical way to train oneself in the 
type of mental resilience required to face the catastrophic re-
percussions of climate change.2 

Awakening 

In order to do full justice to the overall soteriological orienta-
tion of early Buddhism and provide the appropriate setting for 
linking climate change to the different practices that make up 
the eightfold path, I need to relate the eightfold path’s overall 
orientation toward awakening to environmental concerns. 

―――――― 
1 EĀ 24.5 at T II 619a17. 
2 On the employment of the term “resilience” in relation to climate 

change see Klepp and Chavez-Rodriguez 2018: 16–18. 
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Whereas in the previous chapters I tried to apply early Buddhist 
teachings to climate change, in what follows I try to do the re-
verse, in the sense of showing that mindfully facing the conse-
quences of climate change can offer a substantial contribution 
to progress toward awakening. In this way, from having ex-
plored the environmental relevance of early Buddhism, I now 
turn to the soteriological relevance of facing climate change. 

For the purpose of establishing this perspective, I take up 
the Discourse on Seven Suns, which describes a scenario much 
worse than anything that could result from climate change: a 
complete obliteration of the whole earth. In this discourse, the 
vision of such total destruction serves as a means to drive 
home the truth of impermanence and thereby lead onwards to 
awakening.  

Drought 

A Chinese version of the Discourse on Seven Suns begins by 
announcing the exposition’s main theme of impermanence, 
followed by describing the onset of a drought in the following 
way:3 

All formations are impermanent, of a nature not to last, 
quickly changing by nature, unreliable by nature.4 In this 
way, one should not delight in or attach to formations, 

―――――― 
3 MĀ 8 at T I 428c9, parallel to AN 7.62 at AN IV 100,5 (translated 

by Bodhi 2012: 1071, referred to as number 66), Sanskrit fragments, 
Dietz 2007 (perhaps not even worth additional mention is SHT VI 
1267Bw, Bechert and Wille 1989: 57, identified in Bechert and Wille 
2004: 414), T 30 at T I 811c24, EĀ 40.1 at T II 736b1, a complete 
discourse quotation in Up 3008, edited and translated by Dietz 2007, 
and a partial quotation Up 3094 at D 4094 ju 187b3 and P 5595 tu 
214b1; see also Lamotte 1976: 2091f. 

4 The translation “unreliable” is based on adopting a variant reading. 
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one should [view] them as distressful, one should seek to 
abandon them, one should seek to be liberated from them. 
Why is that? 

There will be a time when it will not rain. When it does 
not rain, all the trees, the hundreds of grains, and all me-
dicinal shrubs will wither entirely, come to destruction 
and extinction, unable to continue existing.  

This is why [I say that] all formations are imperma-
nent, of a nature not to last, quickly changing by nature, 
unreliable by nature. In this way, one should not delight 
in or attach to formations, one should [view] them as dis-
tressful, one should seek to abandon them, one should 
seek to be liberated from them. 

The impermanent nature of all formations is a recurrent theme 
throughout the discourse, which repeats the last paragraph in-
variably after each of the different stages depicting how increas-
ing degrees of heat impact the earth. The Pāli parallel proceeds 
similarly but with a minor difference in formulation, as the lis-
tener is instead encouraged to become disenchanted, dispassionate, 
and liberated. Here the reference to dispassion and disenchant-
ment would point to the same aim expressed in the above trans-
lated discourse in terms of not delighting in or attaching to for-
mations. In both versions the final goal is to become liberated. 

In this way, the description of the drought has a function 
comparable to the depiction of the disappearance of the earth 
in the Discourse on the Elephant’s Footprint, taken up in the 
first chapter of my study (see above p. 27). In that discourse, 
the disappearance of the earth during a time of inundation sim-
ilarly served to drive home the truth of impermanence.5 

―――――― 
5 On parts of the ensuing description that have similarities with the 

present discourse see Anālayo 2011b: 197.  
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Desiccation 

The Discourse on Seven Suns continues by describing how a 
progressive increase of heat impacts living conditions on the 
earth.6 In the translation below, I have elided the repeated oc-
currences of the paragraph on impermanence, found after each 
depiction of increasing heat and its repercussions: 

Again, there will be a time when a second sun will ap-
pear in the world. When the second sun appears, the flow 
of all the streams and rivulets will become exhausted, 
unable to continue existing … 

Again, there will be a time when a third sun appears 
in the world. When the third sun appears, all the great 
rivers will become exhausted, unable to continue exist-
ing … 

Again, there will be a time when a fourth sun appears 
in the world. When the fourth sun appears, the great springs 
from which the five rivers of Jambul Island emerge … 
those great springs will all become exhausted, unable to 
continue existing …7 

Again, there will be a time when a fifth sun appears in 
the world. When the fifth sun appears, the water of the 
great ocean will recede … and [eventually] there will be 
a time when the water of the ocean will be completely 
exhausted, being not sufficient to submerge [even] one 
finger.  

As the title of the discourse indicates, its presentation involves 
altogether seven suns. In order to appreciate this description of 
―――――― 
6 MĀ 8 at T I 428c16, parallel to AN 7.62 at AN IV 100,20, Dietz 

2007: 95,15, T 30 at T I 812a3, and EĀ 40.1 at T II 736b7. 
7 The Jambul fruit appears to be a black plum, syzygium cumini; see 

Wujastyk 2004. 
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the successive appearance of seven suns, it can again be help-
ful to take into account the symbolic function of numbers in 
the setting in which the discourse was given. Dumont (1962: 
73) notes that in its ancient Indian usage the number seven in 
particular “also indicates a totality”.8 Rhys Davids and Stede 
(1921/1993: 673) explain that, when appearing in Pāli texts, 
seven “is a collective and concluding (serial) number; its ap-
plication has spread from the week of 7 days” and its usage is 
invested “with a peculiar magic nimbus”.  

A symbolic use of the number seven can be seen, for ex-
ample, in the Discourse on the Establishments of Mindfulness. 
The Pāli version and one of its two Chinese parallels depict 
different time periods within which the systematic cultivation 
of mindfulness can lead to complete freedom from greed and 
aversion. Such freedom corresponds to reaching the higher two 
levels of awakening, which result in becoming a non-returner 
or an arahant.  

The actual description of these time periods begins with 
seven years and then counts down to six, five, four, three, two, 
and one year, after which it continues with seven months, six, 
five, four, three, two, and one month, followed by counting 
down even further.9  

The sequence of enumeration adopted here does not follow 
numerical logic. Instead, it proceeds from seven down to one 
in the case of both years and months. This is hardly meant to 

―――――― 
8 The symbolic function of the number seven in Buddhist texts has 

also been noted by, e.g., Senart 1882: 285, Keith 1917: 408, Sen 
1974: 64, and Gombrich 1975: 118. 

9 MN 10 at MN I 62,34 (translated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 155), 
also in DN 22 at DN II 314,11 (translated by Walshe 1987: 350), 
and their parallel MĀ 98 at T I 584b16. Another parallel, EĀ 12.1, 
does not have such a listing of different time periods. 
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imply that it will be impossible to reach awakening after, say, 
eight months. Instead, the employment of seven serves to indi-
cate a totality of time, and the ensuing countdown clarifies that 
such a complete time period, be it years or months, is not indis-
pensable, as the same realizations can also take place earlier. 

Applying this sense to the present context, the depiction of 
the arising of up to seven suns could perhaps be interpreted in 
a symbolic manner. On this assumption, the idea of an increase 
of heat until the earth becomes “totally” heated up might have 
found expression by depicting a series of seven suns rather 
than an increase in the size of a single sun. The shift from one 
to two suns could then be interpreted as suggestive of a doubling 
of the subjective experience of heat. In other words, the differ-
ence between the average bodily temperature and outside tem-
perature during summer in India has become doubled.  

On this interpretation, the cumulative effect of the arising 
of ever more suns then eventually leads to a stage at which the 
heat has become seven times as much as what would have been 
experienced as normal in the ancient setting.  

Whether or not this suggestion captures the original inten-
tion, as a result of the increase of heat eventually the five great 
rivers of India, here referred to as “Jambul Island”, dry up and 
all the water in the ocean disappears. 

Conflagration 

Despite the ocean water having all dried up, the increase of heat 
depicted in the Discourse on Seven Suns has still not come to its 
final climax:10 

Again, there will be a time when a sixth sun appears in 

―――――― 
10 MĀ 8 at T I 429a12, parallel to AN 7.62 at AN IV 103,1, Dietz 

2007: 96,36, T 30 at T I 812b13, and EĀ 40.1 at T II 736b22. 
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the world. When the sixth sun appears, the whole great 
earth and Meru, the king of mountains, will completely 
emit smoke, a single mass of smoke. It is just like a pot-
ter’s kiln which, at the time of being ignited, will com-
pletely emit smoke, a single mass of smoke … 

When a seventh sun appears, the whole great earth, 
and Meru, the king of mountains, will be thoroughly 
burning, completely ablaze, a single mass of flame …  

When the seventh sun appears, Meru, king of moun-
tains, together with this great earth, will burn down and 
be destroyed, with not even ash remaining.11 It is just like 
burning ghee that is fried until being completely exhausted 
and not even smoke or soot remains … 

For this reason, [I said that] all formations are imper-
manent, of a nature not to last, quickly changing by na-
ture, unreliable by nature. In this way, one should not de-
light in or attach to formations, one should [view] them 
as distressful, one should seek to abandon them, one 
should seek to be liberated from them.  

I have now told you that Meru, king of mountains, 
will collapse and be destroyed. Who is able to believe 
this? Only those who have seen the truth.  

I have now told you that the water of the great ocean 
will be exhausted and vanish. Who is able believe this? 
Only those who have seen the truth.  

I have now told you that the whole great earth will be 
burnt up and extinguished. Who is able believe this? On-
ly those who have seen the truth. 

The description is based on ancient Indian cosmology, which 
places Mount Meru at the center of the world, surrounded by 

―――――― 
11 The translation “ash” is based on adopting a variant reading. 
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four continents, which are in turn surrounded by the ocean.12 
In the above description, the reference to Mount Meru as the 
“king of mountains”, in the sense of being the largest among 
them and forming the central pillar of the ancient Indian cos-
mos, conveys the sense of the totality of the destruction. Even 
such an incredibly large mountain, the pole of the whole world 
in an ontological and cosmological sense, will be completely 
obliterated.  

The gradual destruction of the earth due to increasing solar 
heat has similarities with current scientific knowledge.13 Ac-
cording to Schröder and Smith (2008: 156 and 159), in the far 
distant future, “the time will come when the increasing solar 
flux will raise the mean temperature of the Earth to a level … 
at which life is no longer sustainable.” 

Eventually, “the oceans will start to evaporate … until the 
oceans have boiled dry … the subsequent dry greenhouse phase 
will raise the surface temperature … and the ultimate fate of 
the Earth, if it survived at all as a separate body … would be to 
become a molten remnant.” 

The point of noting this similarity is not to pretend that ear-
ly Buddhist thought already anticipated current scientific know-
ledge. Other cosmological elements reflected in the above dis-
course and elsewhere in the early texts prevent drawing such a 
conclusion.  

Nevertheless, the fact that this description concords with 
what we currently would expect to happen to the earth in the 
distant future helps to make the imagery presented in the Dis-

―――――― 
12 See in more detail, e.g., Kloetzli 1983: 23–45 or Sadakata 1997/ 

2004: 25–40.  
13 The idea as such is fairly well-known in Buddhist circles; for ex-

ample, Chokyi Nyima 2009: 138 comments that “the future world 
will become very hot—seven times the heat of the present sun.” 
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course on Seven Suns come alive, together with its chief sote-
riological message: all things are impermanent, so one should 
remove one’s attachments, cultivate dispassion, and increas-
ingly let go. 

The early stages of the description in the Discourse on Sev-
en Suns could be related more closely to the current situation. 
Whereas the eventual burning up of the whole earth is expected 
to take place in the distant future, a more imminent threat is the 
potential repercussions of methane release on global warming.14  

Large amounts of methane are stored in arctic permafrost 
areas and now appear to be escaping at an increasing rate due 
to global warming. The eventual consequences of such a re-
lease might turn out to be similar to the greatest known mass 
extinction of species in the history of this planet, which appears 
to have occurred about 250 million years ago, at the end of the 
Permian period. Brand et al. (2012: 121) report that this event 
resulted in the extinction of approximately 90% of marine spe-
cies and 70% of terrestrial vertebrate species.  

According to an explanation advanced for this mass extinc-
tion, increased volcanic eruptions at that time led to an increase 
of carbon dioxide, resulting in global warming. The ensuing 
melting of permafrost led to the release of large quantities of 
methane, which accelerated global warming to such a degree that 
it resulted in the obliteration of the majority of species. Brand et 
al. (2016: 506) propose that “the emission of carbon dioxide from 
volcanic deposits may have started the world onto the road of 
mass extinction, but it was the release of methane from shelf 
sediments and permafrost hydrates that was the ultimate cause for 
the catastrophic biotic event at the end Permian [period].” 

―――――― 
14 See, e.g., Anthony et al. 2018, Knoblauch et al. 2018, and Sha-

khova et al. 2019. 
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Applied to the current situation and expressed in terms of the 
Discourse on Seven Suns, although the arising of the seventh 
sun would only take place in the distant future, the arising of the 
second sun could happen relatively soon. From the viewpoint of 
sustainability of human life on earth, the stages leading up to the 
arising of the second sun are in fact decisive, as that much suf-
fices for effecting the extinction of human life on earth.  
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Loy (2018: 135) reasons that, “if humanity disappears, Buddhism 
and all other religious traditions will also disappear, along with 
the compositions of the greatest musicians, the paintings and 
sculpture of the greatest artists, the poetry and plays and novels 
of the greatest writers, the discoveries of the greatest scientists, 
and so on. Take a moment to reflect on that … how should we 
live today, in the face of that very real possibility?” 

Facing the extinction of humanity and even of the whole earth 
relates to another noteworthy aspect of the above-translated 
version of the Discourse on Seven Suns, which is the mention 
of those who have seen the truth. According to the Pāli com-
mentary, the corresponding expression in the Pāli discourse 
refers to those who have reached at least the first level of awak-
ening, stream-entry.15  

The reference to those who have seen the truth conveys the 
impression that the presentation in this discourse is meant to 
be taken literally. The Discourse on Seven Suns therefore ap-
pears to be similar in kind to the Discourse on the Elephant’s 

―――――― 
15 The Pāli commentary on the corresponding expression diṭṭhapada 

in AN 7.62 at AN IV 103,23, Mp IV 52,9, explains that this stands 
for those who have reached stream-entry. AN 7.62 applies this 
statement only to the destruction of Mount Meru, not to the drying 
up of the great ocean or the extinction of the whole earth. The cor-
responding statement in the Tibetan version, Dietz 2007: 97,36, re-
fers to believing in the burning up of Mount Meru and the great 
earth. T 30 at T I 812c3 has a reference to the destruction of the 
great earth and the heavens, although the preceding part lacks a re-
ference to those who believe in this. EĀ 40.1 at T II 736c22 pro-
ceeds differently from the other versions. After completing its des-
cription of the repercussions of the seventh sun, it continues by de-
picting a devastation caused by water and then by wind. This could 
be the result of a shifting of textual portions within this collection, 
a pattern discussed in Anālayo 2014/2015 and 2015c. 
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Footprint, in the sense of reporting something actually ex-
pected to happen rather than being a parable.  

From the viewpoint of the Discourse on Seven Suns, only 
those who have reached at least stream-entry are able to take 
its message fully to heart. In an attempt at interpretation, per-
haps having had a first experience of the cessation of the de-
pendent arising of dukkha at stream-entry is what enables plac-
ing trust in the idea of the complete cessation of all depen-
dently arisen life on earth. 

Be that as it may, the vision of a total cessation of human 
civilization can serve as a training to inculcate the type of let-
ting go that can lead to the breakthrough to the different levels 
of awakening.  

The same can in turn be applied to climate change, whose 
dire outcomes fall short of the total destruction envisaged in 
the Discourse on Seven Suns. In other words, learning to face 
with mindfulness the repercussions to be expected on earth due 
to climate change has a considerable potential in furthering pro-
gress to awakening. This potential relies on strengthening in-
sight into impermanence and thereby bringing about dispassion 
and a thorough letting go. 

Future Decline 

The cultivation of insight into impermanence in this way is 
quite different from a fatalist attitude,16 just as equanimity dif-

―――――― 
16 Pace Keown 2007: 97, who reasons that “in Buddhism there seems 

to be an acceptance that, even an expectation that, the world will 
decline. This is thought of as a basic characteristic of the cosmic 
order: the eventual destruction of the environment is a basic fea-
ture of saṃsāra, and is exactly what we should expect. Efforts to 
prevent it may therefore be seen as naïve and deluded and contrary 
to a proper understanding of Dharma, or natural law. Against this 
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fers from indifference. This can be explored in relation to an-
other and related topic that occurs with more frequency in the 
discourses than the destruction of the earth, namely the even-
tual vanishing of the Buddha’s teachings.  

Nattier (1991: 286) summarizes the message, in the form in 
which it emerges in one particular instance of such a predic-
tion, as follows: “the Buddhist religious tradition is no less 
transitory than other worldly phenomena … while human ef-
forts can contribute to its preservation or can hasten its demise, 
they cannot provide it with an eternality.”  

At the same time, however, passages in the early discourses 
concerned with such disappearance regularly offer indications 
on how this dire prospect can be prevented.17 In other words, 
the point is decidedly not to encourage a fatalist attitude. 

The same holds equally in regard to human life. Recollec-
tion of death by way of learning to accept one’s own mortality, 
a topic to which I return at the end of this chapter, is one of the 
meditation practices recommended in the early discourses. 
Nevertheless, even those accomplished in this practice will 

―――――― 
background I see no obvious basis on which to address specific 
ecological questions.” 

17 SN 16.13 at SN II 225,8 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 681) and its 
parallels SĀ 906 at T II 226c15 and SĀ2 121 at T II 419c6, SN 
47.22 at SN V 172,21 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 1651), SN 47.23 
at SN V 173,14 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 1651) and its parallel 
SĀ 629 at T II 175b27 (which just speaks of decline in general, not 
specifically related to the Buddha’s teachings), AN 5.201 at AN III 
247,20 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 818), AN 6.40 at AN III 340,13 
(translated by Bodhi 2012: 904), and AN 7.56 at AN IV 84,22 
(translated by Bodhi 2012: 1059, referred to as number 59). An ex-
ception to this pattern, related to the founding of the Buddhist 
order of nuns, can with considerable probability be set aside as a 
later development (Anālayo 2016b: 147–177). 
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continue to eat and attend to the needs of their bodies. As noted 
by Giustarini (2018: 1230), “the relevance of health, seen not 
just as a secondary form of wellbeing, but also as considerably 
functional to the cultivation of the factors of awakening, is often 
and variously emphasized” in the early texts. 

Similarly, the vision of the complete destruction of the earth 
at some point in the future is not meant to lead to apathy. In-
stead, its function is to deconstruct tacitly held and unreason-
able assumptions in order to introduce a realistic appraisal of 
the situation. This assessment then serves as a foundation for 
formulating an appropriate response to whatever situation pre-
sents itself now, before the complete destruction has transpired.18 

Just as it is meaningful to look after the health of the mortal 
body in order to be able to practice, so it is meaningful to look 
after the living conditions on earth for the same purpose. The 
point is only that such endeavors should come with an inner 
balance due to the absence of attachment, in the knowledge 
that eventually the body will fall apart, the Buddha’s teachings 
will disappear, and the earth will be completely destroyed. 

Dispassion 

Comparable to insight into impermanence, which is not meant 
to result in fatalism, so arousing dispassion, a key element of 
the early Buddhist path to awakening (Anālayo 2009c), does 

―――――― 
18 This holds not only from a Buddhist perspective. According to 

Moo 2015: 944f, “in the majority if not all of extant Jewish and 
Christian apocalypses in which future eschatology is a prominent 
feature … the whole point is to give value and significance to how 
life is lived now.” In fact, “a transformation of the imagination 
through apocalyptic narrative has the potential to motivate a com-
mitment to creative and alternative ways of being in the world that 
prosaic arguments and mere consideration of scientific data does not.” 
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not imply a stepping out of environmental responsibility. As 
explained by Sucitto (2019: 260), “because of that dispassion, 
one feels more agile, ready to participate without self-conscious-
ness or ambition, more capable of cooperation.” 

Growing dispassion features as a central aspect of how the 
factors of awakening, a set of mental qualities whose chief 
purpose is to lead to awakening, should be developed. For this 
purpose, mindfulness as the first awakening factor should be 
cultivated in the following manner:19 

One cultivates the awakening factor of mindfulness sup-
ported by seclusion, supported by dispassion, and sup-
ported by cessation, conducing to letting go. 

The same applies to the other awakening factors, each of which 
requires the support of seclusion, dispassion, and cessation in 
order to lead to letting go. A similar pattern of insight-related 
themes occurs as the concluding set of instructions for mind-
fulness of breathing. In fact, the passage quoted above also 
relates to mindfulness of breathing, here in particular showing 
how this practice can be combined with the arousing of the 
awakening factors in order to issue in liberation.  

Different versions of the final set of instructions on mind-
fulness of breathing agree in setting out from the theme of im-
permanence, which is also the starting point in the Discourse 
on the Seven Suns. For the remaining instructions, the paral-
lels present two different modalities. One of these proceeds 
from impermanence to eradication, dispassion, and cessation 
(Anālayo 2013b: 228–233). A sequence that corresponds more 
closely to the pattern for cultivating the awakening factors can 

―――――― 
19 SĀ 746 at T II 198a8, parallel to SN 46.66 at SN V 132,2 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2000: 1620). 
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be found in a text on monastic discipline, the Sarvāstivāda Vi-
naya, where the instructions take the following form:20 

one should be mindful of breathing in and out single-
mindedly, contemplating impermanence [by] contem-
plating change,21 contemplating dispassion, contemplat-
ing cessation, and contemplating letting go. 

Pāli discourses adopt the same sequence. The pattern that 
emerges in this way could be employed to implement the main 
teaching given in the Discourse on Seven Suns. The breath is 
indeed a convenient tool for this purpose, as it exemplifies the 
dependency of the human body on external living conditions.  

As mentioned in the first chapter, to stay alive the body re-
quires a continuous supply of oxygen through the process of 
breathing. This will no longer be available with the gradual 
destruction of the earth due to increasing solar heat, described 
in the Discourse on the Seven Suns. Hence the cultivation of 
impermanence, dispassion, cessation, and letting go, in the 
way described in the above passage for mindfulness of breath-
ing, could be employed to put into practice the insight-related 
import of the Discourse on Seven Suns and thereby actualize its 
awakening potential. 

View 

For the cultivation of such meditation practice, the factors of 
the eightfold path present the required context. This involves a 

―――――― 
20 T 1435 at T XXIII 8b1, parallel to Vin III 71,10 (translated by Hor-

ner 1938/1982: 122); for a comparative study of the preceding nar-
ration in a range of different Vinayas see Anālayo 2014b.  

21 The double reference in the original to “impermanence” and “change” 
is probably the result of a textual error; see Anālayo 2016d: 249 
note 16. 
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collaboration between establishing the proper perspective; un-
dertaking communications, activities, and livelihood informed 
by that perspective; and engaging in meditative cultivation of 
the mind.  

As already mentioned earlier, the early discourses describe 
the first path factor of right view in two different manners (see 
above p. 66). One of these definitions can be understood to of-
fer the significant indication that one needs to take responsibil-
ity for one’s actions, which in view of human-caused environ-
mental destruction acquires additional significance.  

The other definition requires adopting the perspective of 
the four noble truths. This alternative presentation implies that 
right view, as the first factor of the path described under the 
heading of the fourth truth, corresponds to all four noble truths. 

Far from involving a tautology, the point appears to be that 
some basic appreciation of the four truths is required to gener-
ate motivation to set out on the path. Such a preliminary un-
derstanding of the four truths as a guiding principle for the 
practice of the path differs from the level of insight into the 
four truths gained at stream-entry or with full awakening. As 
the first factor of the eightfold path, right view in the form of 
the four truths can serve a preliminary diagnostic function. It 
places the disconcerting recognition of the fact of dukkha with-
in a framework that reveals its conditionality as well as the 
possibility of becoming free from it, together with the means 
required to achieve that goal.  

According to the Discourse on Turning the Wheel of Dhar-
ma, each of the four truths calls for a different activity. First of 
all, dukkha should be “penetratively understood”, which in the 
approach presented here would be in particular understanding 
the dependency of the human body on conducive living condi-
tions on the earth.  
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The arising of dukkha should be “abandoned”. In the pres-
ence context, this can be taken to highlight the need to aban-
don the three root defilements, whether they manifest internal-
ly or externally.  

The cessation of dukkha should be “realized”. The Discourse 
on Seven Suns shows that progress to the realization of awak-
ening is possible, based on cultivating a vision of the ultimate 
disappearance of the whole earth. By way of contribution to 
the eventual realization of full awakening, a direct contrast to 
the three root defilements can be found in the cultivation of the 
divine abodes as temporary liberations whose ‘realization’ is 
possible well before full awakening has been reached.  

The path should be “cultivated”. The details of such culti-
vation will emerge during the next pages. Suffice it for now to 
note the main point: the need to put it all into practice. 

Intention 

Right intention can take the following form:22 

Thoughts of dispassion, thoughts of non-ill will, thoughts 
of non-harming: this is reckoned right intention.  

The Pāli formulation of the first of these three modalities of 
right intention speaks more specifically of “renunciation”. 
This wording seems particularly appropriate to the challenge 
of climate change, the mitigation of which does require the 
willingness to renounce certain types of comfort in order to 
reduce one’s carbon footprint. Sucitto (2019: 64) clarifies the 

―――――― 
22 MĀ 189 at T I 736a1, parallel to MN 117 at MN III 73,4 (trans-

lated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 935) and Up 6080 at D 4094 nyu 
45a1 and P 5595 thu 84b2, which has a somewhat different listing, 
perhaps the result of a textual error; see the translation in Anālayo 
2019g: 1932. 
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basic principle involved, in that “renunciation is the process of 
separating wants from needs.” 

The other two modalities of right intention concern the ab-
sence of harm and the absence of ill-will, which can provide a 
guideline for any type of activism. The intention to avoid har-
ming could become a strong motivation to take fully into ac-
count the consequences of one’s environmental habits on other 
humans and animals, in particular those less able to insulate 
themselves from the repercussions of global warming.  

At the same time, it is also important that a response to the 
current crisis, however pressing it appears, stays within the 
framework set by non-harm and non-ill will. These two types 
of intention are in turn closely related to the cultivation of 
mettā and compassion, discussed in the previous chapter. In 
fact, one who has fully cultivated these divine abodes will no 
longer be dominated by the wish to harm or by ill will, or even 
righteous anger. When viewed from this perspective, the medi-
tative practice of mettā and compassion can make a rather sub-
stantial contribution in support of right intention, which in turn 
provides the orientation for the ensuing path factors. 

Speech 

Right speech delineates four types of conversation better avoided:23 

Abstention from false speech, from divisive speech, from 
harsh speech, and from frivolous speech:24 this is reck-
oned right speech. 

―――――― 
23 MĀ 189 at T I 736a10, parallel to MN 117 at MN III 73,30 and Up 

6080 at D 4094 nyu 45a5 and P 5595 thu 84b7. 
24 The translation “frivolous” follows a correction in the CBETA edi-

tion, in line with the formulation employed in the preceding line 
for the corresponding wrong speech. 
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The canonical definition of right speech, which corresponds to 
the four courses of verbal action discussed earlier (see above 
p. 65), sets the parameters for any communication. Effectively 
communicating the complex topic of climate change, in par-
ticular, can be quite a challenge (Filho et al. 2019). From an 
early Buddhist perspective, first and foremost one should stick 
to the truth. This can take the form of countering misleading 
statistics, falsification of data, and corporate-sponsored research 
to spread falsehood without succumbing to intentional exag-
geration and reliance on unsubstantiated information when try-
ing to inform others. 

Another aspect of relevance to ecological destruction would 
be to express the truth of one’s inner conviction. Of considera-
ble importance here could be participation in elections, which 
relates to the next path factor of right action, making sure that 
the opportunity to vote for whoever best represents one’s opin-
ion on the need to protect the environment is not missed out. 
In the USA, for example, nearly half of those in principle eli-
gible to participate in elections do not vote. No wonder when 
eventually governments come into power that do not adequately 
reflect the opinion of the majority of the people.  

In addition to voting, there are a range of other opportuni-
ties can be used to draw attention to the truth of climate 
change and the need to take action. 

Moving on to the next aspect of right speech, when drawing 
attention to climate change, communications that create divi-
sions are better avoided. In the original context, the import ap-
pears to be some form of backbiting that sets people against 
each other. But in a more general sense it could perhaps also 
be taken as discouraging the dualistic creation of clear-cut fac-
tions, such as contrasting those bad ones, held entirely respon-
sible for the climate crisis, to the good ones who are opposing 
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ecological destruction. This is not to say that differences do 
not exist, but only to suggest that communication can be un-
dertaken in such a way as to avoid excessive emphasis on du-
alistic contrasts where the communicator is, of course, always 
on the good side.  

Harsh speech is speech that hurts and therefore is directly 
opposed to the right intention for non-harm. Even face to face 
with those most directly responsible for climate change denial 
and destruction of the environment, it should still be possible 
to communicate from a point of balance that desires the absence 
of harm for everyone. 

In the original setting, frivolous speech stands for conversa-
tions about irrelevant matters not related to the path of practice. 
Applied to the case of climate change, it could perhaps be taken 
as an encouragement to make the present ecological challenge 
a recurrent topic of conversation, to communicate relevant in-
formation and, perhaps even more importantly, to communicate 
a balanced attitude in facing the crisis. This could also entail 
aiming communications at producing concrete results, which 
in a debating situation would require listening and understand-
ing the opposing side, taking their concerns into account, rather 
than just wanting to demolish the opponent’s argument. 

A pervasive problem, as noted by Filho (2019b: 2), is that 
“the substantial amount of information and knowledge on as-
pects of climate change mitigation and adaptation is not matched 
by a similar body of expertise on climate change communication, 
despite the fact that the latter is central to any attempts to modify 
the human behaviours and man-led actions which have been 
largely responsible for the climate-related problems seen today.” 

Of interest here could be a finding by Ranney and Clark 
(2016) that the majority of people have no adequate under-
standing of the basic mechanism involved in global warming. 
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Based on receiving such information, a change in attitude oc-
curred toward more acceptance of the fact of global warming 
as well as willingness to act in ways that will mitigate it.  

The basic information required for this purpose was just the 
following (Ranney and Clark 2016: 51f): “The earth trans-
forms sunlight’s visible light energy into infrared light energy, 
which leaves earth slowly because it is absorbed by green-
house gases. When people produce greenhouse gases, energy 
leaves Earth even more slowly—raising Earth’s tempera-
ture.”25 

When spreading information about the current crisis, it is par-
ticularly important to beware of “catastrophe fatigue”. As noted 
by Tokar (2018: 182), “while some authors focus on the most dire 
future scenarios, hoping that people can be shocked into realizing 
the magnitude of changes that are necessary, this approach appears 
more likely to inspire despair and withdrawal than meaningful 
action.” In the words of Hoggett (2011: 261), “the quandary we 
face is how to sound the alarm without being alarmist.” 

The problem is that “fear-related messages can lead to 
counter-productive behaviors,” as observed by Troillet et al. 
(2019: 56), as “fear is an emotion that induces stress-related 
responses within the organism, leading to automatic reactions 
such as fight or flight or freeze. Those reactions may be adap-
tive in some situations such as fighting with a dangerous ani-
mal, but won’t be effective in new situations requiring calm 
and positive emotions for creative responses.” 

―――――― 
25 See also Filho 2019a for a survey of helpful strategies developed 

for the International Climate Change Information Programme, “the 
world’s largest non-government funded information, communica-
tion and education programme on climate change” (p. 10), and Otto 
et al. 2019 on the potential and challenges of online courses to pro-
mote a better understanding of climate change and its repercussions. 
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Yuen (2012: 20) explains that “apocalyptic imagery has 
saturated popular culture for decades … the ubiquity of apoca-
lypse in recent decades has led to a banalization of the con-
cept—it is seen as normal, expected, in a sense comfortable,” 
hence “environmentalists and scientists must compete in this 
marketplace of catastrophe, and find themselves struggling to 
be heard above the din.”  

Moreover, “right-wing and nationalist environmental poli-
tics have much more to gain from an embrace of catastro-
phism. This is especially true if the invocation of fear is the 
primary rhetorical device … [as] fear is not a stable place to 
organize a radical politics, but it can be a very effective plat-
form from which to launch a campaign of populist xenophobia 
or authoritarian technocracy under the sign of scarcity.”  

Yuen (2012: 16) even warns that “environmental catastro-
phism may end up exacerbating the very problems to which it 
seeks to call attention.” 

At the same time, however, Moo (2015: 938) argues that “it 
would be a mistake to dismiss the potential of the apocalyptic 
imagination to offer ways of re-envisioning and re-engaging 
with climate change and the questions of meaning and value 
that it raises for us,” serving “not merely as stereotypical fan-
tasies of the ‘end’ or guilt-inducing narratives of inevitable 
disaster but rather as dramas that invite us to consider afresh 
who we are, where we are, and what we value.”  

Such reconsideration is indeed the purpose of the teaching 
provided in the Discourse on Seven Suns. What emerges in 
this way is the need to be circumspect in the deployment of ca-
tastrophe rhetoric and, perhaps even more importantly, to pro-
vide tools that enable the audience to actualize the positive po-
tential of disaster imagery. 
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Action 

The definition of right action corresponds to the first three of 
the five precepts usually taken by lay followers of the Buddha 
and to the three courses of bodily action discussed earlier (see 
above p. 65):26 

―――――― 
26 MĀ 189 at T I 736a18, parallel to MN 117 at MN III 74,24 and Up 

6080 at D 4094 nyu 45b2 and P 5595 thu 85a5. 
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Abstention from killing, from taking what is not given, 
from sexual misconduct: this is reckoned right action. 

Another passage shows a broad scope of application for such 
abstention, at the same time also providing a rationale for its 
undertaking. For the case of killing, this passage proceeds as 
follows:27 

“If someone wishes to kill me, that is not enjoyable to 
me. What is not enjoyable to me is also like that for an-
other. [So], how could I kill another?” Having had this 
reflection, one undertakes not to kill sentient beings and 
does not enjoy when sentient beings are killed.  

The Pāli version explains that such a reflection motivates one 
to abstain from killing, to encourage others to abstain in the 
same way, and to speak in praise of such abstention. Both ver-
sions apply the same basic principle to the other two aspects of 
right action, abstention from theft and from sexual miscon-
duct. 

This sets a convenient frame for environmental activism, in 
the various forms in which this can manifest (Cassegård et al. 
2017). It provides a clear-cut directive to act in the way one 
would wish others would act toward oneself. The basic rationale 
motivating such abstention can be applied in particular to the 
problem of climate justice, where the repercussions of climate 
change afflict most severely developing countries, who have 
contributed the least to causing them (Jacobson 2018 and Jafry 
2019). It encourages placing oneself mentally into the situation 
of others and taking action based on that. 

―――――― 
27 SĀ 1044 at T II 273b16, parallel to SN 55.7 at SN V 353,29 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2000: 1797); for a Gāndhārī parallel see Allon in 
Glass 2007: 12.  
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The passage also clarifies that abstention from killing, for 
example, can extend from not intentionally terminating the life 
of a sentient being oneself to avoiding even indirectly support-
ing the taking of life. An obvious application of that would be 
vegetarianism.28 

The Karmapa (2013: 97f) comments that “our reliance on 
meat is a major cause of climate change, deforestation, and 
pollution … the methane gases emitted by livestock contribute 
more to climate change than does carbon dioxide. This tells us 
that if we human beings made a significant shift toward be-
coming vegetarian, by that shift alone we could dramatically 
reduce global warming … 

“Vast quantities of feed, water, land, fuel, and other re-
sources are required to sustain livestock … studies indicate 
that the land needed to produce food for one meat-eater could 
support twenty vegetarians. This demonstrates how much smaller 
our ecological footprint could be just by giving up meat.” 

In addition to the harm caused to the environment in gen-
eral and of course to the animals themselves, who are often 
raised in ghastly conditions and then cruelly slaughtered, eat-
ing meat also harms the consumer. Kaza (2008: 7) notes that 
“some vegetarians have turned away from meat to protect their 
health and avoid meat-associated medical risks. Studies now 
show that hormones used in beef production can affect human 
reproductive development, causing early puberty and male in-
fertility. The heavy use of antibiotics in conventional meat and 
dairy operations is a human health concern as well, undercut-
ting the effectiveness of these valuable drugs in treating human 
―――――― 
28 For a discussion of “meat-eating denial”, in the sense of intentional 

spreading of misinformation regarding its environmental repercus-
sions by those who would be affected if meat consumption were to 
be reduced, see Stanescu 2020. 
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infection. Reducing harm to ourselves is a viable and important 
aspect of reducing environmental impact.”  

For implementing such reduction of harm, a recommenda-
tion would be to start by adopting a meat-free diet one day of 
the week, for instance, and from that gradually increase the 
shift away from meat-consumption. Eventually it might also 
become possible to reduce reliance on other dairy products. 

Livelihood 

The articulation of right livelihood takes as its point of depar-
ture the situation of a monastic, evident in the following for-
mulation:29 

If there is no seeking [requisites] with a dissatisfied mind, 
no having recourse to various inappropriate types of 
spells, no making a living by wrong forms of livelihood; 
if one seeks robes and blankets with what is in accord-
ance with the Dharma, by means of the Dharma, seeks 
beverages and food, beds and couches, medicine and any 
[other] requisites of life with what is in accordance with 
the Dharma, by means of the Dharma: this is reckoned 
right livelihood. 

The Pāli parallel to this passage is less detailed but conveys a 
similar sense. Proceeding from the livelihood of a mendicant 
monastic to that of a lay person, another Pāli discourse can be 
consulted, of which no parallel appears to be extant. The dis-
course lists five trades that a lay disciple of the Buddha should 
not engage in. These are trading in weapons, in sentient beings, 
in meat, in intoxicants, and in poisons.30 The commentary adds 
―――――― 
29 MĀ 189 at T I 736a29, parallel to MN 117 at MN III 75,15 and Up 

6080 at D 4094 nyu 46a2 and P 5595 thu 85b5. 
30 AN 5.177 at AN III 208,15 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 790). 
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that this refers not only to undertaking such trade oneself but 
also to getting others to undertake it.31 

A central principle behind most occupations mentioned in 
this list appears to be the infliction of harm. Based on the con-
ception of livelihood that emerges in this way, an application 
to the current crisis could revolve around minimizing harm to 
other sentient beings and the environment, be this caused di-
rectly by one’s actions or indirectly. On this interpretation, any 
step taken in this direction could be considered an implemen-
tation of this particular dimension of the eightfold path. 

Kaza (2018: 446f) reasons that, “for example, commuting 
to work by walking, biking, or mass transit would be a more 
virtuous choice than commuting by car or plane because one 
would personally be contributing less carbon pollution (and 
therefore less harm) to the atmosphere. Practising mindfulness 
in relation to energy use or carbon intensive products can be a 
path to individual liberation. One can study one’s personal hooks 
or triggers related to maintaining privileged climate-controlled 
homes or one’s desires for high carbon footprint food choices 
such as red meat and imported fruits … this sort of personal 
practice is part of understanding the complexities of individual 
actions and belief systems that maintain currently unsustaina-
ble levels of carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions.” 

Effort 

Right effort covers altogether four dimensions:32 

―――――― 
31 Mp III 303,21. 
32 SĀ 877 at T II 221a24, parallel to AN 4.13 at AN II 15,14 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2012: 401), and Sanskrit fragments, SHT V 1445+ 
1447, Sander and Waldschmidt 1985: 258f, and Hosoda 2003. A 
comparable description can be found in MĀ 189 at T I 736b9, which 
in this case is absent from MN 117; see Anālayo 2011b: 661. 
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One arouses desire, application, endeavor, and takes hold 
of the mind for abandoning already-arisen bad and un-
wholesome states … one arouses desire, application, en-
deavor, and takes hold [of the mind] for the non-arising 
of not-yet-arisen bad and unwholesome states … one 
arouses desire, application, endeavor, and takes hold [of 
the mind] for bringing about the arising of not-yet-arisen 
wholesome states … and one arouses desire, application, 
endeavor, and takes hold [of the mind] for the increase 
and cultivation of already-arisen wholesome states. 

A significant indication offered by this description is that ef-
fort should first of all be directed inwards. This holds even for 
the current crisis whose speed and magnitude certainly call for 
quick action. Yet, from the viewpoint of the framework pro-
vided by the eightfold path, one needs to ensure that the condi-
tion of the mind is free from “bad and unwholesome states”. 
Only once this is at least temporarily achieved has the time come 
to act on the external level. 

Needless to say, the practice of right effort in this way con-
tinues during any activity undertaken on the external level. 
Based on envisioning the entire situation in terms of the three 
root defilements, as suggested above (see p. 77), such activity 
has as its central orientation the countering of their impact. 
Guided by this orientation, one’s own internal condition will 
naturally be kept in view, so as to prevent the rearising of the 
three root defilements within. 

Ñāṇaponika (1990: 8) reasons that, “if we leave unresolved 
the actual or potential sources of social evil within ourselves, 
our external social activity will be either futile or markedly in-
complete. Therefore, if we are moved by a spirit of social re-
sponsibility, we must not shirk the hard task of moral and spir-
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itual self-development. Preoccupation with social activities must 
not be made an excuse or escape from the first duty, to tidy up 
one’s own house first.” 

Mindfulness 

The cultivation of mindfulness as an integral dimension of the 
path to awakening takes the form of four establishments:33  

There are four establishments of mindfulness. What are 
the four? They are reckoned to be the establishment of 
mindfulness by contemplating the body [in regard to] the 
body … feeling tones … the mind … and the establish-
ment of mindfulness by contemplating dharmas [in re-
gard to] dharmas. 

Such cultivation of the four establishments of mindfulness can 
become a regular meditation practice, in order to build up the 
mental resilience required for confronting the crisis. 

Based on such formal cultivation, mindfulness can unfold 
its potential throughout any activity. This takes place by way 
of monitoring, in line with its role in relation to any of the oth-
er path factors, as discussed above (p. 109).  

In this way, mindfulness can become a central tool for fac-
ing the horror of climate catastrophe with inner balance and, 
based on that, taking the steps needed to transform what might 
well be the most serious challenge human beings have ever 
faced in their history. With mindfulness, this challenge could 

―――――― 
33 SĀ 605 at T II 170c28, parallel to SN 47.24 at SN V 173,26 (trans-

lated by Bodhi 2000: 1652) and Up 6027 at D 4094 nyu 12b3 or P 
5595 thu 45b6 (translated by Dhammadinnā 2018a: 23). These are 
listed under the heading of right mindfulness in MĀ 189 at T I 736b14, 
in which case again, as in the previous footnote, the parallel MN 117 
does not provide such a definition.  
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be transformed into an opportunity, an opportunity to increase 
global awareness and move to a level of interaction among hu-
man beings that values the common welfare over individual 
profit in order to maintain the living conditions required for 
the survival of human civilization.  

From the viewpoint of cultivating mindfulness, even small 
steps taken in daily life are significant. They are significant not 
because on their own they will change the whole world. They 
are significant because they contribute to a network of causes 
and conditions that can change the whole world. Be it living 
more simply, shifting to a vegetarian or vegan diet, recycling, 
forgoing unnecessary travel by car or plane, or even acquiring 
an electric car, these deeds become meaningful not because the 
world will change if one individual acts in this way. They are 
meaningful because they embody awareness of the global crisis 
and express it on the individual level as a form of training in 
mindfulness and ethical responsibility.  

Of course, the more who act in this way, the greater the ef-
fects will be. This ties in with the internal and external dimen-
sions of mindfulness, where the internal builds the foundation 
for the external. It is precisely through embodying what needs 
to be done on the personal level that the outside world can be 
positively affected.  

By training oneself to face the crisis with mindful balance, 
one will be able to exemplify mindfulness in an authentic way 
and share this attitude with others, inspiring them to cultivate 
the same. Equipped with this attitude, any ecological activism 
to confront the crisis has the greatest potential for success.  

Concentration 

Different definitions of right concentration can be found in the 
early discourses, which either list the four absorptions or else 
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stipulate unification of the mind cultivated in conjunction with 
the other seven path factors. Closer comparative study shows 
the latter definition to be quite probably the earlier one of the 
two (Anālayo 2019b). This can take the following form:34 

Right view, right intention, right speech, right action, 
right livelihood, right effort, and right mindfulness; if 
based on arousing these seven factors, on being support-
ed [by them] and equipped [with them], the mind pro-
gresses well and attains unification, then this is reckoned 
noble right concentration with its arousing, with its sup-
ports, and with its equipment. 

In the meditative approach presented here, such unification of 
the mind would find its implementation in the cultivation of 
compassion as a boundless radiation, discussed in the previous 
chapter. 

The Middle Path 

In the Discourse on Turning the Wheel of Dharma, the teach-
ing of the eightfold path serves to exemplify a middle-path ap-
proach. The principle underlying this middle path is as follows:35  

Five monastics, you should know that there are two ex-
treme undertakings that those who are on the path should 
not practice: the first is attachment to sensual pleasures, 
which is a lowly act, undertaken by the ordinary person; 
the second is to torture oneself and [make] oneself suffer, 

―――――― 
34 MĀ 189 at T I 735c5, parallel to MN 117 at MN III 71,16 and Up 

6080 at D 4094 nyu 44a2 or P 5595 thu 83b1. 
35 MĀ 204 at T I 777c26. The parallel MN 26 does not cover the teach-

ing of the middle path, which is, however, found in SN 56.11 at SN 
V 421,2 (translated by Bodhi 2000: 1844); for a comparative study 
and a translation of MĀ 204 see Anālayo 2011a and 2011b: 170–189. 
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which is an ignoble condition and not connected to what 
is beneficial.36  

Five monastics, abandon these two extremes and take 
up the middle path, which accomplishes understanding, 
accomplishes wisdom, and accomplishes [inner] certainty 
and the attainment of mastery, and which leads to wisdom, 
leads to awakening, and leads to Nirvana, namely the eight-
[fold] right path, from right view to right concentration. 

The “five monastics”, mentioned here, had been companions 
of the Buddha when he was still in search of awakening and 
was undertaking ascetic practices (Anālayo 2017d: 51–76). 
After having pursued these for some time, he realized that they 
were not conducive to liberation. When he abandoned asceti-
cism, these five companions left him, in the belief that he had 
thereby abandoned the path to awakening. This was not the 
case, however, as he had only changed his approach.  

At the present juncture of events, after having reached awak-
ening, the Buddha had come to meet these five former com-
panions in order to share his discovery with them. Due to their 
belief that he had given up the path to awakening, they were 
naturally disinclined to believe his claim. For this reason, he 
had to clarify at the outset the nature of the path that had led 
him to realization. 

The notion of a middle path between self-torment and in-
dulgence can conveniently be related to facing climate change. 
As noted by Daniels (2010b: 966): “one major theme imbued 
in the Eightfold Path, of particular relevance to sustainability 
issues, is the principle of moderation or the ‘Middle Way’.” 
The Karmapa (2009: 82) reasons, regarding “the key principle 

―――――― 
36 The translation is based on adopting a variant reading that dis-

penses with an additional reference to “searching”. 
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of the Middle Way”, that “our lifestyle today should be mod-
elled on this principle—neither too hard nor too indulgent.”  

In other words, the situation clearly demands action to be 
taken on the personal level in line with the intention for renun-
ciation. Certain comforts and indulgences need to be abandoned 
in order to alleviate the burden on the environment and truth-
fully embody the commitment to maintaining living conditions 
on the earth. At the same time, however, this should not lead 
to self-torture by going to extremes. Here mindfulness has an 
important role to fulfill by monitoring and providing the re-
quired feedback, noting whenever a lack of balance has occurred 
and calling for adjustment.  

Another aspect of interest, related to the Buddha’s meeting 
with his five former companions, is that along the way he had 
chanced across another religious practitioner. This practitioner 
was thus the first person to encounter the Buddha after he had 
reached awakening. According to the report of this meeting, 
the Buddha announced his plans in the following manner:37  

I am going to … beat the sublime drum of the deathless 
and to turn the unsurpassable wheel of the Dharma. 

The reference to turning the wheel of the Dharma concerns the 
impending delivery of his first teaching to his five former com-
panions. The notion of beating the drum of the deathless reflects 
the successful completion of the Buddha’s quest. According to 
the same discourse, this quest had been as follows:38 

Formerly, when I had not yet awakened to supreme, right, 
and complete awakening, I also had this reflection: “I am 

―――――― 
37 MĀ 204 at T I 777b26, parallel to MN 26 at MN I 171,11 (trans-

lated by Ñāṇamoli 1995/2005: 263). 
38 MĀ 204 at T I 776a26, parallel to MN 26 at MN I 163,15. 
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actually subject to disease myself and I naïvely search 
for what is subject to disease; I am actually subject to old 
age, subject to death, subject to worry and sadness, and 
subject to defilement myself and I naïvely search for what 
is subject to defilement.  

What if I now rather search for the supreme peace of 
Nirvana, which is free from disease, search for the su-
preme peace of Nirvana, which is free from old age, free 
from death, free from worry and sadness, and free from 
defilement?” 

The notion of the deathless can serve to summarize the Buddha’s 
pre-awakening quest for liberation, described in the present ex-
tract. Here the deathless does not refer to the achievement of a 
state of eternal life. Instead, it signifies a liberating insight which 
results in the complete conquest of any fear of death.  

According to early Buddhist thought, with full awakening 
gained, the Buddha had reached a condition of the mind that was 
completely composed even when faced with his own passing 
away. The same holds for those of his disciples who had also be-
come completely liberated from defilements. Their conquest of 
death neither avoids the passing away of their physical bodies nor 
leads to gaining a state of immortality in a heavenly realm. Instead, 
it involves a supreme condition of freedom of the mind, such 
that even the terror of mortality has completely lost its sting. 

Mindfulness of Death 

A meditation practice of direct relevance to this notion of the 
deathless, as a freedom from the terror of mortality, is mindful-
ness of death. This can take the following form:39 

―――――― 
39 EĀ 40.8 at T II 742a25, parallel to AN 6.19 at AN III 306,6 and AN 

8.73 at AN IV 319,23 (translated by Bodhi 2012: 878 and 1221); see 
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One gives attention to the perception of death, collecting 
mindfulness to the fore, with a mind that is unshaken, be-
ing mindful of the exhalation and the inhalation for the 
time it takes for them to go out and return. 

Although the instruction is fairly simple, putting it into prac-
tice can be challenging. This is in considerable part because 
our modern society has become so accustomed to avoiding the 
fact of death.  

The different defense mechanisms employed to ignore mor-
tality, both one’s own and that of others, have been studied in 
detail in clinical psychology. A range of publications are avail-
able on what at times comes under the header of “Terror Man-
agement Theory” (Greenberg et al. 1986). This is the theory that 
explains how human beings manage their existential terror. 

Human beings share with animals the instinct for self-pre-
servation. In the case of humans, this instinct combines with 
the awareness that death is unavoidable. The combination of 
the instinctive drive for self-preservation and the knowledge of 
the inevitability of death creates the potential for paralyzing 
terror. As soon as death comes within the range of attention, 
human beings tend to react with various defense mechanisms. 
The most common one is trying to distract oneself.  

Should distraction not suffice, denial ensues. This can take 
two forms. In one form of denial, death is pushed far away in-
to the distant future. The acknowledgement that one is indeed 
going to die is accompanied by the reassuring assumption that 
this will only happen after a very long time. At that far away 
time in the distant future, one will come back to this issue, but 

―――――― 
also Anālayo 2016d: 200–207 and 2018b: 90–95. EĀ 40.8 also brings 
in the cultivation of the awakening factors, but these are not men-
tioned in the two Pāli parallels. 
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not now. After all, there are more important things to do at 
present. No need to be too concerned about death at this time, 
as it is still so far away.  

The other form of denial pretends that somehow, in a way 
not further specified, one is exempt from mortality. Other 
people are indeed mortal, this can hardly be denied, but some-
how, in some way, oneself is not really subject to the same. 
Death is out there, but not in here.  

These two modalities of denial could be summarized as 
“not now” and “not me”. They can be countered by repeatedly 
directing mindfulness to the recognition that one’s own death 
can happen at any time. Mortality is actually the birthday pre-
sent every human being receives right on coming into exist-
ence. Although this should be obvious, it takes much courage 
and effort to face what most individuals shy away from: Death 
is certain.  

As a consequence of being made aware of their mortality, 
people can cling strongly to their views and sense of identity 
as a way of fending off the sense of being threatened. Just be-
ing briefly reminded of the fact of death can make individuals 
react in ways that are more narrow-minded, biased, and fun-
damentalist, as strategies for avoiding the realization of their 
own mortality.  

Recollection of death serves to counter these tendencies 
and to clarify priorities in life. In the face of mortality, how 
should life be lived in such a way that there will be no regrets 
at the time of death?  

Although at first sight this might seem paradoxical, through 
regular recollection of death one becomes much more alive. 
One becomes more alive to the opportunities of the present 
moment, to the importance of making the best use of it instead 
of squandering it in meaningless activities.  
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In this way, mindfulness of death can have a remarkable 
impact on one’s priorities and relationships; it can positively 
change one’s whole life. By allowing death to become part of 
one’s life, a process of becoming complete and whole can take 
place.  

Such mental cultivation is of additional relevance to facing 
the current climate emergency. It may well be the same de-
fense mechanisms used to ward off recognition of mortality 
that contribute to denying or ignoring climate change. The 
same tendency manifests in clinging strongly to views and 
identities in order to fend off the feeling of being threatened.  

Two strategies of psychological distancing in the face of 
climate change correspond closely to the two modalities of 
denying mortality by way of “not me” and “not now”. Accord-
ing to McDonald et al. (2015: 113), “confronted by evidence 
for a serious threat such as climate change, people may be mo-
tivated to see the location of impacts as far from themselves” 
in a geographical sense. Moreover, “even if one accepts that 
climate change is happening, and that the impacts will be se-
vere, one might still feel psychologically distant from climate 
change because the potential impacts are a long way in the fu-
ture” (2015: 112). 

In view of this, mindfulness of death can make a rather sub-
stantial contribution to the challenge of facing climate change. 
Countering the two strategies of denial in the form of “not me” 
and “not now” is as relevant to climate change as it is to mor-
tality. The dire effects of climate disaster can strike anywhere 
in the world, at any time. 

Summary 

The vision of a complete destruction of the whole earth has a 
soteriological potential in early Buddhist thought, by way of 
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driving home the truth of impermanence and leading to letting 
go. The same truth applies to oneself; hence, mindfully facing 
one’s own mortality is the internal counterpart to mindfully 
facing climate catastrophe on the external level. In this way, 
through mindfulness practice the challenge of climate change 
can become a path to awakening. This can take the form of a 
middle path aloof from the two extremes of apathy and agita-
tion, and aloof from indulgence and self-tormenting. 

The actual implementation of this middle path has the four 
noble truths as its guiding principles, ethical living as its sup-
port, and mindfulness as its constant companion, monitoring 
what is taking place. Intentions of renunciation, non-harm, and 
non-ill will keep the mind on track as it invests effort into con-
fronting the three root defilements on the internal and external 
levels. In relation to verbal activity, the truth of climate change 
and its repercussions need to be communicated with balance, a 
balance that also informs environmental activism and one’s per-
sonal lifestyle adjusted in such a manner as to minimize one’s 
carbon footprint. 

In this way, every step taken along this path can serve to di-
minish pollution both without and within. 



 

 
 
 



 

 

Conclusion 

The cultivation of mindfulness facilitates approaching the dis-
astrous environmental repercussions caused by the influence 
of the three root defilements without succumbing to them one-
self. The crisis itself can be seen as the result of these three 
mental defilements, in particular rampant greed and the delud-
ed tendency to ignore its repercussions. Although anger may at 
first sight seem less prominent, with the imminent deteriora-
tion in living conditions it can safely be expected to become 
more conspicuous.  

The cultivation of mindfulness to face climate change rests 
on the compassionate intention for the absence of harm. It mon-
itors and finetunes the contribution made by compassion, en-
suring that one neither succumbs to its near enemy of grief nor 
switches off due to being unable to face it any longer. Viewed 
from this perspective, facing climate change becomes a mind-
fulness practice all the way through. Not only that, but its final 
goal is precisely a raising of the level of mindfulness on a global 
scale.  

The potential of mindfulness in this respect can nowadays 
be tapped more easily due to its worldwide spread, as a result 
of having been adopted in a variety of areas in contemporary 
society and modern culture (Wilson 2014). Training in mind-
fulness has become available throughout the world and is ac-
cessible to people from a wide variety of backgrounds.  

This is the other side of the coin of the present situation. 
With all its catastrophic dimensions, it is at the same time also 
an outstanding opportunity. It is an opportunity to step out of 
detrimental patterns ingrained in human civilization as it is at 
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present and move to a level of interaction among human be-
ings that gives precedence to the common welfare over the in-
dividual benefit. The challenge posed by the crisis, if handled 
with mindfulness and compassion on a broad scale, can be-
come an occasion to learn to work together to maintain the liv-
ing conditions required for the survival of human civilization. 
Keeping in mind the positive view of this potential will be a 
crucial asset in facing any adversities. 

Working together to ensure sustainability of life on earth 
indubitably requires stepping out of the narrow confines of 
self-centeredness, based on rigidly held racial, political, reli-
gious, and social identities. At this stage, it is no longer possi-
ble to privilege the individual over the communal, the regional 
over the national, and the national over the international. In-
stead, human beings all over the world must come to appreci-
ate what they all have in common, the potential to become what 
so far they have not yet really become: homo sapiens sapiens, 
truly “wise” human beings. 

 



 

 

 

Appendix: Meditation 

The material in the preceding chapters is meant to help strength-
en mental resilience for facing the current environmental chal-
lenge and for taking appropriate action. Each of the four chap-
ters provides a background to a particular aspect of the medita-
tion presented here.  

In the case of the first chapter, this is contemplation of the 
earth element. Such contemplation can make it a matter of per-
sonal experience that one is intrinsically related to nature out-
side. The second chapter relates to contemplation of the mind, 
with a particular emphasis on recognition of the three root de-
filements. The third chapter concerns the cultivation of com-
passion. The last chapter introduces contemplation of imper-
manence on a global scale and recollection of death. Coming to 
terms with one’s own mortality has its complement in the ability 
to face the possible end of human civilization with inner balance, 
an indispensable foundation for taking appropriate action.  

Although inspired by the early discourses, the actual instruc-
tions summarized below and also offered as guided instructions 
online are my own and come with no claim of being accurate 
reflections of meditation practice undertaken in ancient India.  

The basic suggestion would be to proceed through these 
meditations step by step. A convenient way of doing so could 
be during a four-week period, finding time each weekend to 
study one chapter and during the ensuing week to practice the 
corresponding meditation on a daily basis.  

The meditations presented here are based on extracts from 
more comprehensive practices that have considerably more to 
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offer. The combination of these extracts yields a viable form 
of meditation that fits the challenge of facing climate change 
and at the same time has a liberating potential. Nevertheless, 
in addition to cultivating such meditation on a daily basis, it 
would be opportune to explore the relevant complete practices 
during a time of retreat.  

Building on the daily practice of the meditation presented 
here, a time of the year set apart for silent retreat could be used 
to cultivate contemplation of all four elements in the way de-
scribed in the discourse (Anālayo 2018b: 65–81), even to ex-
plore the full scheme of the four establishments of mindful-
ness. Other opportunities for deepening the practice would be 
to implement the complete instructions on mindfulness of 
breathing in sixteen steps (Anālayo 2019e: 6–154) or else to 
develop all of the four divine abodes (Anālayo 2015b: 154–
162). Such full exploration will provide additional depth to the 
meditation presented here and strengthen its daily practice.  

Contemplation of the Earth  

In order to cultivate insight into the close relationship between 
the body and the earth on a personal level, meditation practice 
can begin with a focus on the earth element. Although such an 
approach is inspired by the contemplation of the four elements 
described in the Discourse on the Establishments of Mindful-
ness, it lacks the analytical edge of this exercise, due to taking 
up only one of the four elements.  

For exploring the earth element in daily meditation, the rec-
ommended approach is to use a body scan. Such a form of prac-
tice is not described in the early discourses and only seems to 
have come into existence in later times (Anālayo 2020b). Its 
purpose is to provide a grounding in bodily presence, making it 
easy to collect the mind and avoid that it succumbs to distraction.  
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In actual practice, after having taken a moment to settle in 
by just being with the presence of the body in the sitting pos-
ture, the scan can begin with the head and from there proceed 
to the neck, shoulders, arms, hands, torso, hips, legs, and feet. 
At first it might be preferable to take the limbs separately, but 
eventually these can be covered at the same time. 

The meditative task is simply to be aware of a particular part 
of the body in the knowledge that there is the internal earth el-
ement, in the sense that there is some degree of solidity in this 
part of the body. When cultivating this meditation there is no 
need to strain in order to feel distinctly and with total precision 
the presence of solidity in each and every part of the body. Ob-
viously, the body is solid; there is solidity in each part of the 
body. Given that this is already clear, it is not necessary to strug-
gle in order to prove that. It suffices just being aware of the 
body and knowing that there is solidity, which is sensed only 
to the degree to which this naturally manifests.  

Having completed the body scan can then lead on to sens-
ing the solidity of the ground below, wherever this is in direct 
contact with the body. This is a way of transitioning to becom-
ing aware of the external earth element. Even sitting on a chair 
on the highest floor of a skyscraper, there definitely is solidity 
below that reaches all the way down to the earth. Awareness 
can note the sense of gravity and allow the body to relax into 
that gravitational pull, letting all bodily and mental tension sink 
into the ground.  

Having in this way come into contact with the earth below 
can lead over to a perception of the extensiveness of the earth 
in all directions. This can be done by first becoming aware of 
the frontal direction, in the acknowledgement that the element 
of solidity felt below the body extends to the front into the far 
distance. Proceeding from the front to the right, then the back, 
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and finally the left, eventually a perception of the vastness of 
the external earth element can arise. The body can feel firmly 
grounded in this experience of solidity that extends into all di-
rections; in fact, it is an integral part of it. 

The perception of the body as an integral part of the earth 
can be further strengthened by way of the following reflection, 
brought in briefly and only to the extent to which this supports 
the meditation, without leading to mental chatter: The body 
depends on a constant supply of solid food and is thereby in a 
relationship of exchange with the external earth element. It is 
entirely dependent on the earth for its survival. The same holds 
not only for the earth element. The body also needs the water 
element in the form of beverages, the fire element in the form of 
protection from extremes of temperature, and the wind element 
in the form of breathing. The oxygen breathed in comes from 
plants that live on the surface of the earth and in the ocean.  

The last reflection can lead over to becoming aware of the 
process of breathing. Ideally this is done while maintaining 
whole-body awareness. In other words, instead of cultivating 
an exclusive focus on the breath, the process of breathing can 
be experienced as part of the whole body seated on the earth. 
With every breath, an exchange takes place with the plants on 
the earth. For the body’s survival, this is even more vital than 
its food supply.  

The practice of the body scan can serve as a convenient tool 
for adjusting to the degree of distraction of the mind. When the 
mind tends to wander frequently, repeated and swift scanning 
can help to counter this tendency. Once, sooner or later, the 
mind becomes willing to settle down, the time has come to give 
attention to the breath. Throughout, the relationship between the 
body and the earth, the dependency of the body on the earth for 
its survival, can remain as the central theme. 
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Contemplation of the Mind 

Building on some experience with contemplation of the earth 
element, the first moment of just settling in by becoming aware 
of the presence of the body in the sitting posture can also serve 
as a moment to turn awareness to the present condition of the 
mind. This just requires checking in to see where the mind is 
at present and taking a moment to sense fully its texture and 
condition, in particular its distinct quality when mindfulness is 
present.  

The awareness of the mind established in this way can then 
become a companion during the body scan or when observing 
the breath. This can take the form of meta-awareness while un-
dertaking these practices. The difference compared to the 
practice done earlier is similar to the difference between just 
reading these lines and reading them while being aware of the 
fact that one is reading.  

Learning to keep an eye on the mind in this way will con-
siderably strengthen one’s ability to avoid getting caught up in 
daydreams or fantasies. Nevertheless, sooner or later some dis-
traction or the other is bound to happen.  

Whenever the mind gets off track and this is noticed, it is of 
utmost importance to let go right away of any frustration or neg-
ativity. It is simply the nature of the mind to wander; there is 
nothing surprising in this. Instead of getting upset, noting that 
some daydream or fantasy has taken the mind for a ride can be 
recognized with an inner smile in the knowledge that this is 
just the way of the mind.  

Recognizing the occurrence of a distraction can serve as a 
welcome opportunity for exploring contemplation of the mind 
in more detail. This can take the form of discerning, first of 
all, the predominant feeling tone, the affective quality of what 
just happened in the mind. If this has been pleasant, chances 
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are that the mental wandering was related to greed. If it has 
been unpleasant, chances are that it was related to anger and 
aversion. If there were neutral feeling tones, this can be a sig-
nal for a deluded state of mind.  

Needless to say, greed and anger are also manifestations of 
delusion. But in the present context the label “delusion” can 
conveniently be employed for those distractions that do not fit 
either of the other two categories well. This is when the mind 
is just ambling around with no purpose, without being in an 
obvious state of either greed or anger.  

The identification of the nature of the mental wandering 
that just occurred can come together with a recognition of the 
condition of the mind right now, when mindfulness is present. 
Compared to its earlier distracted condition, the mind has be-
come so much more open, aware, alive, and receptive. Taking 
time to savor the different actual condition of the mind makes 
it obvious why a mind relatively free from the influence of the 
three root defilements is indeed preferable. 

Turning to the present condition of the mind can also reveal 
the actual feeling tone present when mindfulness is established. 
Close inspection uncovers the presence of a very subtle type of 
pleasant feeling tone: the joy of being in the here and now. Keep-
ing attuned to this wholesome type of joy will further strengthen 
the mind’s ability to stay on track. This in a way reflects the 
potential of mindfulness to lead beyond grief and sadness, men-
tioned earlier. 

Cultivating Compassion 

The presence of the wholesome joy of being in the present mo-
ment provides an ideal foundation for the arousing of compas-
sion or the other divine abodes. Such arousing can be under-
taken based on employing either a particular phrase that ex-
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presses the sentiment of the relevant divine abode or else by 
using a mental image or picture. In the case of compassion, the 
sentiment would be the wish for non-harm, and an image could 
be anything that arouses within oneself the mental attitude of 
compassion. Any image that fulfils this purpose can serve as the 
starting point. 

In case one decides to start with mental reflections in the 
form of phrases, then these are best kept short and concise 
right from the outset. Both reflections and mental images can 
be skillful means to arouse compassion; once they have ful-
filled this task, however, they can be left behind. Such tools 
are supports meant to lead on to a stage of practice where they 
are no longer needed.  

Once they seem no longer necessary, a shift can take place 
from doing compassion to simply being compassion, by way 
of allowing one’s whole body and mind to be suffused with 
compassion. 

After having dwelled for some time in this experience, the 
compassion can be allowed to radiate in the different direc-
tions. Such radiation can begin by pervading the front, then the 
right, the back, and the left; this is similar to the earlier prac-
tice of contemplating the external earth element. Having in 
this way established pervasion of the four directions the radia-
tion of compassion can also extend upwards and then down-
wards. 

The practice of the radiation could be compared to a source 
of light that is surrounded by a curtain on all sides. To allow 
the light to shine in all directions, one slowly and gently pulls 
away the curtain. No need to push or exert force in any way. It 
does not matter how far the light of compassion is able to shine 
right now. The task is only one of removing any boundary, of 
allowing the mind to become naturally boundless. With con-
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tinued practice, at times the inner light will shine with increas-
ing strength and its illumination will spread far and wide. How-
ever short or far it may spread, a temporary liberation of the 
mind is reached as soon as the radiation has become boundless 
in all directions.  

With the radiation established in all directions, one simply 
remains in the spaciousness of the mental liberation by com-
passion, without paying further attention to individual direc-
tions. In terms of the light simile, the curtains having been 
gently pulled away, now the light just keeps shining in all di-
rections. A soft awareness of the body in the sitting posture 
and of the continuity of breathing can serve as stabilizers of 
the mind. For the same purpose, it can be helpful to use the 
times of inhalations for attending to the felt sense of compas-
sion and the times of exhalations to being more aware of the 
spaciousness of the mind. 

Within such spaciousness of the mind, any defilement has 
no chance to remain. As soon as a distraction is noticed, one 
just allows the mind to return to its condition of spaciousness 
and the mental narrowness that accompanies a defilement evap-
orates on its own. 

Contemplation of Impermanence 

Out of the full scheme of instructions on mindfulness of breath-
ing, for the present context the recommendation is to rely on 
its last four steps, which combine awareness of inhalations and 
exhalations with contemplation of impermanence, dispassion, 
cessation, and letting go. 

Awareness of the process of breathing, established after the 
body scan for experiencing the internal earth element, can now 
be invested with an emphasis on directly experiencing its im-
permanent nature. In terms of one’s mental attitude, this involves 
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a shift from the compassion cultivated earlier to equanimity 
now becoming predominant, with the understanding that the 
breath is nothing but change. Just as the breath, so everything 
else is also impermanent.  

Those who like to work with more detail could bring in the 
five aggregates, discussed in the first chapter (see above p. 21). 
The body within which the breath is experienced corresponds 
to the first aggregate of bodily form. The sensations caused by 
the breath belong to the second aggregate of feeling tones. The 
discerning of inhalations and exhalations relies on the third ag-
gregate of perception. The intention to stay with the breath and 
return to it whenever the mind has become distracted is the 
fourth aggregate of volitional formations. The knowing of all 
these aspects of the present moment’s experience of the breath 
is consciousness.  

Contemplation can take up each of these five aggregates 
one after the other, with an emphasis on their impermanent na-
ture. Eventually, they can be combined in a comprehensive ap-
preciation of the changing nature of all aspects of subjective 
experience. 

Once insight into impermanence has been well established, 
in whichever way this has been done, it can lead over to culti-
vating dispassion. This takes place by letting the implications 
of the changing nature of all phenomena transform one’s af-
fective attitude toward them and diminish one’s clinging.  

The more dispassion grows, the easier it will become to be 
at ease with the ending of things, with their cessation. Depend-
ing on the present situation and one’s overall preferences, the 
contemplation of cessation can be done either briefly or else in 
more depth. 

Exploring the step of cessation can take place by taking up 
the thought of one’s own death, the recognition that eventually 
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this body will be bereft of life and the breath will stop. The 
thought of one’s own death can be brought up either as a brief 
reminder, or else it can be contemplated in some detail, accord-
ing to what feels appropriate at that time. For a more compre-
hensive reflection, the same practice can be extended to the 
whole earth, with the awareness that at some time in the future 
it will be completely destroyed. All traces of human civilization 
will come to an end. Nothing will remain forever.  

The thought of one’s own death can similarly be related to 
the alternation between inhalations and exhalations. With eve-
ry inhalation, there can be an emphasis on the fact that, in prin-
ciple, this could be the last breath. With every exhalation, one 
relaxes and lets go.  

Correlating these two aspects of recognizing mortality and 
letting go to the inhalations and exhalations respectively ena-
bles adjusting the practice as needed. When the mind tries to 
dismiss the fact of death, more emphasis could be given to the 
inhalations. This is not by way of changing the inhalations in 
any way, but only in the sense of giving more emphasis to the 
corresponding reflection or perception. Breathing remains nat-
ural throughout. When the truth of mortality becomes too agi-
tating, more emphasis can be given to relaxing and letting go 
with the exhalations.  

After having been related to the exhalations, letting go can 
then become a continuous theme of the meditation. As the last 
of the four insight themes, letting go completes the trajectory 
from impermanence to dispassion and cessation. Such letting 
go can be aimed in particular at any manifestation, however 
subtle it may be, of the three root defilements of greed, hatred, 
and delusion. Cultivating increasing degrees of inner freedom 
from the three root defilements enables facing their external 
manifestations with maximal effectiveness. In this way, deep-
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ening meditative insight on the internal level builds the re-
quired foundation for countering the environmental destruc-
tion in the world outside to the best of one’s ability. 

Summary 

The meditation practice described above is meant to offer a re-
lation to each of the four establishments of mindfulness and at 
the same time incorporate both insight and tranquility.  

The contemplation of the internal earth element takes up 
one of the four elements, described in the Discourse on the Es-
tablishment of Mindfulness under the header of contemplation 
of the body. The same practice also incorporates mindfulness 
of the process of breathing, experienced as another dimension 
of the relationship between this body and the earth. 

Contemplation of the mind in the way described above 
corresponds to the first three mental states listed in the Dis-
course on the Establishment of Mindfulness. The meditation 
presented here covers also contemplation of feeling tones, by 
way of attending to the affective quality of the mind when a 
distraction had been present as well as through noting the pleas-
ant feeling tone of a mind that is undistracted.  

Taking off from the pleasant feeling tone of being in the 
present moment, the meditation moves on to cultivation of 
compassion as a boundless radiation, thereby ensuring that the 
formal development of meditative tranquility complements the 
emphasis on insight in the remainder of the meditative approach 
presented here. 

In order to implement the fourth establishment of mindful-
ness, contemplation of dharmas, the instructions for the last 
tetrad of mindfulness of breathing provide a helpful template. 
The basic progression involves contemplating impermanence, 
dispassion, cessation, and letting go (Anālayo 2019e: 100–119). 
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The third of these four themes, cessation, provides an oppor-
tunity to implement recollection of death, in terms of one’s 
own mortality as well as the ultimate death of the earth. 

The meditation as a whole attempts to combine progress to 
awakening with the cultivation of qualities and insights direct-
ly related to climate change. It intends to make the relationship 
of the body to the earth a matter of direct personal experience. 
It also tries to provide tools to counter the influence of the three 
root defilements and to inculcate compassion as the crucial at-
titude of non-harm underlying environmental concerns. Learning 
to face death and the potential ending of human civilization with 
equanimity is perhaps the most crucial contribution to developing 
the mental resilience needed for facing the dire consequences 
of climate change.  

 



 

 

Abbreviations 

AN  Aṅguttara-nikāya 
CBETA  Chinese Buddhist Electronic Text Association 
D  Derge edition 
DĀ  Dīrgha-āgama (T 1) 
Dhp  Dhammapada 
DN   Dīgha-nikāya 
EĀ  Ekottarika-āgama (T 125) 
EĀ2  Ekottarika-āgama (T 150A) 
Jā  Jātaka 
MĀ  Madhyama-āgama (T 26) 
MN  Majjhima-nikāya 
Mp  Manorathapūraṇī  
P  Peking edition 
Ps  Papañcasūdanī  
SĀ  Saṃyukta-āgama (T 99) 
SĀ2   Saṃyukta-āgama (T 100) 
SHT  Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden 
SN  Saṃyutta-nikāya 
Sn  Sutta-nipāta  
T  Taishō edition (CBETA) 
Th  Theragāthā 
Up  Abhidharmakośopāyikā-ṭīkā 
Vin  Vinaya 
Vism  Visuddhimagga 
[ ]  supplementation 
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